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ABSTRACT

THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPERATIONAL THINKING IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOL CHILDREN: AN EXAMINATION OF SOME ASPECTS OF 
PIAGET' S THEORY AMONG THE ITESO CHILDREN OF UGANDA

Barnabas Otaala

An investigation patterned after Piaget’s work was carried out
. • •

The main aim was to examine the valid-among Iteso children of Uganda.

ity of certain aspects of Piaget's theory in a rion-West|;pn, rural pqpula- 

tion, and the relevance of the Piagetian, approach to education in Uganda.
t •.

The present investigation employed a s;bandardized interviewing pro

cedure, using Piagetian tasks to investigate two questions. The first

question related to the validity of the sequence of development of

logical abilities as stated in Pieiget' s theory. The second question

dealt with the Piagetian claim that conservation, seriation, and class

ification develop concvcrrently.

The subjects were l6o children from two rural primary schools in

In each school 20O Teso District in the eastern region of Uganda.

. children were taken from each of the alternate classes PI, P3, P5> and 

P7. There were 20 boys and 20 girls in each of-the two lower classes; 

ther^a.•were 32 boys in P5, and only eight girls. In P7 there were 30 

boys and ten girls. Altogether there were 102 boys compared to 58 

girls, covering the age range of about six to l4 years,.

•s* An interview schedule consisting of a total of 13 cbhservatibh, 

seriation, and classification tasks was used to investigate the ques

tions, Intewiews were carried out in the schools. The data were
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1 - PROBLEM AM) BACKGROUMD

Throughout the, ’.v'orld rapid increases both in scientific loiowledge 

and in demand for scientists are causing teachers to reconsider the con

tent of syllabuses and teaching methods. In developing countries where 

education even: for primary school age children has not yet been 

.introduced, the problems are more far-reaching.

In Africa, new nations face urgent and perplexing problems that
■ ■ .. . ■ 

require \argent solutions. There is recognition that in education may

lie the -instrument that will bring about rapid change.

Africa today, education is.in the front line, so to speak, of national

planning for the futiare of every independent country depends more than

anything else on the rapid and effective development of 'its system of

Hopes of achieving higher standards of living and even of

establishing independence in a viable form seem to depend aifcst di

mass

In all parts of

/
education.

rectly upon the ability of. each country to train the nationals it re-- 

' ^ quires for service at all levels in the administration, commerce and ih-

Education has accordingly become a major concern of every industry.

dependent country'in Africa,.,. For some, it may be viewed as a panacea

that, will pave the way for a technological society and-' simultaneously

"Not since Mexico in the 1920's hascure social and political tensions, 

so much faith been placed in education. Never in the history of educa

tion has expansion taken place so rapidly, and never has there been so
* ! 1

much concern to accelerate even faster the educational framework."
• -i-

In Robert A. Lystad (Ed.), The African 
New York: Frederick A. Praeger,

^ David Scanlon, Education. 
^R3rld: A Survey of social research. 
1965. P. 199.
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• While the gro\rth of education has.been remarkable, it is but the

beginning. Emphasis on education has been on expansion of the present

system. Effort has been directed primarily towards meeting the demands
■

of villagers for more schools, of youths for more education, and of

businesses and governments for more, trained personnel. The general ap

proach throughout most of Africa, therefore, has been 'to expand the ex

isting structure under the pressure of the need to produce more trained

In the-case of Uganda, for instance, the expersonnel for the country.

pansion after independence, at various levels of education was stated to 

the National Assembly by the President of that coxintry in these terms:

The House, the people and indeed;the Government, must 
■feel highly satisfied with the results of those savings and 
investments in the development programmes. Take investment 
in education, for example; the school population at the 
Primary level in I962 v;as hSpjOOO and 636,000 in 19^9- In 
1963 we had 9,500 students in“ the secondary schools and an 
enrollment for, I969 ^'?us 42,000 students. At the level of 

•the University and post-secondary .institutions we staurted 
with 1,300 students in I962/63 and in 1969 the number was 
3,400. At Makerere University College alone the number of 
Uganda students in,j,1962/63 was 290, whereas in I969/7O the 
number had gone up-to 1,640.^

There is an increasing demand in every independent country that the

cvirriculum of the schools be Africanized. The basic problem is the
f.*

paucity of research in the- field. There has been no appreciable degree 

•of blending of social science disciplines with education that is< found 

'in other countries; the emphasis has been upon methodology, and too 

often it has been a methodology imported from the former colonial power. 

In Uganda, for instance, the system of education inherited from colonial

^ Uganda.-jiHis Excellency .The President *s Communication From t'fie ' ’ /
Chair of the National Assembiy on 20th April, 19fo^ Entebbe:

Government Printer, 1970. P. 4.
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days is, despite the fact of independence, still largely mechanical and

xmrelated to, the baclcground of the children. The Castle Commission Re

port suggests that primary education in Uganda has not emerged from the 

historical phase in all countries of the world where attempts to devise 

a primaiy education for the whole people resulted in a mechanical ap

proach to teaching and learning. In those countries:

Teaching vfss regarded as tallcing and vrriting on the 
blackboard, and committing material to memory. In these 
circumstances-, the ideal class was eduated with rows of 
silentT'motionless children, and the vfhole classroom at
mosphere v/as 'academic, * verbal rather than real; cvit off 
from living interest of childhood, with empt^is on pass
ivity rather than activity. The result was that certain 
asiie.cts of education, jlust as important as the Three R^’s, 
were neglected; notably the physical'gro^rth of children,

' the aesthetic and emotional development which resuJ.ts 
from work -in M''os and crafts and training-in the use of 
the spoken word.^

- na- •

The basic studies relating the social sciences to education have

for the most poa-t not been carried out. And yet studies relating *■-.

anthropology and sociblb^, economics and psychology to education should ■

constitute the basis for the development of a successful African

^curriculum for which the cry is so loud and clear.

Studies of human gro-'.'/th and development, and in the'psychology of 

learning have assvjaed grea.t importance for the methodology of teaching 

in western countries. A teacher must be aware of the process by v;hiph 

- people learn and mu,st -understand the different modes of learning'.

Underlying all of'the studies in the learning process is the 

assumption that—though the developmental level may vary frora person to

^ Uganda. Education in‘Uganda; The report of the Uganda Ekjucationgv':- 
Commission, 19b3 • Entebbe: Governmdht 'Pi’inter , 19b3"’* P. H-
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. person—there are common grids that can be used as guidelines. In the 

case of African pupils, developmental studies have not yet been done,

. though a beginning has been made in a few scattered centres.^

There is need for new approaches in methodology. This need was 

recently emphasized by the Minister of Education in Uganda when he 

noted;

...One of the revolutions that should be taking place, 
not only in science teaching but in education as a whole',
■should be the move away from having children sitting in nice 
straight rows in classrooms passively absorbing facts from 
their teachers to having them getting up and oiit and doing 

^ things. This is what we want to see happening in all our 
schools. If Uganda is,ever to get anin-^here in this modern 
-world, then our educational system "hiust produce people who 
are not just-passive absorbers of what other people tell . 
them, people who stand and gape in awe at the wonders that 
others produce, but people who get pp and do something,

•‘ Who produce vranders for the others to gape at.^

There is need for studies of contemporary African children Who are
■k . , •

passing through a diffic^^lt period of social and cultural change. What ► 

are the characteristics of children in primary schools? This is a

. tm- - •

, crucial question, and, as&one writer has suggested, "For the long run, ■

^ the greatest challenge is at the primary level. Here is where the tagX

of educating village Africans into the modern v/orld begins, and here is

where tfie new generation qf,,African scientists must ultimately be 

,,3. ■ ■
formed.

^ Examples of these include'The Institute of Education at the Univ

ersity of.Ghana; ThS’ Institut d'15tudes Pedagogiques of the University of 
Dakar, Senegal; and the Institute for Social Research, University of 
Zambia.

p '
■ ' Extract from a,speech by Dr. Luyimbazi-Zake, Minister of Educa
tion, at the openjng of the 1968 Uganda Science Fair.

. ■ ^

Science in Africa. Africa Report, I968, 13,^ Charles Weiss, Jr.;
13-20. p 17.
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The present study was an attempt to provide some answers regarding 

of the ways Uganda African children at the primary level of school 

view their world. The techniques of investigation derive from Piaget's-
r

work, and it seems in order to outline those aspects'of ttis work which 

have relevance for the present study. .

. ■ some

Piaget's'Theoretical Formulations -

Piaget has produced an account of the development of intelligence 

in children. He has endeavoured to trace the development of children 

from infancy to adulthood with regard to-the manner in which they,ac

quire knowledg^ of the v/orld in • which they live.

■Intelligence is considered, by Piaget, as an instance of bio

logical adaptation, and "behaviour becomes more intelligent as the path

ways between the subject and the objects on which it acts cease to be

1 'simple and become progressively more complex."

Piaget's over-all aim has been "to trace the development of in

telligence as it comes to deal with increasingly'complex problems or as
2

it deals with simple problems in increasingly more efficient ways." 

Accoirdipg to Piaget, children do not merely accumulate information.

They seem to process it, -to organize it into what is for them meaningful

This organization of knowledge reflects the 

evolution of the ability to think logically and systematically, and to

complexes of knov;ledge.

^ Jean Piaget, The psychology of intelligence. Paterson, New 
Jersey: Littlefield Adams & Co., 19bb. P. 10.

^ Anne Pargpns, Translator's introduction: A guide for psychol?-,, 
ogists . In Barbel Inhelder and Jfeari'Piaget; The growd;h of logical think
ing from childhood to adolescence, Basic Books Inc., 195^. Vg. vii-xx.
-P-.-xi-.
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deal with abstract propositions as well as concrete realities.' Piaget

analyses this organization oT knowledge in terms of relatively well-

defined stages of development.

The earliest stage is that of the sensbri-motor period*'(0-2. years) . 

This is the stage during -which the child learns to coordinate perceptual

and motor functions and to deal with certain external objects and to ,

organize spatial relationships. Elementary forms of symbolic behaviour,

as well as expressive symbolism appear, 

seen to shut and open his mouth when "thinking*' about extracting a

A child at this stage can be

watch chain from a half-open match-box; or to feign sleep. Much of what 

is acquired at thfs-. stage is foundational and is carried forward for 

further .development in the succeeding stages. As Piaget put it; "Vfhat

happens during the sensori-motor level concerning ideas of the perm

anence of an object, the construction of the ideas of space, time and

causality, will constitute the substructure of the subsequent, fully

-.1achieved ideas of permanent objects, space, time and causality.

Then there is the pre-operational or representational stage (2-7 

years). In this stage, because of symbolic functions and the advent of 

language, it becomes possible for the child ..to invoke objects which are
■ 'b

• V

not present perceptmlly, tb’reconstruct the past, or to make projects, 

plans for the future, to think of objects not present but distant in

space: The child.for instance participates in symbolic play, represent-
■s

ing something by means of something else. He is also capable of delayed

Jean Piaget, The stages of the intellectual-development of the. 
child. Bulletin of the''Menninger Clinic, 1962, 26," 120-128. P. 122.

f.- ■
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imitation, an imitation that takes place not in the presence of the

original, object but in its absence. The child at this stage is able,

,.lin short, "to span spatio-temporal distances much greater than before.

In ansv/ering questions the pre-operational child shows argreater

reliance on present perception than does the operational child. He

judges that there is more liquid in the narrow container because it can

be seen to rise to a greater height. The perception on which he relies 

tends to be partial in that it focuses on a single dimension of the

problem. He attends to the height of the column of fluid or to its -

width but does not move back and forth between the two.

During the next-stage, the stage of concrete operations (7-lt 

years), the ability to pass mentally from one point to another and be 

able to come back to the starting point, appears. It is limited when 

compared with the ability of the next stage only in the sense that the 

operations are concrete. That is, the child can manipulate the opera

tions only when he is dealing- with the properties of the immediately

present object vrorld.

The last stage in Piagei's system, the stage of formal operations 

(n -f), differs from the period of concrete operations in that operations 

are no longer applied solely to" manipulations of concrete objects, but 

now cover hypotheses and formal propositions. Children with formal * 

operations see further into the.sphere of the potential than do the con-
" • r :\if .

cretely operational children. They frequently verbalize the necessity

1 Jean Piaget, The stages of -the intellectual development of the 
Child. Bulletin of the Henninger Clinic, 19^2, 26, "IPO-128. P. IZk.

*,■ ■■
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of trying all possible combinations. This ability to represent in ad

vance a full set of possibilities is a cardinal featiire of intelligence

on the most advanced level of development. This final stage comes
*■*.

during early adolescence, preparatory to adult thinking.

VJhile Piaget sets down usual ages for each period he does not

assert that these are absolutely fixed. He simply asserts that the

periods are ordered, that they will in all cases succeed one another,

as described. The claim is the same for the stages in each particular 

Possibly for more intelligent, children the age of attain-
rM- -

progression.

ment of each stage is earlier-than for the less intelligent. All 

children will go throtigh the stages in the same-order but the rate of 

movement will vary from child to child, for a variety of reasons.

At this stage it seems in order to turn to a brief consideration

of the concepts of operation, classification, seriation, conservation

and number, all of which provide the theoretical background to the

present study.

Operations ■

Piaget asserts that the central idea in the structure of knowledge 

is the operation:

Knovrledge is not a copy of-reality, 
object, to know an event, is not simply, to Igo^ 
and make a mental copy, or image, of it. To^no 
object is to act on it. To know is to modify, to trans
form the dbject', ■'and to understand the process of trans
formation, and as a consequence to understand the way • 
the object is constructed. An operation is thus the 
essence of knowl-edge; it is an interiorized action which 
modifies the’object of knov/ledge. For instance, an 
operation woul4 consist of joining objects in a class.

To know an 
at it 
•w an

&
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to construct a classification. Or an operation would cqn- 
■ sist of counting, or measuring. In ofnei* words, it is a 

set of actions modifying the Object, and enabling the 
knov/er to get at the structure of the transformations.^,

houghly an operation is a means for mentally transforming data

about the real world so that they can be organized and used selectively

in the .solution of problems. An operation differs from simple action

.or goal-directed behaviour' in that it is internalized and reversible.

According to Inhelder and Piaget an operation is a reversible, in-

ternalizable action which is. bound up with othersyin. an integrated

structure. A transformation is reversible when it gives rise to com

plete comp.e,nsation or v/hen it can be cancelled by an inverse transforma- 

Addition is cancelled by subtraction; multiplication by division, 

As to structiire, a logical class is part of a total structiare 

of classification; or a given number is part of a sequence of numbers-.

tion.

etc.

As stated earlier, Piaget's studies of intelligence aim at un-

' covering the order in which the child is able to deal with increasingly 

complex problems or as he deals with simple problems in increasingly. . 

more efficient ways.

Classification

Class inclusion operations relate to the child's ability to man-

Theipulate part-whole relationships within a set of categories, 

simplest operation is concerned with'classifying objects according to

^ Jean Piaget, Cognitive development in children: The Piaget 
papers. In-R. E. Riple, & V, K. Rockcastle (Eds.), Piaget redis
covered: A report of the^conference on cognitive studies and curri-

School of Education, CornellIthaca, Mew York:m.■ development.
. University, March, 19 Pp. 6-48;

■'2 Barbel Inhelder, & Jean Piaget, The growth of logical thinking 
from childhood to adolescence. New York; Basic Books, Inc., 1958.

. -t
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their similarity-and their difference. This is accomplished- by includ

ing subclasses within larger and more inclusive general classes, a pro

cess which implies logical inclusion, 

classification is not acquired until around seven or eight years.

Before -that age, at the pre-operational level, logical inclvision is not

According to Piaget such a

evident. To illustrate, if a pre-operational child is shown a group of 

animals, some of which are dogs.and the others of which are cows, and 

is asked whether there are more cows than animals, he is unable to re-

.spond correctly.

Piaget attributes this inability to the fact that-the pre-opera-

tional child reasoiis., either on the basis of the whole or of the parts.

He cannot understand that the part is complementary to the rest and he 
* «

says there are more cdv/s than,animals or as many cows as animals. He

does not undei’stand the inclusion of the subclass-of cows in the class-

r..
It is only around seven or eight, according to Piaget,.thatof animals.

a child is capable of solving a problem of inclusion. Piaget himself

gives a classical- exanrole of the study of the forimtion of classes:

To study the formation of.classes, we place, about 20 
beads in a box,.the subject acknowledgirig that they are all. 
made, of wood,- so that they constitute a v/.hole, B. Most of 
these beads are brovm and constitute part A, and some are 
.white, forming the congJl'erEentary part A'. .In order to de- . 
termine, whether ti'.e child is capable of vmderstanding the 

' operation A -i-.'A' = B; that is, the ipiting parts of a v/hole, 
,we may-put the following^siiip.le question: In this box-(all 
the beads being still vi^ib.Ie)-which are there more of—^ 
wooden beads or bnovm beads--that is, is A<B?^

t ^ Jean Piaget,. The psycholo;^/ of intelligence. Paterson, Nev/ 
Jersey: Littlefield Adams & Co.,1966^ . P. 133.
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' Piaget states that the subject finds no difficulty in concentrating 

his attention on the whole B, or on the parts A and A', if they have 

been isolated in thought, but the difficulty for the pre-operational 

child is that by centering on A he destroys the whole, B, so that the 

part A can no longer be compared with the other part A'. So there is

non-conservation of the v;hole for lack of mobility in the successive

centrations of thought.

Seriation

Another system of operation which appears around seven or eight, 

according to Piagpt, is the operation of serializingj that is, the 

arrangement of objects according to size, or their progressive weight. 

This also rests on the manipulation of concrete objects.

Pre-operational children, v^hen presented with a series of sticks

A, B, C, etc. of different lengths and asked to place them in order of .

magnitude are .able only to construct vincoordinated pairs and are unable

to interpolate new terms in a finished series without undoing the v;hole.

A seven- or eight-year-old, a child at an operational level according 

to Piaget, when given a set of sticks to arrange in order of size, pro- 

needs by taking the smallestifirst (or the largest), then the smallest 

of thos,e vfhich are lePfe, and so on. - Not only is a child who has 

acduired serial ordering operations able to register the changes in 

magnitude of a given variable/ but given two independent series, the 

child learns to find correspondences between them. He begins, in other 

words, to relate two variables accurately by observing conciarrent 

changes. To illiistrate, given a set of.stick-figxn:es of women dravm on

r
a
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strips of cardboard of varying length vrhich he successfully orders ac

cording to size, an operational child should, according to Piaget, he 

able to order a corresponding series of baskets according to size, 

xise Piaget's example:

To

If a child knows hov; to serialize objects according to 
the relations A < B < C...the subject will find it no more 
difficult to seriate tvfo or more sets, v/hich correspond to 
each other, term for' term; when a child aged seven has manikinis 
in order of size, he will be able to make a series^of sticks 
or bags correspond to them, and he will be -able to identify' 
which element in one series corresponds to vfhich in another ' 
even when they are all jumbled.^

rt*

Himiber Concepts
•r

At the. concrete'operations stage, there is also the construction

of number which Piaget stiggests involves a synthesis of classification

and seriation. Piaget sviggests that earlier than the advent of number

concept the child may be taught to count, but experiment reveals that

the verbal use-of the names of numbers has little connection with

numerical operations as'such. According to Piaget, a true concept of

number evolves only after the child has begun to "conserve" quantity.

The number concept involves both cardination and ordination, both of

which are aspects of classification and seriation, respectively.
, ^ •t' V

If one enunerates a set of objects and thereby arrives at its

cardinal number value (there ore ten objects here), one is in effect 

treating the objects as though they were all alike, just as one v/ould

In the process-of discover-do if one assigned them to a common class, 

ing their cardinal,value by enumeration, one has to order the objects—

- Jean Piaget, The psyeholo^' of 'intelligence. Paterson, New 
■ Jerseys- Littlefield Adams & Co., I966. P. 143.
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one, tv;o, threeThis is ordination. For Piaget, number "is at

the same time a tfS^s and an asymmetrical relation, the units of v/hich

it is composed being simultaneously'added because they are equivalent, .

* T
and seriated because they are different from one another."

Conservation

Conservation refers to the ability to xinderstand that certain 

properties of objects remain invariant (are conserved) in the face of 

external transformation. Piaget makes the 'distinction between con

servation of contin\ious quantity and conservation of discontinuous 
quan^ty.

and one-to-one correspondence.
•? •, 'a

To illustrate the first kind, conservation of continuous qmntity,

reference may be made to one of Piaget's classical experiments—that of

In this experiment the child isconservation of an amount of liquid.

shoA-m two identical cylindrical containers containing the same quantity

of liquid. The contents’ of one container are then transferred to a

broader, shorter container or a taller, narrower container, and the 

child is asked v;hether the quantity of liquid in the new container is

still equal to that remaining in the other container.

Piaget indicates that a child who is not operational would have

difficulty with this'problem, and he attributes this difficulty,, in 

the case of a pro-operational child, to what he refers to as successive 

. centrings. Suppose' a chiM estimates that there is more liquid in the 

taller, narrower container because the level has been raised. He thus 

"centres" his thought, or'his attention on the relation^^between the

^ Jean Piaget, The child's conception of number. London; 
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1952. P. 134.
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heights of the containers and ignores their widths. But if the contents
.•-V .

of the taller, narrower glass are emptied into a-yet taller and narrower

container, there must be a point at which the pre-operational child will 

reply that the contents in the new container is less because i'^' is too

There will thus be a correction of centring on height by a de

centring of attention to width.

To Piaget, "this transition from a single centring to tvra success

ive centrings heralds the beginnings of the operation; once he reasons 

with respect to both relations at the same time, the child will, in ' 

fact, deduce conservation."^

With respect to" discontinuous quantity Piaget uses beads, instead 

of liquid, and finds that non-operational children respond in a manner 

that indicates that they are centring on v/idth or on height.

narrow.

’•'C

In the one-to-one correspondence, for a prc-cperational child, it 

is only necessary to spread the elements in one series further apart, or 

‘ to draw them closer together for the subject to disbelieve in the 

"As long as the optical correspondence lasts, the 

equivalence is obvious; once the first is changed, the seepnd'dis-

2
appears, which brings us back to the non-conservation of the whole."

equivalence.

Three-stage Development of Understanding

In the development of each of the various abilities considered.

Piaget stipulates a three-stage development of xmderstanding:' pre-

operational, transitional and operational.

I- Jean Piaget, The psychology Of ifttelllgence. Pat'erson, New 
Jersey, Littlefield Adams & Co., 196b. P. 131.

2
Piagetj The psychology of intelligence, P. 132.
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In the first stage there is no evidence of conservation. In the

case of liquid, for instance, the child's responses indicate that the

qimntity of liquid increases or decreases according to the size of the-

Ke pays attention either to the height or v;idth of*the con-containers .

tainer, and does not coordinate tham in arriving at his judgment.

In the transitional stage conservation emerges gradually. In some

■' instances the child maintains conservation, but not in others. This

second stage, according to Piaget, is not necessarily found in all

children.

In the third stage the child, assumes conservation for each of the
“T *.

transformations^the quantity undergoes. VJliatever change he observes.
> fJ

the child knows that if the amounts were originally equivalent, they,
✓

must remain equivalent. As Piaget puts it, "there always comes a time 

(6|--7 years, S months) when the child's attitude changeshe no longer 

needs to reflect, he decides; he even looks surprised that the question 

‘is asked, he is certain of the conservation. If we ask him his reasons, 

he replies that nothing has been removed or added.Or else he replies 

that the height makes up for the width lost by the new glass; or he re

plies that a transfer from A to B can bo corrected by a transfer from
>

B to A and this reversibility is certainly essential.

In the case of a one-to-one correspondence, Piaget also finds'a

three-stage development.- In the first'the child finds it difficult, if

not impossible, to make a one-to-one ccrrespondence'between.two sets of

objects. There is little differentiation betv/een the space occupied and 

quantity. In the secon^ stage; the child can set up the objects in a ■> .

1 Jean Piaget, The psychology of intelligence. Paterson, New 
Jersey; Littlefield Maras"& Co. ,1^66. p7~Sk).
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one-to-one correspondence, but be cannot maintain it when the con

figuration of the sets is changed, 

covers that "any spatial modification in the distribution of elements 

can be corrected by an inverse operation."^

In the third stage, the child dis-

In seriation, children in the pre-operation stage are \inable to

construct a series. vnien they are given a set of sticks to arrange in

order of size, they begin at random and try to re-arrange in order of

size only when very noticeable discrepancies occur. Children in the
. :*

transitional stage are able to construct a series with few sticks, but

may fail when the number increases, and when the differences from one -
f •.

stick to the next are not very great. It is only in the third stage

that seriation is achieved straight away, by such a method as, for ex

ample, finding the smallest of all the terms, successively.

Piaget also postulates three stages in the evolution of logical

classification functions. In the first stage the child's classifica

tion is termed "figural" collection. The child will sort a collection

of objects on the basis of attribute similarity, but is soon distracted

by the configurational aspects of the formation. If a collection is

composed Of ..toy cows and toy dogs, for example, he may begin to classify 

*■ them into tv/o categories, aithough he may soon forget the attribute 

defining each of the two classes and begin to mix dogs and cows.

In stage two the child is able to form classes on the basis of

attribute similarity as opposed to part-whole configurations. He can 

reclassify a given collection in accordance with different attributes.

T •• '''• •Jean Piaget, The child's conception'of number. 'London: 
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd'.,' 1952. P.
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such as colourj material or variety of animal. Piaget terms the sorting 

behavioiir found in this second stage "nonfigoral" because the child can

form a class as opposed to part-whole pattern. However, the sorting is 

a coiioction and not a logical classification because the child cannot

understand the inclusion relationship of a subclass to its superordinate

class. , Given a collection of red cows, A, and black cows. A*, the child

is asked the inclusion question, "Are there more red cows (a) or more
* *

cows?" The child will state that there are more red cows because there

Piaget attributes this.response to.the fact that 

the child cannot simultaneously conceptualize the qualitative relation.-^ 

ship of the two classes to one another as v:ell as to the superordinate

are fewer black ones.

class.

In the third stage, the child explicitly recognizes the logical

necessity of the inclusion relationship. vrhen asked if there are more

cows or more red cows,, he will say that there are more cows because all

the objects are cows and the red ones are Just a part of them. He now

realizes that the subclass is included within.the superordinate class

but does not exhaust it.

.. Validation Studies

Many validation studies have been carried out in Western countries,
- .»

especially in Canada, Britain, and the United States; and increasingly 

are being carried out in non-western countries including those in Africa.

. These studies have addressed themselves to the question as to 

whether or not the stages of development in Svriss children, described
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by Piaget are identifiable in other populations. They have also sought 

to find out v/hether, v^ithin any given stage, the relationships among 

underlying abilities are similar to those set forth in the theory.

Other studies have sought the relationships between attainments of 

levels of thoi;ight as described by Piaget and intellectual developn^nt 

as measured in other, more traditional v;ays. Pinally, a number of 

studies have dealt with the role of ejq)erience in either facilitating

or hindering progress from one level of thought to another, 

ment will be-made on some of the studies dealing with the validity of

Brief corn-

stages, the relationships among abilities within stages, and the role

of environment and ejga^ience.

Validity of Stages

Replication stMies have, in general, supported, Piaget’s findings'

. regarding the sequence of development of the stages. A stage of pre- 

operational thought, is’followed by the transitional stage, v/hich in 

turn is followed by the operational stage.

Dodwell^ used a large mamber of Piagetian number tasks, in studying

a large number of Canadian children in kindergarten, first grade, and

He was able to.identify all the three stages in the de- .

He also found that the operation of -

second grade.

. velopment of nvunber conservation, 

cotmting was often ineffective in guaranteeing conservation of number

in young children.’ Howercr, he noted that some of the number tasks

showed less definite developmental trends than others, for the age range

studied. Dodwell's overall evaluation of Piaget's number work was that
;■

^ P. C. Dodwell, Children's understanding of number concept: 
Characteristics, of an individual and of a group test. Canadian Journal 
of Psychology, 1961, 15, 29-36.

r.r

'-L.
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"whilst Piaget is on the whole correct in his description of the child’s

understanding of nuinber, the pattern of-development is neither as neat 

nor as rigid as he would have us believe.

Elkind^ administered tests of conservation of number, of continuous 

quantity, and of discontinuous quantity to American children aged 4-7
a

years. He found that all three types of., .con'servation were age- 

dependent. He also found that conservatioh of continuous, quantity was 

more difficult than that of discontinuous quantity.

In' another .'■•tudy Elkind^ administered Piaget tests of conservation 

of global quantity, weight and volume to a large number of 5-ll year 

old American children. He again found that each type of conservation

thai^^^e mean ages of acquisi

tion of the three supported Piaget’s claim that the normal genetic order

was clearly age-dependent. He also found

In a thirdis global quantity first, then weight, and then volvune.
» h

replication s.tudy Elkind tested about 500 children aged 12-15 years

in a further effort to unearth the relationship between the development

of the conservation of quantity, weight, and volume. His finding v/as ■

. that the age decalago between the first two and the third type of con

servation may b.q, considerably greater than Piaget had thought.

^ P. C. Dodwell, Children’s understanding of number -concept:, • 
Characteristics of an individual and of a group test. Canadian 
Journal of Psychology, 19&1, 15, 29-36. P. 35.

^ David Elkind,' The de^elopraent' of quantitative thinking. Journal 
of Genetic P.sychology,. I96I, 98, 36-46.
■T . ^

3 David Elkind, Children’s discovery of the conservation of mass, 
we'ight and volume: Piaget replication study II. Journal of Genetic 
Psychology, I96I, 98, 21^-227.

^ David Elkind, Quantity conceptions in junior and senior'high 
students. Child Development, 1961, 32, 551-560.

-
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Lovell and Ogilvie^ tested a large sample of English Junior school 

children using.tasks involving conservation of substance. The three 

stages in the development of the concept of conservation of substance 

were confirmed, but the investigators also noted that it was difficult

at times to classify correctly a child at the transition stage.

Among the progressions described by Piaget, then, there are some

• which are universal. For example the occurrence of non-conservation

answers before conservation answers and, among the conservations, a 

progression from quantity and space to weight and, still later to volume.

Wallach, summarizing a large number of European and North American
■? *. ^ p ,

replications of the Genevan researches on conservation, of which those 

cited above are only a ssjnple, finds that whil|^there are shifts of a 

year or two in the age norms, "... the same general developmental se-

-m2quenccs have, on the vrhole, been obtained by such work.'

Relationships Among Abilities V?ithin Stages

Oae basic Piagetian contention is that in any one developmental

stage parallel invariant sequences exist for classification and seria- 

t'ion, and conservation.3 in contrast to validation studies on quantity

• .w
and number concepts, very few 3tudi.e,s have examined the extent to v/hich 

abilities of conservation, seriation and classification develop con

currently-, as Piaget asserts. Moreover the results of those that have

^ K. Lovell, &'E. Pgilviej A study of the conservation of s.ubstance 
in the Junior school child. British Journal of Educational Psychology,
i960, 30, 109-118. ■ . ■

^ M. A. Wallach, Research in children's thinking. In H. Stevenson 
, (Ed.), National Society for" the Study’of Education, 62nd Yearbook, Child

Psychology. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, I963. Pp. 236-276.

3 Irving E. Sigel,P. H. Cooper, Logical thinking in children: Re
search based on- Piaget * s theory. New York; Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1968;
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been done have not been very satisfactory. A brief mention will be made
«

of studies by Dodwell (196O; 1962); Lovell and Ogilvie (i960); Lovell, 

Mitchell, and Everett (1962); and Koifsky (1966); Tuddenham (1970) and 

Almy (1970).

In his study involving kindergarten, first-, and second-grade ’■ 

children, Dodwell found that although they could not deal with either

A'

classes or series separately, some of the children could deal opera

tionally with cardinal-ordinal properties. . He also found that if they

could deal with classes or series separately, it v;as not necessarily

true that they could deal with numbers as constructs combining cardinal ^

" ' *'•1 . 
and ordinal relations.-^

Dodwell^ also investigated the relations|iips between developing 

concepts of number and the ability to handle classification problems.

Most of the correlations between answers to the classification problems

and the items on the number tests, though positive, were low and not 

significant. A possible explanation for this offered by Dodwell is that 

children typically received considerably more instruction in the de

velopment of number concepts than in the nature of hierarchical

classification*
q - - -

Lovell and Ogilyie^ attempted to determne whether children who 

conserved had in their repertoire other related logical abilities as

P. C. Dodwell, ChiSren’s understanding of number and related 
concepts. Canadian Journal of Psychology, i960, l4, 191-205.

^ P. .C. Dodwell, Relations between the understanding of the logic 
of classes and of cardinal number in children. Canadian Journal of 
Psychology, I962, I6, 152-I6O. '

^ K. Lovell, 85 E. Ogilvie, A study of the conservation of substance 
in the jtinior school child. British Journal of Educational Psychology,
1962,53,175-188.
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asserted in the Piagetian theory. Auxiliary experiments were-done to

test out the thinking of those who had been identified in the main ex

periment as conservers and non-conservers, as well as those who ap-

preared to be in a transitional stage. They found six non-conservers

who were capable of considering two dimensions in compensatory fashion

when the exigencies of the e}q)eriment forced them to do so. They also 

found some children viho showed evidence of reversibility but who did

not conserve. The results led the investigators to question whether

the reversibility, coordinated relations, and identity operations are

essential to conservation as Piaget claims.
^ . -I

Lovell, Mitchell, and Everett-^ attenqoted to identify the relation-

Theyships among a number of classification and ^riation tasks, 

replicated many of the experiments by Inhelder and Piaget (1964), using

cross-sectional samples of primary school children and a group of 

educable retarded chil^en.

They presented the entire task array to each subject in the sample;

a procediJre which permitted them to assess the degree of intra-individual 

consistency for the classification-seriation behaviours in.question. The 

children consistently .demonstrated a given stage-type behavior across the 

four task settings:. Addition of classes, multiplication of classes, 

visual seriatipn, and multiplication of asymmetrical transitive rela

tions. The author.s conclude that operational mobility (Stage II) for 

the four logical tasks appears in primary s.chool children at about the 

__same time—a conclusion‘which supports the view that seriation and 

classification are parallel achievements...

^ K. Lovell, B.' Mitchell, & I. R. Everett, An, experimental study of 
the grovrfch of some logical structures. British Journal of Psychology,
1962, 53, 175-188.
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Kofsky^ constructed eleven tests, cased upon the report of Inhelder 

and Piaget, in an attenrpt to determine whether the order of difficulty- 

in the development of classification corresponds to that described by 

Piaget; and whether mastery of a particular classification riae Re

flects mastery of previous rules.

The order of task difficulty-*tshe found was in accord with Piagetian 

theoretical expectations. A significant correlation between the age of 

the children and the number of successful completions was also found.

But the scalogr.am analysis showed that the invariance of task mastery 

sequence was only partially upheld. Some of the more advanced tasks
•? •. ^ ft

were passed while subjects failed earlier theoretically prerequisite

The author interprets her results in -the context of methodologi-tasks.
V-

cal issues which need to be considered before final determination of

the validity of Piaget's claim is made.

Other more recent injrestigations agree with Dodwell, Lovell and 

Ogilvie, and others v^ho have published data showing non-correspondence

of cognitive stages across different content areas.

Tuddenham, for instance, has demonstrated that intercorrelations

between Piagetian items he used, although positive, vrere generally very 

He concludes, "ovir data strongly suggest that the attainment oflow.

concrete operations on one problem is no guarantee that the child will 

achieve a comparable level when another problem is posed.

^ Ellin KofslQT, A scalogram study of classificatory development. 
Child DevelQpmont, I966, 37 (l), 191-204.

^ p. D. Tuddenham, Bsychometricizing Piaget's methode clinique. 
•In Irene J. Athey, & D. 0. Rubadeau (Eds.)7 Educational implications 
of Piaget's theory. Waltham, Massachusetts: Ginn and Company, 1970.
Pp. 317-324.

■ }■
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Almy^ using a large san^ile of second-grade children, has found that 

her restats provide better support for the invariance of the stages 

than they do for the hierarchical and integrative nature of cognitive 

growth that Piaget claims for his theory.

The few studies cited illustrate that, on the whole, the present 

available evidence does not tinequivocajay support or reject the Piaget- 

ian claim regarding the relationships among the abilities or structxires 

at any given stage of development.

The Roles of Environment and Experience

Some studies have attempted an examination of how certain aspects 

of a child’s environment and experience affect the development of
• rt«.

thinking outlined by Piaget. Some cross-culturaV-studies have shovnv 

that despite varying cvatural experiences, children's thinking tends to 

develop along the lines siiggested by Piaget.

Pyde^ carried out her study in Aden using a multiracial group of 

subjects aged six to eight (48 Arabs, 48 Europeans, 24 Indians and 24 

Somali children). She presented several Piagetian tasks using local 

materials such as shells and beads, and obtained results similar to 

Piaget's. Hov/'ever', tasks Involving seriation and class inclxosion were 

difficult for all subjects in general, and fpr non-European subjects- in 

particular..

S.

1 Millie Alray, Logical tanking in second grade. New York:
Teachers College Press, 1970. \ ^

2 ■ ‘
• ■ D. M. Hyde, An investigation of Piaget's theories of. the develop

ment of the concept of number. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, 
University of London, 19p9*^ '

■ ?
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Jacquiline Goodnow^ has taken the Piaget problems concerning the 

conservation of space, weight and volume to Hong Kong, 

istered them to four groups of children, some of them European and

of them Chinese; some of them having had full schooling for their

The author summarizes the results

She admin-

some

ages and some almost no schooling, 

by saying that "...the most striking result is the very real and close

■ similarity in performance among boys of different nationality and educa

tion." and that "...replication of Geneva results was fair to good."

The differences in the rates of transition that may be associated

with socio-economic status were strikingly underlined in cross-sectional

“ •• 2 
and longitudinal studies by Almy and her associates.

ability to conserve number and quantity were rae^i^ed, amongst other

things.

corresponded closely to what would be anticipated from Piaget's theory. 

The sequence of development he described, although holding for the 

childi’en from both the lower and higher economic groups, showed that 

those from the school in the lower class neighbourhood made slower

The children's

The patterns into v/hich the children's performances fell

progress.

Price-Williams^ tested 45 illiterate "bush" West African children 

of the Tiv tribe in Nigeria on the problem of couvservation of continuous

^ Jacquiline
Piaget's tasks.‘ PsychoL

^ l.iillie Aimy, S. Chittelden, & P. Miller, Young children's think-
ing. Kev/ York; Teachers Collide Press, 1966.

*

D. R. Price-Williams, A study concerning concepts of conserva
tion of quantities among pj^mitive children. Acta Psychologica, I96I,'

18, 297-305.

»w, A test of milieu effects with some of
^p^l'lonographs, 1962, 76 (555) j 1-22.

S* »
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and discontinuous quantities, using Piaget-type techniques of investiga

tion. Earth and nuts were used as examples of continuous and discon

tinuous quantities respectively. Results indicated that the progression 

of the idea of conservation foUov^ed that fovind in European and other 

western children.

In another study Price-Williams^ presented Piagetian tasks to 

■"bush" and primary school children living in the same area who then vrere 

compared in their ability to sort and to classify. He fovmd that, using 

local material, there was no difference betvreen the two sets of children

of an age range from about six.to eleven. But he also found that a 

highly relevant feature involved in analysing the process of classifica

tion in non-western people is that of motivation o^^nterest. Where 

there was little incentive in forming different kinds of categories, it

was not surprising to find apparent dependency upon the concrete.

2
Another Nigerian study is that of Etuk. Etuk administered a large

number of Piagetian tasks on conservation, classification, and seria- 

■tion to 110 Yoruba children aged 6-8 from the first three classes of

In the main, Piaget's theories were upheld in theelementary school.

Nigerian sample. Analyses sho’.ifed, however, that the simultaneous de

velopment of conservation, seriatioh, and classification was only

partially upheld.

^ D. R. Price-V7illiams,' ./^jgjtract and concrete modes of class if ica-
■tish Journal of Educational Psychology,tion in a primitive society.

1962, 32, 50-61.

2 *
^Elizabeth’s. Etuk, The development of number concepts anmng the 

Ybruba-speaking Nigerian children. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. 
Teachers College, Cbl\imbia University, 196?. ' •
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1
In Ghana, Beard carried out an investigation into some children's

understanding of concepts of number, quantity and space. Her finding

« was that the Piagetian pattern of development was evident in the

Ghanaian children, although this development was noted to be slower than 

that of similar groups of children in England.

Greenfield's stiidy^ of the Wolof children of Senegal showed that 

- school experience was very significant in the attainment of ability to

conserve, although these children showed a time lag when their per

formance was compared with that of American children. She ai-so found a

difference between urban and rviral children.

In Uganda Vernon^ stMied a group of fifty African boys in an urban 

school. The children vrere aged about 11. The tests in the "Piaget
V:

Battery" included conservation of liquid, plasticine, number, length, 

and area. The children were tested in English. Vernon found that al- 

thoi;igh the Piagetian developmental trend vras evident, scores on the’

Piagetian battery were among the lowest. The worst deficiencies were

He suggested that "magical beliefs"in all the conservation tasks.

■■ 1 Ruth M. Beard, An investigation into mathematical concepts among 
Ghajiaian children. Teacher Education in New Countries, 19^8, 9j 132-
145.

•p
Patricia M. Greenfield, On culture and conservation. , In J. R.- 

Bruner, R. R. Olver, & P. M. Greenfield, Studies in cognitive grovrbh. ■ 
New York: Wiley, 19^^.^--®.^

^ PT E. Vernon, Ix-rt^UAjtonce and cultural environment. London: 

Methuen, 1969. ^
V.. -

\ ?

y
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might especially affect the attainment of conservation, and the concrete

operational stage, although he admitted that the use of English rather 

thari the children’s own vernacular may have affected the scores.

Come differences V7hich have been found in cross-cviltural studies

may be attributable, among other things, to differences in cultural ex-

The exact nature of these experiences has been of interestperiences.

to researchers. One way to look into the determinants of intellectual

cha3ige is to attempt, by training, to advance a child from one stage 

into another. This has been tried by a nimber of investigators. Ref

erence is made to a few of these in order to highlight the role of ex- 

■ perience in the development of. thinking as set out in Piagetian theory. 

Wohlvall. and Lowe^ tried to teach kindergarten children that

merely re-arranging a set of objects doe§ not alter the numerical value

They had a group count a set of objects before and after
2

Smedslund has tried to

of the set.

■ re-arrangement and this was done many times.

teach children aged 5-7 years that the weight of a lump of plasticine

is not altered by changing its shape. He gave his subjects 32 training

trials involving two identical balls of plasticine. The shape of one

would be altered and the child would predict whether the two would still

He then tested his prediction by weighing thehave the same weight.

balls on a scale balance.

.1 J. P. Wohlwiil; C. Lowe,. Experimental analysis of the con
servation of number. Chi^^Development, 1962, 33, 153-I69.

^ J. Smedslund, The e,cquisition of conservation of substance and 
.weight in children II: External reinforcement of conservation of 

weight and of the operations of-addition and subtraction. Scan
dinavian Journal of Psychology,. 1961-, 2, 71-84-.
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In general the results of these earlier conservation-training 

studies have largely been negative. More recent studies reviewed by

Wohlwill, hov/ever, report much more positive results regarding the

effectiveness of a variety of procedures. Wohlwill observes that one

principle which emerges from these recent studies is that "experience

with concepts or rules other than conservation, but presumably linked

to it, is far more effective than sheer practice on conservation per

In other words, conservation comes about through a process ofse.

m1
transfer. Wohlvfill also observes that in comparing the results of

these more recent studies, the amount of transfer observed is related 

to the breadth and intensity of the training experience.

In seeking an ansvrer to the question as to w^ conservation ap

pears in the normal course of events without any intervention being

required, Wohlwill has recently made a short-term longitudinal study of

the correlates of the development of conservation and other Piagetian

concepts. Using a set of conservation tests along with a set of tasks

of measurement and similar activities, Wohlwill interviewed 74 children 

three times, over a period of l8 months. About half of the children were

starting kindergarten, and the other half were starting first grade when 

In the testing situation, the procedure gave the child 

an opportunity to use his knowledge of raeasvirement or ordering in a

the study began.

situation where this kno' as relevant but was not specifically
'.■V

called for in the intervievfi: ituation.
\ y

^ J. F. Wohlwill, The place of structured experience in-early cog
nitive development. Interchs-nge, 1970, 1 (-2), 13-27.

■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r^* •
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The findings suggest that the correlation between the measurement

and conservation data for any single testing is not strong, but the re

lationship between measurement in the first test and change in perform-

' *.** ' 
ance uoward a more advanced level of conservation on a subsequent test

is stronger.

Wohlwill's overall estimation of his investigation is that the re

sults lend some support to the hypothesis regarding the manner in which

The measxiring activities, to him, "servedconservation is acquired.

the function of alerting the child to the attributes of the dimensions

he was dealing with so as to lead him to respond to them in a more con- . 

ceptual, or perhaps simply a more differentiated fashion.""^

The studies cited illustrate, then, that despite much variation in

methodology and in the cultural settings of the children, there is con

siderable consistency of findings supporting certain features of

Piaget's theory. The sequence, more than the timing of the stages de

scribed by Piaget, have received almost unanimous confirmation.

The role of experience has not been adequately assessed. Piaget

does. acknov?ledge the significance .of environment as a stimulant;

Naturally, jthe ages at v;hich different children reach 
the stages raay vary. In“some social environments the stages 
are accelerat'ed, whereas in others they are more or less 
systematically retarded. This differential development shows 
that stages are not jpurely a question of the maturation of 
the nervous syst^<-fenn 
with the social envir 
The order, however, remai

they are dependent upon interactions 
and with experience in general.
const ant-.2

, ^ J. F. Wohlwill, The place of structured experience in early cog
nitive ‘development. Interchange, 1970, 1 (2), 13-2?. !*• 17..,

. J. Piaget, The theory of stages in' cogni*bive' development; 
Monterey; McGraw-Hill, 1969. P. 7.
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The Present Study

During the First Five-Year Development Plan, I96I-I966, enrol

ments in priraai'y and junior secondary schools in Uganda increased "by 

53 percent, those in the first four years of secondary school by 210 

percent, and those in the last two years of secondary school by 378

percent. There were also substantial increases in the numbers enrolled

in teacher-training colleges, technical schools, farm schools, and com-

.mercial schools. Enrolment at Makerere University College almost

doubled, and the number of imiversity students abroad more than doubled.

A substantial increase in primary education is provided in the 

Second Year Plan, 1966-1971} with the objective of achieving universal 

primary education in the 1970's.^

As the pace of educational development in Uganda quickens, it be- 

comes increasingly apparent that its foundation is' not very strong.

V:

Curriculum content and methodologj'-, instructional materials, and ex

amination instruments, and many other facets of the educational pro

gramme are still largely predj.cated on knowledge and research related to 

childi’en reared in western culture. What are the factors that'motivate 

African children from different geographical locations and from various 

ethnic apd tribal groups? Fnat are their f^eelings, attitudesvalues,

tlaey learn? VJhat strengths and weaknesses doand aspirations? '

Ounds to school? In short, what is reallythey bring from theij^'bac]

ildren and the way^hey live and viewknown about Ugandan African

. the' world around them?

^ Uganda. Ministry of Planning and Economic Development. Work 
for progress; The second five-year plan, 1966-1971* Entebbe: 
Government Printer, 1967*

• y
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The present study was an attempt, on an exploratory basis, to an

swer some of the questions, using Piaget-type approach, on how a

section of Ugandan African children—the Iteso—view their world.

Piaget has claimed that there is a stage-related development with*"'

regard to the manner in which children acquire knowledge of the world

He has maintained that prior to the age of six orin which they live.

seven, the child's thinking is pre-operational. He has also asserted

that at about the age of six or seven a shift in the way a child views

his world occurs, and that this shift is brought about by a nvimber of

factors including maturation, social experience in the world of adults
•S' . -fr

and peers, and the child's manipulation of his environment. The de

velopment of conservation, for instance, as a maturational achievement 

is said by Piaget to be but one manifestation of more general and 

fundamental changes that occur in the course of cognitive development.

Scores of studies have largely supported Piaget's claim and 

assertions regarding the predictability and sequence with which logical

concepts of conservation of quantity, number, weight and volume; 

classification, and seriation, emerge, although they have varied with

respect to the eqUiva^lence of ages at which these abilities appear, or 

the close relationships between the emerging concepts. Studies have

also suggested, and Piaget concurs, that cultviral differences, in-

ices in the rate of maturation, may 

affect the rate, and therefore'^^he ages at which children acquire cer- 

tain concepts. Also, Piaget's £>wn studies suggest that his claim con- 

earning concurrent development of abilities of conservation, seriation, 

.and classification, was not based on evidence obtained from a single

&

dividual differences, or (U

■ .V,
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administration of* the same problems representing the various abilities

to the same child, or group of children. Almy has put it this way;

The children whose thinking is described as 'operational’ 
in one experiment are, it appears, not necessarily the same 
children as those who are labeled 'operational' in experiments 
dealing with different but related concepts. Consequently 
the question of whether the levels of thought are actually 
as pervasive and as clearly demarcated for individual children 
as they are set forth in Piaget's theoretical formulation 
must remain open until the results obtained when each child 

■ completes an array of different experiments are known.1

The present study therefore investigated the validity of Piaget's

claims with regard to the stage-related development of operational 

thinking among the Iteso primary children of Uganda. It also investi- 

«.gated the extent to which'Ihe various abilities develop concurrently.

Studies in Africa based on Piaget's work (Price-Williams, Green-
‘ ' ■

field, Beard, Etuk, Vernon, Almy and Bovet) have tended to be more sup

portive of the sequence of development of conservation (arid other

abilities) but have not confirmed the particular age periods specified
, ■ 1,..

by Piaget; they have instead found time lags. But the dangers of gen

eralizing from those studies to other African groups are many.

The West African studies were done among the Ga (Beard); the Tiv 

(Price-Williams);- the Vfolof,(Greenfield); and the Yoruba (Etuk), all 

of which tribes belong to the Nilotic'^oup of tribes. The Bovet study 

was done among a Hamitic group in Algeria, and the Almy and Vernon

lida, a Bantu tribe. The Iteso are a 

ent would results obtained among the 

Nilotics, Bantixs, and Hamites he true of them? Moreover, even within

the Nilotic group itself, the radical difference in the achievement of
■ .

■'.V-

studies were done• »g t:

Nilo-Hamitic group. To what

Millie Almy, E. Chittenden, & P. Miller, Young children's think- 
New York; Teachers College Press, I966. P.' "19ing
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conservation and the mode of concept formation as between Tiv and Vfolof,

as reported by Price-Williams and Greenfield, reveals need for studies

in a variety of African cultures and groups.

In discussing the question of time delays, Voyat^ has pointed to 

the need to obtain an overall picture of cognitive development with a

particular non-western population. He suggests that previous studies 

using' non-western populations have been criticized for examining

limited aspects of development of these populations and generalizing

The ad-from these on the overall picture of cognitive development.

vantage in obtaining an overall picture, of development ,in a population 

>s that if a time delay'is found in the acquisition of certain abilities

in that population,, it will be possible to..check whether this reflects

a general lag in development that would be found in any area examined.

or whether a delay in one area, relative to western children, or to

other groups of children within the non-v:estern group, is balanced by
• n. . - -

the reverse sitmtion in another area. • Almy,^ for instance, who used

conservation, seriation and classification tasks in her study of Kampala

children, suggests that they may be making more rapid progress in under

standing seriation" and perhaps also space relations than they are in 

grasping classification and conservat'ionT In the present study there

fore, it was proposed to use tasks that tested not only, the conseiTratibn ■

ification abilities of the children.but also the seriatiofr and

^ G. Voyat, The forgotten p^tele: Cross-cultural study of the cog- 
nitive development of the Pins-Sidge Indian Reservation. Unpublished
report j‘'1969*'U

, , ^ Millie Almy ,: The usefulness of Piagetiarv-methods for early pri- 
ma:^ education in Uganda; An exploratory study. Unpublished report, 
1967* (See also Al^ny, M. et al, I97O.)
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The specific aim of the present study was to investigate;

1. the level of thinking of the Iteso Primary School children

in Uganda; and
i.'

2. whether abilities involved in conservation, classification.

and seriation develop at the same rate.

10

V:

-<-

i

r
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II - METHODS AND PROCEDURES

In this chapter the methods and procedures used to investigate the . 

problems outlined in the previous chapter will be described. Before

this description is given, however, it may be in order to briefly de

scribe the primary school and the teacher training systems in order to

provide background information and a reference for later discussion

concerning the in^jlications of the present study for education at pri

mary level, and for teacher training.

f *.

Primary Schools

In 1966 there were 2,676 government aided pra 

addition to these there vfere about 4,000 non-aided primary schools.

Latest available figures^ indicate that there were 641,637 children 

studying in aided primary schools in Uganda, of whom 242,129 (38 per

cent) were girls. This represents roughly 47 percent of the projected 

figures for the 6-12 year age group. It conceals, however, wide regional

schools. Inomary £

variations, as well as variations in enrolments as between boys and

girls.

A typical primary school curriculum includes health education.

arithmetic, nature study, language study, arts and crafts, geography, 

history, and some gen'er^ sc4 ,nd civics. Since children are ex-

amined only in arithmetic and Engmsh at the end of their primary school

Uganda. Planning and Statistical Unit. Education Statistics, 
1966. Entebbe: Government Prinj^er, 1967.
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career, by far the greatest emphasis is placed on these two subjects, 

by pupils and teachers alike, and to the neglect of other subjects. 

Libraries and other instructional materials to support this curriculum 

are generally lacking.

One of the greatest problems confronting educational administrators

is the high dropout rate of pupils before the seven year primary course 

is completed. Dropouts are accounted for by a variety of reasons, in

cluding apathy on the part of parents or children or both; early

marriage; and inability of parents to pay school fees.

After seven years of primary school, pupils who pass the Primary
•? •.

leaving Examination very vjell are qualified to continue at secondary or

technical schools and farm schools. The majority of pupils prefer 

academic secondary schools to technical, commercial or farm schools.

Teacher Training

There were 27 teachers training colleges in 1968, all except one, 

training teachers for the primary schools. There are plans to central

ize the 26 teacher training colleges for primary teachers into four 

• -teacher training colleges.

There are various grades of teachers in^the country; of these, only 

Grade II, III, and V are operative. Until 195^} Grade I teachers were

:ars of primary school in African lang- 

uages; subsequently a prograirirae to^eplace them with teachers qualified 

to teach in English ;^as introduced, bw many unqualified in English are 

still teaching in rural schools. Grade II teachers, teaching the first 

years of Primary'school, enter Teacher Training Colleges after seven

■ trained to teach the first,
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years of primary school and undergo a four-year training course; Grade

III teachers, entering Teacher Training after the East African Certifi-

, cate of Education, take a two-year coirrse and are qualified to teach

the upper grades of primary school.

The selection of tasks, and their translation and administration;

the selection of subjects and description of their.background, and the

methods of scoring and categorizing the, data are presented in the re

mainder of this chapter.

Selection and Description of Tasks

An interview schedule based on Piaget's tasks was constructed to 

investigate the problems already outlined in the previous chapter.v:
Even in an exploratory study such as the present one, the problem 

becomes one of selecting from the many Piagetian tasks and experiments

«E»

those most relevant and adequate, for the questions to which the in

vestigator seeks ansv^ers. But there are a number of considerations 

which guided the selection of the tasks in the present' study. Most of 

the -tasks are replications, with modifications of those Piaget reports 

in his book. The Child's Conception of Number,^ and a number are modi

fied from The Early Gro^'rbh of Logic ih .fKe Child.^ These tasks have 

previously been used in cross-cultxiral studies and therefore the feasi

bility of their adminS^rat 

demons-trated.

non-western groups has been aoply
V.’w •

V 7

?■ Jean Piaget, The child's conception of number. 
Humanities, 1952.

New York;

.r-A:-

Barbel Inhelder, & J. Piaget, The early growth of logic in the 
child. New York: Harper & Row, 1964.
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Another consideration in the selection of these tasks was the ques

tion of the translation of the^xperiments into Ateso. Tasks for which

a precise translation into Ateso could be formulated were included;

those for which the translation was too in5)recise or vague, as demon

strated in the pilot study^ were left out. In that study, for instance.

in the task on the conservation of a number of buttons, after the in

itial orientation, the red buttons were then b;anched, and the child was 

asked, "V/hat about now?" in order to get his answer without giving him

any clue. A preliminary trial questioning indicated that- the Ateso

version of this question proved so- vague that it was necessary in each
f *. . fr

“instance to follow it up with, "Are there more red buttons, or more

yellow buttons, or are they the same?" V:
In the actual interviewing of the children, the standardized ques

tioning procedure is preferred to Piaget's more flexible method of ques

tioning because it provides a more comparable situation for all sub-

' p
Some investigators, Voyat among the more recent of them, havejects.

argued against this standardized procedure on the ground that it tends

to be rather inflexible and represents a rigid approach to a dynamic . 

problem. Voyat points out that a careful use of the clinical method

might yield more useful information than the use of standardized testing

^ Barnabas Otaala, 
some Piagetian conservation

ormr.nce of Ugandan African children on
^An exT)ioratory investipation. Un- 
1 fulfilment of departmental re- 
Ws College, 1969.

published paper submiuted in part^
quirements for Certification, Teaci

O' ^
Gilbert Voyat, The forgotten people; Cross-cultural study of the 

cognitive development of the Pine Ridge Indiext Reservation. Unpublished
report, 1969• /.rf

y .r
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techniques. ‘ In the clinical method, each item is first presented in a

uniform way, with no intervention from the experimenter; the focus is 

on the spontaneous thoTights of the child. It is necessary that the 

child understands the question, and it is only then that the clinical

method is applied to see what level of thinking the child may reach. 

This way the results obtained should indicate the level on which the 

child is situated.

Other investigators, v/hile realizing the limitations of the stand

ardized testing procedures, have tried to improve upon them by includ

ing procedures which attempt to ensure that the child understands the 

tasks of the questions posed. In this investigation, such procedures 

took the form of an orientation during v/hich the investigator gave the 

.child practice with important ideas and words in each of the major ■

sections of the interview.

Last, but not least was the practical limitation of the time avail

able for the study. The study was carried out in the last two months 

of the second terra of the school year.

Only a brief description of the tasks is provided below, as the 

entire English interview schedule is reproduced in Appendix A.

Conservation -

In all' the 'con^rv^^ sks, before act\ial testing, the subject 

was encouraged to name the items|^esented, to say what they were used

■ for, and to state whether or not they ever used these items in their
•4

VJhere applicable, as in the case of task two, they were asked to
-irf . ...

coii5)are two rows of differently coloured buttons that were xinequal in 

By taking or adding buttons to alternate rows, they.were

homes.

nvunber.

.
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encouraged to. make the numbers in the two rows equial, and were intro

duced to the \xse of the words, "same," or "more," which would be used

during testing.

Task 1

In this task the subject is presented with a set of 11 reda.

buttons and he is asked to count them. They are then bunched and he

is asked to indicate, without counting, how many red buttons there are.

The buttons are then spread and the question, "How riiany red buttons do

vre have here?" is asked.

b. This task is the same as above, except a set .of ten yellow
- *.

buttons is used.

Task 2

During the orientation for this task, the subject compares ten

yellow buttons with seven red ones, and adds red buttons to make the

rows the same; then conqDares the rows with one yellow button removed.

one yellow added; two red buttons removed, two red buttons added, etc.

For the testing the red buttons are bunched and the subject is asked.

"Who has more buttons, you or I, or do we both have the same number?"
-.V

The yellow buttons axe then spread apart,"'and the above question is re- 

After each response of the subject, he is asked, "^'Jhy do youpeated.

think so?"
V.'W

Task 3

During orientation the subject compares water in two identical 

glasses, indicating which one has more water'thanrthe other,- and adjust

ing the water to indicate when the water is the "same." The

• > ■
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experimenter then empties the water from one glass into a shallow glass 

■ dish, asking "Nov;, v;ho has more v;ater, you, or I, or do we both have 

the same amount?" The e:q)erimenter then transfers the water from the 

dish CO a taller, narrovrer glass, and repeats the above question. After 

each response of the subject, he is asked for his explanation, "Why do

you thinlc so?"

■ All the thi'ce tasks v;ere taken, with modifications, from Alray's

study.

Task 4

In this task one, pf two e^ual balls of clay is transformed into a 

"sausage" shape; then back into a ball shape, and finally it is cut up 

into several pieces. After each transformation the suVj^ect is ques

tioned about the equality of the tv;o amounts of clay; anc’ after each 

response he is asked for his explanation, "\‘fhy do you think so?" This

task is taken from The Child’s Conception of Number.

Task 5

This task v;as adapted from the Omv;eso game as described by Nsimbi.^ 

The Oraweso game is played on a board in v;hich 32 holes are cut, 

arranged in four rows of eight holes. Usviaily 64 pebbles are needed to 

play the game, v;hich is played by at least tvro people; although there

place, and sometimes v;ithin the

same place,, depending upon the age^f the players, or upon v^hether the 

game is played for money.

are variations of this from

\ 7

.^ M. B. Nsimbi, O'mv;eso; 
Uganda Publishing House, 1969-

A game people play ih Uganda. • Kampala:
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To start the game the players place two pebbles in each of the 32 

holes. Each player has two rows of pebbles (32 pebbles altogether) at 

the beginning of the game. The players agree on a given set of rules

concerning the playing of a particular round, and the procedure for de

ciding on the person to have the first go at the game. In this task,

when the subject’s agreement concerning the equality of his pebbles

with those of the interviewer is elicited, the interviewer first moves

pebbles from his front row to his back rov,'. Secondly, .after re-arrang-

ing, he moves all pebbles from his front row to the left end hole of

that rov;; and all pebbles in the back rov;, to the right end hole of

that rov;. Thirdly, after the interviewer has re-arranged his pebbles.

the subject is then asked to place all his pebbles into middle hole 

of his front row. After each transformation the subject is questioned

about the nuxaerical equivalence of his and interviewer's pebbles. After 

each response, he is asked for his explanation, "V/hy do you think so?"

Seriation

Prior to testing the subject has an opportunity to order objects

. according to size. He is given five balls of clay v;hich differ in size,

and is told that they are five "boys" vfho .ar&J.ining up to enter their

classroom after breaktime. He is asked to arrange them from the short

est to the tallest.'

Task 1
• .*

This task requires the subject to arrange seven toy cows according

to size. /.-tf

1$^
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Task 2

The materials for the second test consisted of seven cardboard

strips, varying in height, on each of v^hich is sketched a stick figure 

of a woman; and seven corresponding cardboard strips on v;hich baskets A-*
/

are sketched. Three kinds of problems are posed with these materials;

arranging the strips in corresponding series from smallest to biggest;

identifyihg ordinal positions after the bunching of one row and the

spreading out of the other; and identifying ordinal positions after one

of the two corresponding series have been destroyed.

Firstly, the child is asked to place the women in order of size, 

from the smallest to the bigges’-f. ■ Then he is asked to order the baskets

from the smallest to the biggest, giving the smallest basket to thew
smllest woman, and the biggest basket to the biggest woman. Once the

subject has arranged the row of woman and that of baskets in corres

pondence, one with the other, the two rows are left parallel, but the

baskets are brought together, and the women are spread out more widely.

Touching pre-determined baskets the interviewer asks, "To v/hich woman 

does this basket belong?" After this questioning the women are then

arranged as previously, and the series of baskets is destroyed. Again

the interviewer picks predetermined baskets',""and asks the subject to

All of the strips are coded so that the ihter-identify their owners.

■ vievrer can readily record“*%e ^^lects' responses, and reassemble the
'.j

strips correctly. The tasks used‘'%e similar to those used in the Etulc 

(1967) and Almy (1967) studies. .
\ T

• ?
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Task 3

The material for this task which is taken from The Early Growth of

Logic in the Child, consists of ten sticks varying in length from about

The subject's task is simply to arrange the "boys"10 cm. to 15 cm.

from the shortest to the tallest. The sticks are coded, to sia5)lify

recording of the subject's responses.

Classification

The first tv?o tasks under this category deal with the sorting of

an array of objects. The last two tasks deal with partrv/hole relation

ship.
v •.

Task 1 V:
A mixed array of animals (three cows, three goats, three sheep, and 

three dogs), one of each of which is red, black, and green, is presented

to the subject. He is first asked to name the various animals. The

subject is then asked to place animals "that’ go together" any way at all

After the subject has done this, he isa group of things is the same.

then asked to explain the basis for his sorting.

Task 2

A mixed array^ of seeds (nuts,, peas, egasia, ekuoro', elira) the last

nd Tintranslatable, is presented to the 

subject with tbe-request that he'pl^e'those "that go together" any way

three regarded local to the;

*<

at all, a group of things is the same.
4

he is asked for the basis of his sorting.

;fter the subject has done this,

. ^ .

- ? -

,
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Task 3

The material for this task consists of seven toy cows, and two toy 

dogs, forming the class of animals (b); one subclass of cows (a), and 

another of dogs (A*), 

the cows and dogs in turn—to provide assurance that he has some notion

The subject is first asked to name the animals—

of the class "animals." He is^then asked how many cows there are, and

It is not necessary that he give the correct number.how many dogs.

merely that he recognize that there are more cows than.dogs. The three

following questions are then asked:

On this table do we have more cows (a) or more animals (b)? 

\fhy do you think so?

b. If you took all the cows (A) to your side, and 

(a'.) on my side who would have more animals? Why do you say so?

c. On this table do v^e have more animals (b) or more covfs (A)?

I-
1 *.

^^eep the dogs

Why do you think so?

Task 4,

In this task there are eight figures differing in colour and shape.

■ - Among the four blue figures are two circles and two squares. The four 

white figures are all squares. The class, of.ljlue figures (B) contains 

two circles (a) and two squares (A'). The class of sqiiares (d) contains 

four white squares -(c) and ;

'• tions are asked:

a. Are all squares (d) white (cjT^ VJhy do you say so?

b. Are'all the blue ones (b) circles (A)? \‘lhy do you say so?.

c. Are there more circles (a) or are there morfe'blues (b)? I'Jhy 

do you say so?

• -fc

squares (C). The following ques-jue

• r-
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d. Are there more blue things (b) than there are squares (d) or 

the same (b + D), or fewer (b < D)? Why do you say so?

In the last two tasks, test questions, therefore, are of two kinds: 

one kind of question poses the subject two options—that is—to indicate 

whether the superordinate class or a single subclass is larger. An

other kind of question poses three options: the superordinate class is 

larger, or the subclass is larger, or they are the same. In both the 

tasks, all the sections, except one, contain unequal numbers of objects 

in subclasses.

Translation add ..Administration of the Interview' Schedule

The English version of the interview schedule which^^^pears in Ap

pendix A was translated into Ateso by tv70 Iteso graduate teachers. The . 

translations were then compared with each other and with that made by 

the investigator. The translations were then discussed. When this had 

been done, and modifications had been made, a common Ateso version was 

agreed upon, which was then given to three different people: one Etesot 

graduate teacher, one European priest who has participated in the pro

duction of the Ateso-Engli§h, and English-Ateso dictionaries; and one 

Etesot primary school teacher who is fairly conversant in the English 

language. These three people v/ere requested to translate the agreed 

Ateso version back into En^is! new translations were then com-
Vj

pared with the original English vers: of the schedule. This procedure 

was considered essential in verifying the accuracy of the translations.

A final version of.the Ateso schedule was made and discussed by the
' • ' ■■■ “ "

whole group of six people.

) .
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All inte3rviews were conducted in Ateso by the investigator himself 

vfho recorded the responses of the children in Ateso on record sheets 

(see Appendix C). Tape recordings v/ere also made of the children's

■i'

verbal responses. These were later transcribed and used to amplify, 

where necessary, the recoi'ds of the children's responses during the in

terview. The average length of the interview for the two lower classes 

(Pl-, and P3) was forty minutes; and that for the upper classes (P5, end 

P7) was 30 minutes.

After the interviews a random sample of ten protocols was translat

ed into English independently by one of the. graduate teachers v/ho had 

participated in the earlier translations, and the investigator, 

two'translations were■remarkably close, thus giving tl^jLnvestigator 

confidence in the translation of the rest of the protocols from Ateso. 

into English.

The

Subjects

Selection of Schools

The subjects were selected from two schools in Ngora coxinty of Teso

District. Teso District is divided into eight counties, with roughly 

equal numbers of primary schools. Ngora county is the most centrally 

located of these counties, and discussion with the District Education

■ Officer and a number of wima: lol teachers suggested that for all 

practical purposes the two-schooll^elected could be considered to be

^ .
fairly, typical of rural primary-schools in Teso. One school (School A) 

selected from Mukura subcoun-^, and the other (School B) was select

ed from Kapir subcounty. Both schools were not far from those used in

was
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the pilot stixdy,. and were easily accessible from the main arteries of

transportation.

Selection of Subjects

The subjects were l60 boys and girls from alternate classes of the 

primary school (Pl, P3, P5j and P7).^ The age range was about 6-l4

It was difficult to obtain exact ages of the children since manyyears.

parents do not reckon their children's age by the year, but in terms of 

some important events that took place at the time when the children were 

However, if it is assvimed, as the Ministry of Education requires, 

that children start school at the age of six, it could then be said 

that children in the selected classes in this investigation were aged as 

PI, about six; P3, about eight; P5, about ten;Vhd ??> about 

12. The ages in this study, however, v/ere considered as very rough

born.

follov7s:

estimates.

To select children to represent-these approximate ages for each of

the classes investigated, it was necessary to first take out from the

class register children who did not fall into the estimated age for the

. .  particular classes. From the remaining group, the required number of

children v/as selected using a table" of random numbers, except, as in the 

case of girls in the upper primary classes (P5, and P?)'there were too

the latter cases all the children of afew of the required number.

^particular category were included. '

Table 1 shows the distribution of^*^bjects by school, class, sex

and.approximate ages ih years.

r-r

^ P stands for primary, and the arabic numeral attached stands for 
the class, so that PI, for instance, means primary class one, and P3, 
primary class three. These designations will have this meaning through- 

, out the report.
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Table 1

School, Class, Sex, and Approximate Age of Subjects

Girls Total Approximate Age in YearsSchool Boys

A

6-720PI 10 10

• 8-9

10-11 
'^la-is

■ P3 10 2010 f •

416 20P5

l6 4 20P7

28 8oTotal 52

B

6-720PI 10 10

,8-920P3 10 10

16 4 10-1120P5

l4 6 12-1320P7

80 -. .30Total 50

l6058Grand Total 102

^ .
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Backgroxmd of Teso Rural Children

Despite a number of variations within clans and geographical areas 

of Teso, and despite the differences in length of exposure to "outside" 

infJ^ences, it is possible to make some generalizations about the back

ground of rural primary school children in Teso. These generalizations 

could, no doubt, be true of most rural Uganda.

Most rural school children come from rural homes. Their parents 

are peasant farmers who are mainly traditionad., and therefore to a 

large degree, are conservative. Traditional beliefs—social, magico- 

religious, and materiaTri-rtherefoi^ dominate the early experiences of 

rural children. The society is organized into increasingly bigger con

centric circles of relationships, beginning with the nuci&ear family, 

the extended faaiily, and finally the clan, and tribe.

Geber and Dean^ have described child-rearing practices in Buganda, 

which read similarly for Teso. Children are kept close to their mothers 

in the earliest years and w-„-aned late and very suddenly. Their initial 

physical and mental gro^rth is fast, but slows do>m after weaning. Geber 

- - Dean attribute this decreased rate in development, partly to diet, 

partly to social circumstances; for soon afte:^,.weaning children cease 

to enjoy the almost continual adult cortroany of their-earlier time, and 

in some cases are separated^fSraa*

? --.are sent to distant relatives. '

Jbheir mothers geographically when they

There are hardly any opportunities^for children to ask questions; 

opportunitie^g are even fewer v;hen questions are invited from them. -

^ M. Geber, & R. F. A. Dean, The psychological changes accompanying 
Kwashiorkor. Courrier, 1956, 6, l-l4.
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This state of affairs has been interpreted by some people as typically 

African, but as a matter of fact is common everywhere among working low 

class parents. Discipline from parents is usually authoritarian, and 

chilcuen are therefore expected to do as they are told.

From a relatively early age children are assigned duties like mind

ing the baby, fetching water or firewood, or looking after cattle.

'The child carries all these social experiences with him to school 

and they affect his approach to learning, his understanding of v/hat is 

learned, and his relationship to authority and to his fellow pupils.

There are rules which bind the child to the traditions of the clan, 

to the magico-religious beliefs of the clan and of the tribe. Customs 

of marriage; customs surrounding birth; the naming of at^ild or of 

twins; customs surrounding death and burial, and inheritance are every

where still obsem'-ed. The spirit v?orld and the beliefs in magic and 

magical causation still persist, even airang teachers.

A**

The thinking of the rioral child therefore, is tremendously affected 

by the traditions, practices and beliefs of the area. A rural primary

school child therefore, is continually having to make choices between • 

traditional and scientific facts which often contradict each other.

A further influence which .acts upon the rural child has to do with 

lack of what Segall, Campbell-and Herskovits^ refer to as the'prevalence 

of rectangularity in the visual ■onment. In the rural environment,

children are not reai'ed in a "carpemsered" environment and so do not see
\ .

many rectangxilar hous^es, windows,'objects, and corners. A more

^ M. H. Segall, D. T. Campbell, & M. J. Herskovits, Cultural dif
ferences in the perception of geometric illusions. Science, I963,
139, 769-771.

- .*•
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ciirving rural errvironment is familiar to them. By the time the rviral

child reaches school, he will thus have had very limited manipulative 

or psychoiaotor experience in a "carpentered" environment. His early 

primeiry school experiences are not likely to make up for these de-

ficiencies, as teaching at that level is largely- mechanical.

Order of Presentation of the Tasks

The order of presentation was standard. It began with conserva

tion tasks, follovred by seriation tasks. The intervievr was ended with

the classification tasks.

- The conservation tasks begaiv with the conservation of counting, a

task which is not strictly a conservation task, but one v/hich vias in-

cons ervatioiV^of numbereluded in order to prime the subjects for the 

tasks (conservation of a number of buttons, and conservation of a number 

of pebbles). This task was followed by task two, the conservation of a 

number of buttons. This task was separated from task five, a task

closely akin, to it by task three, the conservation of an amount of

water, and task four—the conservation of an amount of clay. The two

■ - tasks involving the conservation of number were separated from one an- 

other in order to avoid the possible carry^ov^ effects from one to the

other.

lew began with the seriation of 

-vcows; this was followed by the’'seri^y.bn of women and baskets, and the 

arrangement of ordinal correspondence.^The final task involved the 

seriation often sticks.

The'next section of th&^

.» ■
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The classification section which ended the interviev/ started with

the two sorting tasks—the sorting of animals, and the sorting of

seeds. It ended with the two inclusion relation problems.

It is not possible at this time to tell what the possible effects

of the order of presentation might be; this can only be settled when

The present order for the conserva

tion items was suggested from Alray's study^ in which it is indicated

different orders have been tried.

that there were no significant important differences in the number of 

children conserving in the various presentations. The order of

items in the seriation and classification sections was de-

termined by a consideration to present items v/hich appeared more diffi

cult later than those which seemed less difficult. V:
Reactions of the Children

For each of the classes from which the subjects were selected the

class teacher introduced the investigator to the children in his class,

before the.actual interviews were carried out. The teacher explained

in general terms that the investigator was interested to know how

children ans’rfer questions, and perform certain tasks. The teacher also

. urged the children to behave well tovrards "oxir yisitor," and "to answer ' 

. his questions without fear." - ’

■ There was, on the whole g 

f As word spread that there were toy'an^jals, and "a machine which re- 

cords your voice" (a, tape-recorder); a nu^er of those children not

interest expressed by the children.

^ Millie Almy, E. Chittenden, & P^. I4iller, Young children’s 
Thinking♦. Nevr York:' Teachers College Press, 195^6.''.
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selected for the interviev? clamoured for a turn to he interviewed.

During the school break-periods groups gathered outside the window of■

the staffroom v/here the interviews were conducted to get a glin^pse of

what was happening in the staffroom.

Categorization and Scoring of Data

Procedures from Almy's study^ and the study carried out by Etuk in 

2
Nigeria dictated the approaches taken in the categorization and scoring 

of most of the data since most of the tasks were derived either in

direct form, or with modifications from those studies.

By providing some practice or''orientation prior to testing in each

task the investigator was able to ascertain whether the child’s atten

tion was appropriately focussed and whether he appeared to understand

the questions. 'Except in a few cases where the investigator v;as uh-s
certain as to whether or not the children understood, it was noted that

most children•seemed to understand what v?as required of them.

Children's responses vxere taken at their face value, as the ques

tions were standardized, and as no probing of any kind was included.

. But the general procedure for each task was the same. It consisted of
-.V

categorizing the performance for the total task^bn the basis of the 

pattern formed by the separate responses to the subsections of a par

ticular task.

^ Millie AJjry, E. Chittenden, & P.^ller, Young Children’s
Thinking. New York: Teachers College .Press, 19^.

•%

^ Elizabeth S. Etuk, The development of-number concepts among the 
Yoruba-speaking Nigerian children. Qhpublished-doctoral dissertation, ■- 
Teachers College, Colurobia University, 1967.
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The categorisation scheme attempted to separate responses that pro

vided evidence of operational thinking from those that were definitely 

non-operational or transitional. Based on this differentiation, the 

evidence for each task could then be categorized as definitely in-

dicating operational thought; definitely indicating thought that was not 

operational; and transitionaJ..

Conservation of a IfcjTiber of Buttons, Pebbles

and of an Amount of VJater, and of an Amount of Clay

There were four^ conservation tasks, and each of them was categor-

ized independently, but'the procedure for each was basically similar.

It consisted of weighing the evidence for or against consei^ation in the 

child's response to each opportunity presented in a partiWlar task.

For task two, involving the conservation of e<^lity of number of 

tv.’o rows of buttons through two transformations, the child was asked 

after each transformation, "Now, who has more buttons, you or I, or do 

we both have the same number?" Then he was asked for an explanation, 

after each response: "Vdiy do you think so?" Thus task two offered 

-four opportunities for conservation. (See Appendix B for explanations 

which got counted as conservation explanations;...)

Task three involved the conse.rvation of an amount of liquid v/hen it

Sscal glasses containing the same amountwas poured from: one "Of two i

-of water, into, in turn, a shallow feh, and a taller, narrower glass.

\ .
^ Task one, conservation vfith counting, has been excluded from con

sideration here, since in retrospect, it is not strictly a conservation 
task. However, comment on perforraappe on it is made in the section 
dealing with the resvilts of the study. - ■
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After each of the two transformations the child was asked, "Now, who 

has more water, you or I, or do we have the same amount?" He was also 

asked for an explanation, each time, "Vihy do you think so?" Accordingly 

he had four opportunities to conserve.

Task four, involving the conservation of an amount of clay, offered 

the child six opportunities to demonstrate conservation. One of two

identical halls of clay v/as rolled out into a "sausage" shape; and then 

was rolled hack into a hall, and finally was cut up into, a number of 

After each traiisformation the child \ras asked a question topieces.

determine conservation. After each response he was asked for an ex-
~v- •.

planation, "VJhy do you think so?"

For task five, involving the conservation of the equa^^y 

of four rows of pehhles through three transformations, the child v/as 

asked a question, after each transformation, to determine the conserva

tion of the equality of number, 

for an explanation, "VJliy do you think so?"

Each interview, therefore, provided each child with 20 opportunities 

to indicate-v/hether or not he was conserving.

of number

After each response he was again asked

Evidence obtained from .the child's responses, for each task, was 

then classified in one of three categories: definitely conserving; 

-partially conserving; definitely^not conserving. After the evidence for 

each of the opportunities to cona^ been so classified, the evi

dence for the total task was weighed a^^^he total performance on that
\ .

task was scored zero, if the evidence' for conservation was classified as

. c
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definitely not conserving; one if it was classified as partially con

serving, and two if it was classified as definitely conserving.

Seriation and Ordinal Correspondence

The first task consisted of seven cow's v;hich the subject was asked 

to place in one row, from the smallest to the biggest. The interviewer 

allocated the number one to the smallest cow, and seven to the biggest. 

The child’s response was scored correct or incorrect. If the response 

was incorrect the order in v/hich the cows were placed was recorded. A 

correct response was scored two. If a child made two misplacements; 

that is, if two adjacent ob,jects we^e interchanged, he was considered 

able to seriate partially, and his response was scored one. Responses 

of more than tvra misplacements were considered as definitel^not seriat

ing, and v/ere scored zero.
•iV

(
The seriation task using sticks was scored in a similar way. The

sticks were coded with letters and a correct response produced the word

C0NAI43EKHI.. This response was scored tv/o; a misplacement of two adjacent

objects was scored one, and a response of more than two misplacements was

scored zero.

In the rest of the seriation tasks the interviewer recorded on the

child’s protocol the, identifying letters for the childls response-j since

the cards used in the'tasks h? coded with letters. Placement of

women in a correct"series read FACUL! and that of baskets read

ISOMARE. A child who was definitely seriating was the one vfho made
*

correct placemdnts for both the rov; of women and the row of baskets.

A child v/ho was partially-seriating and -His response vras scored tv?6.
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whose response v^as therefore scored one, was the one who made correct

placements on either the women's row or the ro\-i of baskets, but made 

mistakes in arranging the second row. More than two misplacements in

both rows constituted a category of subjects definitely not seriating.

Their responses were scored zero.

In the ordinal correspondence task each of the two subsections v;as

checked for'evidence of ability to place objects in ordinal relation

ship, which was said to be present if the subject responded correctly 

to the two subsections. This response v;as scored two. The response v/as

scored one, if the subject responded correctly to one section only. In

- •.
this case he was considered partially ordinating. A subject who did

not respond correctly to either of the two subsections was considered

. definitely not ordinating, and his response was scored zero.
The total performance for each of the tasks wa^t-^

en scored zero

if the evidence for ordinal correspondence v/as classified as definitely

not able to perform ordinal correspondence; one if it was classified as

partially able to make ordinal correspondence; and two if it was

classified as definitely able to make ordinal correspondences.

Classification

In the first two tasks the interest was in whether the child coxild 

sort objects on a consistent;baAi In. the last tv?o tasks the interest

jyas in whether the subjects could' stand inclusion relations.

Sorting Tasks

Each of the two tasks required the subj-ect to sort an array of ob-

jects on one consistent basis, or on a number of several possible bases.

y
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and to explain the basis for sorting. In a correct sorting the subject 

used a consistent criterion or consistent criteria to place objects in

A correct explanation indicated that the subject had an under-a group.

standing that a group of objects share a similar property. A correct

sorting required both a consistent sorting and a correct explanation.

This response was scored two. A partially correct solution of the task 

v/as the'one in v:hich the subject sorted correctly but was unable ,to give

an adequate explanation for the basis of his sort. This, response v;as

scored one. An incorrect solution was scored zero; it was the one in

which the subject responded but made no observable consistent basis for
T *. -ts

sorting, and gave no adequate explanation for the basis of his sorting.

weighed and the total^^rfoi'manceEvidence for the total task was

of the task v.’as scored zero if the evidence for classification was

classified as definitely unable to sort on a consistent basis; one if

it v?as classified as partially able to sort on a consistent basis, and 

two if it was classified as definitely able to sort on a consistent

basis.

Class Inclusion

In each subsection of each of the tv/o tasks an answer and an ex

planation were required. In a correct ansvrer the subj-ect indicated 

thht there were more 'object^

'■ pf the subclasses forming that s'uper^^inate class. A correct expiana-

tibn either indicated the correct number'of objects in it, or focussed
*

tipon the defining attributes of the superordinate class. A correct -
. ...

solution of the task required both a correct answer arid a Correct

suberordinate class than in either

• S'
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explanation. A child who definitely understood class inclusion rela

tions; that is, one all of whose responses were correct was scored two. 

A child v;ho partially understood inclxision relations, one who got two

sections correct in task three, and got either of the last two sections

A child v7ho gave no evidence ofof task four correct, scored one.

understanding inclusion relations in any of his responses scored zero.

Again, evidence for the total task was weighed and the total per

formance on that task was scored zero if the evidence for classifica

tion was classified as definitely unable to ansvfer class inclusion 

problems correctly; one if it was classified^as partially able to an- 

swer ‘Class inclusion problems correctly, and two if it v/as classified 

as definitely able to answer class inclusion problems correctly.

Criteria for scoring are outlined in more detail in Appendix B.

(
Inter-Scorer Reliability

A random selection of 30 protocols was scored independently by the 

investigator and anpther student, to determine the reliability of judg-

The student^ has had experience in 

■ scoring similar protocols. The inter-scorer agreement was 100 percent 

. for the conservation of an amount of "water taskj 97 percent for the con- 

. servation of an amount of clay task;. 97 percent for both the conservar

conservation of a number of pebbles

^ bask. The average inter-scorer reliql^lity, for conservation tasks, was

ments based on these criteria.

tion of number of buttons tas^

therefore 97.75 percent. ^ .

^ Miss Pavaa Joan Martin assisted in scoring the data. The writer 
extends sincere gratitude to Miss Martin for her kind assistance;

■ r
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The inter-scorei' aGrreement for the seriation tasks was 100 percent. 

The inter-scorer agreement for the sorting tasks was 100 percent;' 

and 90 percent for the inclusion relations tasks. The average inter- 

scorer agreement for this section was therefore 95 percent.

- *.

V: •

?•

\ ,

%

- /--f. .
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III - RESULTS Alffi CONCLUSIONS

Usins PiagGtian tasks the study dealt with the extent to v/hich the
V

developmental sequence described in Piagetian theory was observable in 

a section of Uganda primary scliool children. The stxidy also dealt 

with the extent to which the abilities of Conservation, seriation, and 

classification are parallel in their development as Piagetian theory 

asserts. This section presents the results, first of conservation, 

seriation, and classification; then of the relationships between those 

abilities; and sex differences in performance.

Conservation V:
In task one each child was asked to count a set 11 red buttons,

The buttons vrera bunched and he v;as asked how many red buttonsaloud.

there were. ' The buttons were then spread out and he was asked how many

there were. The child v/as then given a set of ten yellow buttons and a

similar procedure of questioning was foUovfed.

- - This task v;as included, in retrospect, not strictly as a conserva-

^ tion task, but rather as a priming task for the,conservation of number 

tasks which involved the use of buttons and pebbles.

- • VJhen asked to count the chiidspap embarked on a recital of ordinal

? nvimber and some of €hem (16 or ten'per^fet) when asked after covinting 

to 11 in the case of red buttons or to tenpin the case of yellow buttons, 

how many objects' there were, failed to know. They were also unable to < 

tell the number of buttons v;hen they had 'been biinched together or spread" 

out. The majority of the children, however, were not only abte^^ count
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the ordinal numbers correctly, but having counted a set of objects and

•arrived at the cardinal nxinber, v;ere able to maintain it through the two

But of those who could per-transformations of b\mching and spreading, 

form tnis operation, 63 children (39 percent) were unable to 

on the tasks involving the conservation of a number of buttons, and con—

A'conserve

Impressions from performance on thisservation of a number of pebbles.

task lend support to the frequently heard assertion that much of the 

aritlmetic education children receive at primary level in Uganda

They also lend support to Piaget's claimschools is learned by rote, 

that earlier than the advent of number concept the child may have learn

ed to count, but experiment reveals that the verbal use of names of

numbers has little connection with numerical operations as such.
. v
As ..previously stated, tasks tv/o and five involved the conservation 

number of buttons and pebbles, respectively. Task t^ee i^olved

Task four involved the conserva-

of a

the conservation of an amount of water. 

tion of an amount of clay.

Table 2 indicates the number and percent of children in each of 

the classes tested T-;ho conserved on the various conservation tasks.

Figure 1 indicates the perceht.pf children at each class level who

An examination of the table indicatesconserved on the various tasks.

that the number and percent of the phildren conserving rises from PI

•by Figure 1. These results

laming the sequence of 
\ .

The results*in this connection support

A similar trend is indjthrough P7.

generally confirm the Piagetian notion c 

development of conservation.

¥ A'
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Table 2

Niimber and Percent of Children Revealing Conservation in the Various

Conservation Tasks*

P5 P7Task in V/hich 
Conserving

PI P3
K % . N fo K T N %

24 6o'.0 33 82.5 37 92.53 7.5Buttons

4 10.0 2h 60.0 33 8a.5 90.0

5 ia.5 as 62.5 33 8a.5, 38 95.0

4 10 0 20 50 0 26 65 O^T 35 87 5

Pebbles

Water

Clay

* There are 40 children in each class.

^ .
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Figure 1

Percent of Children Revealing Conservation in

Each Class in the Various Conservation Tasks

7
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those of Greenfieldand Pi'ice-Williaras v/ho vrorked cunong the Wolof of 

Senegal and Tiv of Nigeria respectively.

Piaget^ has si;iggested that v.'hen 75 percent of the children of a 

particalax age group can successfully complete a task, it can be assumed 

that children of that age should normally be able to perform that task.

V/hen this criterion is applied to this study, it can be seen from

Table 2 and' Figure 1 that except for conservation of clay task in P5,

all children in P5 and P7 meet this criterion. Also, by P3 level at

least .50. r)ernent-of._the children _are conserving on all four of the con- .

servation tasks.
- ■.

The data on conservation were next examined to see whether a

sequence in developmental difficulty could be detected. One of the

4many useful features about Almy’s study is the scaling of the three

Patricia M. Greenfield, On culture and conservation. In 
■Jerome S. Bruner, R. H. Olver, & P. M. Greenfield, Studies in cognitive 
groT'rth. New York: Wiley, 1966.

^ D. R. Price-Williams, A study concerning concepts of conserva
tion of Quantities anioiig primitive children. Acta Psychologica, I96I,
18, 297-305.
. . ^ Jean Piaget, Cognitive development in children: The Piaget
papers. In Richard E. Ripple K. Rockcastle (Eds.), Piaget re
discovered: A report of the conference on cognitive studies and 
curriculum development. Ithaca: School of Education, Cornell Univer
sity, March, 19b4t Pp.,6-48.

4 . Miller, Young children’s think-• l.'Iillie Alray, E. Chittendegt<»ft 
ing. New York: Teachers College Pr 6.

\ .

/-i,
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conservation tasks she used for developmental difficulty. Among Ameri

can children conservation of number generally appears before either 

servation of discrete or continuous qixantity. In support of Piagetian 

theory discrete precedes continuous quantity conservation. It appears 

from the Table 2 and Figure 1 that there is parallel development of con

servation of an amount of water, and conservation of a number of buttons 

and of a number of pebbles, but not of conservation of an amount of

con-

clay.

. The data v/ere then, examined to see v/hat pattern of performance on 

conservation coiild be detected. Table 3 shows the number and percent of 

children in each class whose performance fell into one of the five most

common patterns—conservation in no task (O 0 0 O); conservation,in
V"

only the .number of buttons.' task (l 0 0 O); conservation in only the

, -numoer of outtons* task, and the number of pebbles' task ('1 1 0 O); 

conservation in only buttons, pebbles, and v;ater tasks (l 1 1 O); and 

conservation in all tasks (l 1 1 l). The table also shows the number 

and percent of the children whose performance did not fit these patterns.

From this table it can be seen that the number and percent of 

children conserving in no task is highest in PI and decreases in the

With this decrease there is a corresponding increase ofupper classes.

the number and percent of children shov.'ing pattern five—conservation

'pattern includes 17 children

(ll percent) v;ho were not conserving on thCTi^ieoretically less diffi- 

cult tasks, but were conserving on the theoretically more difficult

in all the four conservation tasks. ^

• tasks.
Vjf

T ■
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Table 3

Patterns of Conservation Abilities Revealed by Children*
*■

PI P3 P5 P7aPattern N Jo c!N R J N J/O

33 82.5 4 10.01 9 22.5 1 2.5

2 2 5.0 3 7.5 2 5.0 1 2.5

3 2 5.0 1 2.5

4 6 15.0 

26 65.0

2 5.0 2 5.0

18 45.0 35 87.5

VJ".

5 3 7.5

6 6 15.02 5.0 1 2.5 2.5

a Pattern 1 Conserving in no task.
(

2 Conserving in only the button's task.

3 Conserving in only the button's and pebble's tasks.

4 Conserving in only the button’s, pebble’s and water 
tasks.

•5 Conserving in all the four conservation tasks.

6 Other patterns.

* There are 4o children in each class.

\ .
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Seriation and Ordinal Correspondence

Three types of tasks tested the child’s ability to seriate, 

one task the child was asked to place seven toy cows in a series from

In

iif

smallest to the biggest. In another task he was to place ten sticks

from the shortest to the tallest. In a third task on seriation he was

requested to place women in a row from the shortest to the tallest and

to place baskets in a corresponding series, giving the smallest basket 

to the shortest vroraan and the biggest basket to the tallest woman.

In the ordinal correspondence task, once the child had placed (or 

had been assisted in placing).,the rows^of vromen and of baskets in cor

respondence one with the other, the investigator brought the row of 

baskets closer together, and spread tha,t of women. The child then 

asked to identiiy the vromen to v/hich four predetermined ^skets be- 

longed. The second section of the task requested the child to identify 

the women to Vfhich predetermined baskets belonged after the series of 

the rov/ of baskets, had. been destroyed.

Table 4 shows the number and percent of children for each task, at 

each-level, vrho solved the seriation and ordinal correspondence tasks 

correctly. Figure .2 shovrs the percent of children performing success

fully on the various seriation tasks, by. class. The three-.seriation 

tasks show a clear developmental fc^^esd^rora PI through P?.

^ -Perfoi'mance on the ordinal corr'espo^ferice task v/as the most diffi-

'•■Gvilt. None of the children in the first twoJ^lasses (Pl and P3) were
*

■ - able to solve it sdccessfviU^. At P5 level only four (ten percent)

children could do this task successfully; and at P7~level 6niy 11 (27.5 

percent) could perform it successfiilly.
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Table 4

Nvuriber and Percent of Children Revealing Ability to Serialize and

to Place Objects in Ordinal Correspondence*

P3 P5 P7Seriation
Tasks

PI
N % N fo N % N %

35 87.5 35 87.. 5 

. 38 95.0

8 20.0 29 72.5Cows

4 10.0 25 62.5 36 90.0Sticks

Women and 
baskets 38 95.04 10.0 34 85.0 38 95.0

Ordinal-
Correspondence - 4 10.0 11 27.5

* There are 40 children in each class.

9.
V/hen the data are examined in terms of patterns of ser':4®'‘*^i°’^j 

possible to see, as Table 5 shoves, that Pattern 1—seriation in no task 

is highest in PI; 70 percent of the children being unable to seriate in 

any of the seriation tasks. It decreases through P7. Pattern 4--

seriation in three tasks, in contrast, rises from PI throiigh P7; and

Pattern 5—seriation and ordinatiign in all tasks—shows up only in the

The information thus provided, ties up with that prolast tvro classes.

vided in the Table 4 and Figure 2.

•*-v

\ .

Ghro kinds of tasks tapped the children's ability to classify—the 

•sorting and class inclusion problems.

■ r
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Figure 2

Percent of Children Revealing Seriation in Each Class in

the Various Seriation Tasks
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Table 5

Patterns of Seriation Abilities Revealed by Children*

V
PI P3 P5 P7

Pattern® 1^ N % N %N N %

28 70.01 3 7.5

2 1 2.5 2 5.0 2.51 1 2.5

h 10.0 4 10.0 . 4 10.03 1 2.5

4 28 70.0 25 . 62.52 5.0 30 75.0

4 10.05 10 25.0
♦r '.

6 8 20.0 1 2.53 7.5

^ Pattern 1 Correct seriation in no task.

V,..
2 Correct seriation in only the women ahaj basket's task.

3 Correct seriation in only the women and basket's and 
stick's tasks.

4 Correct seriation in only the women and basket's, 
stick's, and cow's tasks.

- 5 Correct seriation and ordination in all tasks.

6 Other patterns.

* There are 40 children in each class.

r-

\ .

; r

. i-



Table 6 indicates the number and percent of children who sorted

correctly and solved the inclusion relation problems, by task and class. 

Figure 3 indicates the percent of children at each class level' who per-

form correctly each of the three tasks of sorting animals and seeds,

and solving the class inclusion relation problem using cows and dogs.

Table 6

Number and Percent of Children Revealing Classification in Each Class

in the Various Classification Tasks*

Task in VJhich 
Classifying

PI P3^ P7P5- •.

N % ¥ fo N %N

X ■
25 62.5 3Jf^85.0Sorting Animals 5 12.5 30 75.0

32 '80.0^ 38 95.08 20.0 32 80.0Sorting Seeds
(

Inclusion: Cows 
and Dogs 8 20.02 5.0

Inclusion: 
Squares and 
Circles

* There are 4o children in.each class.

There is a clear developmental trend for each of the-two sorting

tasksj but the sorting of anima^j^ a more- difficult task, at each

* •dlass level.

V.T
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Figure 3

Percent of Children Revealing Classification in Each.

Class in the Various Classification Tasks
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. The tasks involving inclusion relations were the most difficult.

In the task using cows and dogs, none of the children in PI and P3 an-n
swered and explained the inclusion relations questions correctly; and 

only two children (five percent) in P5, and eight (20 percent) in P7

were able to answer correctlj-. In the task using squares and circles.

none of the children in any class solved the inclusion relation ques

tions.

Table 7 indicates the patterns of classification by class.and

pattern. In PI the majority of the children fall into Pattern 1—. 

correct classification in no task. In P3 about one-third of the child- 

.ren (32.5 percent) fall into Pattern 2 (correct sorting of only seeds) 

and about half of the group (47.5) fall into Pattern 3—correct per- 

foriaance in two sorting tasks. In the remaining tvro classes (P5 and 

P7), the majority of the children fall into Pattern 3. No *5l^lld in 

any class falls into Pattern 5* This again ties in with the observation 

previously made concerning inclusion relation prob].ems.

The data on class inclusion relations were next analyzed to de-

terniine '.-/hether the child focussed his attention on the quantitative

relationships between subclasses. ,The results of that analysis are

presented below.

Descriptions and' Explansiy! Used by the Children

?■

iservation and classifica-From responses of the children to the o
\ .

tion tasks a general picture of how they deseribed and explained the

transformations, and hov; they justified thej.r responses can be obtained.
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Table 7

Patterns of Classification Abilities Revealed by Children*

P7P5P3PI
Pattern®' N foN foJoN1oil

3 7.5 - 5 12.528 70.01

5 12.5 

25 62.5

5 12.513 32.5 

19 47.5

7 17-52

25 62.51 2.53
7 17.52 5.04

5 -

3 7.54 10.0 3 7.56 5 12.5
w

^ Pattern 1 Correct classification in no task.

2 . Correct classification in only sorting of seeds.

3 Correct classification in only the sorting of seeds 
and anirnls.

4 Correct classification in sorting tasks and in
clusion of cows and dogs.

5 Correct classification in all things.

6 Other patterns

* There are 40 children in each class.

\ ,

-<■

r«f
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Description of Conservation Transforma-bions

In tasks tv;o, three, four, and five of the conservation section.

after the initial orientation or practice, the intervi(.wer rearranged

buttons in task tvjo, and pebbles in task five; and in task three, poured

water from one of two identical glasses into the dish, and from the

In task four the interviewerdish into the taller,, narrower glass, 

first rolled bne of two identical balls of clay into a "sausage" shape, 

then rolled it back into a ball, and finally cut it up into a number of

The questions posed after each transformation were designed to.pieces.

find out the child’s reason for holding to the notion of conservation

.. or non-conservation.

An examination of the protocols indicated that practically all theV
children who described the buttons or pebbles as more or fev;er, and the 

water or clay as more or less were in PI and P3. Table 8 thipefore 

shows the number and percent of children giving the various descriptions 

for those tvro classes only.

The children v/hose replies indicated that the equality of number 

changed tended to. agree that there were "more yellow buttons" when the

In eacht, of the classes 54 percent of thered buttons were bunched.

children v;ho described the buttons as more suggested that there were 

more yellow buttons, compared to 46 percent v;ho suggested that the red

ere spread out more vddely.buttons were more. V.’hen the yellOT b'

64 percent in each class agreed that there w^^;;e "more yellov: buttons" 

compared to 36 percent v/ho sii^gested that there were "more red." In 

both of the transformations on the buttons.Jtask, therefore, more child- 

ren seemed to describe the buttons which were lined up as "more" com-

. pared to those which v/ere bimched.
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Table 8

Niimber and Percent of Children in the Lower Classes Describing the

Various Transformations as More*

P3PI
Description N % N %Transformation

7 53.8 .
6 46.2

16 53.6 
14 46.3

Red buttons 
bunched

More yellow 
More red

21 63.8
12 36.2

7 63.8 
4 36.2

More yellow 
More red

Yellow buttons ' 
spread

5 41.7 
7 58.3

5 15.2 
28 84.9

Pebbles moved to back Rows more 
row of interviewer Piles more -A

6 18.8 
26 81.3

Interviewer's pebbles Rows more, 
placed in two piles Piles more

3 33.3 
9 ^.7

3 9.4 ,
29 90.6 % 7 87.5

1 12.5Subj ect's pebbles 
placed in one pile

Rows more 
Piles more

(

13 42.0 
18 58.0

2 20.0 
8 80.0

Dish more
Standard glass more.

Water poiired into 
dish

3 25.0 
9 75.0

1 3.0
32 97-0

Water poured into 
tall glass ■

Standard glass more 
Taller glass more

8 61.5
5 38.5

26 76.5 
8 23.5

Clay rolled into 
sausage;

Sausage more 
Ball more

2 28.6 
5 71.4

10 37.0 
17 -63.0

Clay rolled back 
into ball

Former sausage more 
Ball more

' 8 61.5
5 38.5

14 42.4 
19 57.6

Pieces more 
. Ball more

. Clay cut up into 
pieces

* There are 40 childi-en in each class.
^ .

r-*
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In the pebbles task, in contrast, rrare'children, in both classes, 

described the pebbles in "piles" as more compared to those in rows, 

vrhen the intervievrer moved his front row pebbles to the back row, 85 

percent of children in PI, and 58 percent in P3, v?ho described the 

pebbles as "more" agreed that the piles" had more pebbles. \-?hen the 

interviev/er placed his pebbles into two "piles" 8l percent of the 

children in PI arid 6? percent in P3 describing the pebbles as more 

agreed that there were more pebbles in the tvro piles than in the rows. 

And when the subject placed all his pebbles into one pile the percent 

of those describing the pile as having more pebbles in PI and P3 was 

.. 91 and 88 respectively.

In the conservation of an amount of water task, when the water was 

transferred to the dish, 58 percent of the children in PI and 80 per- 

cent of the childTen in P3 who described the water as more-'=^greed that 

the standard glass had more water than the dish. ^'Then, hovrever, the

-hS-■r •.

vmter from the dish was transferred into a taller, narrower glass, 97

percent in PI and 75 percent in P3, of those describing the water as 

more, now agreed that the taller glass had more water than the standard 

In both transformations, ,therefore, more children, in both 

classes, seemed to be paying attention more to the height than to the

glass.

width of the containers.

Finally, in the conservatiofTof^ 

of the two identical balls of clay was ro!

76 percent in PI and 62 percent in P3, of those children describing the 

.clay as more, agreed that there was more clay in "the "sausage" than in 

the ball. VHien, however, the "sausage" was rolled into the ball shape,

it of clay task, when one

out into a "sausage" shape
\ .
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more children in both classes now claimed that the original ball had 

more clay (63 percent in PI and 71 percent in P3).

When one of the balls of clay was cut up into several pieces, more 

children in PI of those describing the clay as more suggested that 

there was more clay in the "ball" than in the pieces (57 percent).

In P3, however, more children (62 percent) now agreed there was more 

clay in the pieces.

The various descriptions of the transformations in general give a 

pictiu*e, therefore, of the various perceptual sitmtions that the.

children who described the buttons or pebbles, as more or fewer, or
- -A-

the water or clay as more or less, •sirere focussing on.

Explanations Used by the Children ^

AHow do children in the various classes tested Justify'"•'^heir re

sponses? From their responses to the questions in the conservation and 

classification sections of the interview, it is possible to obtain a 

general picture of the conservation and non-conservation explanations, 

and classification, and non-classification explanations children uned.

From this it is possible also to pbtain a pictvire of a number of re-

current explanations that children gave in the two sections of the

interview.*

Explanations for Conservation and Nori-doh^fenl-ation

Greenfield^ has described three types o^Justification ordered

* As their descriptions and explanatigns are'provided, comparison 
will be made vdth results obtained from investigations similar'to the 
present one to provide a picture of hovf the Iteso children fared.

’ , Patricia M. Greenfield, On culture and conservation. In Jerome 
S. Bruner, R. R. Olver, & P. M. Greenfield, Studies in cognitive gro^vfah. 
New York: Wiley, I966.
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according to how much they reflect directly perceptible feattires of the

One class is "perceptual reasons" v/hich refers tociirrent situation.

the features of the display in front of the child. This would include

any description of the buttons or pebbles and their arrangement; de

scription of the glasses and their contents in the case of the conserva

tion of liquid task; and description of the clay and its arrangement. 

Greenfield also includes under this class of reason the perceptxxal type 

of reason which expresses a conflict between the appearance ("it looks 

more") and reality ("but it's really the same") of the situation.

The second class of reasons—direct action reasons—refers to the 

act of bunching or spreading buttons or'pebbles; the act of pouring

^lass; andwater from one of the standard glasses into a dish or taller 

the act of rolling the clay into a "sausage" or cuttin^it up into

pieces.
(

The third class of reasons—transformational reasons—represents a

transformation of the situation "in the child's head." Transformation

reasons are subdivided into action and identity transformations. Action 

transformations can be inverse ("if you vcre to pour it back"), or 

correlative ("if you were to pour the other"). These action trans

formations are called indirect-action reasons by Gr'eShfield, in order

‘to emphasize the fact that they are not observed in the experiment.

jginal' state of the system; inIdentity transformations refer tof^e 

this case to the state of the equality intwo standard glasses, and
\.

the state of equality of the two balls of, clay.
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From an examination of the protocols of children giving non

conservation explanations, and of the table of children describing the

conservation transformations as more or less, it is possible to select

a number of recui’rent explanations that refer to perceptual features of

the situation. Also, from an examination of the protocols of children

giving conservation explanations it is possible to select a number of

explanations that can be classified either as action transformation

In all cases, however, 

it is difficult to have a system that could encompass all explanations.

For task two (conservation of a number of buttons) the most fre

quent non-conseinration explanations involved references to either the

reasons, or identity transformation reasons.

action of the interviev^er, or the movement of the buttons, as^ov ex

ample; "You have spread mine"; "Those have been mov^." Other per

ceptual explanations involved the description of one or bomisets of 

buttons, as for exanple; "Yours are in one pile"; "The others are few"; 

"Yours are 11, mine are ten"; "Those are red"; "Those are yellov;";

"They are many"; or, in the case of children v/hose explanations were 

considered transitional, "Because they are the same." A few explana

tions, referred to a situation prior to orientation or practice; "You 

had seven red buttons, and I had ten." Similar ekpldri'ations were given 

for task five (conservation of a number of pebbles).

For‘task tliree (conservation
-t

quent explanation for non-conservers involv^reference to the action 

of the interviewer, "You po\ired it into a diqh"; "You poured it into

uiit of water), the most fre-an

this tall cup"; or a description of the glasses or their contents;
/.«dr

rrf- ■ •

"The cup is small"; "This dish is big"; "This is little"; "Yours is

■ ?
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full up," or "Mine is little." Other explanations sin^jly stated;

"This is the same as that," or "This is much, that is also much." Some 

explanations bordered on the bizarre. One child sviggested that the

reason why the water in the dish was more \ms because "it smells."

VJhen the water A^as transferred to a taller glass he said it v&s more

because "it is red."

In the conservation of an amount of clay task, the commonest non

conservation e3<p)lanations referred to the action of the interviev^er;

"You rolled it out"; "You squeezed it"; or "You cut up mine"; to the

"It is rolled out"; "It is squeezed too much"; 

Other explanations simply stated; 

"This is big, that is also big,", or "This and that are the saB|e%" A

e^lanation 

; "I just tnoA^ht out.

description of the clay;

"This is round, that one is long.'"

few children appealed to their own authority as the for the

"It is more because I say so";clay being more;

*now v7ho has more?' then I knew."

Turning nov? to'conservation explanations, it is■ also evident from

an examination of the protocols of conservers that a number of recurrent

explanations for each task emerge—explanations which are either action

transformations or identity transformations.

For task two, conservation of a number of buttons', the most fre-

"There arequent explanations referred to the number being the same; 

ten on each side"; "These are ten/ are ten"; "The nmbers 

are the same on each side," Other frequent’^^^Ij^lanations referred to a 

previous equality; "There were ten here, and ten there"; "Both sides

h^ ten each"; "They were the same number before." • Yet other explana-
- • . • •• '■ .

tions which were common stated; "I equated them already before"; 'Ve 

equated them already before"; "They \rere equated already before."

;hos
. -I

■ f
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Thotjgh few, both inverse and correlative action transformation ex- 

• planations were given: "If you also spread yours out, they will be the 

same"; "These are in a rov;; if they were also brought together in'a 

pile, they vrould be the same." Similar ejq)lanations were given for task 

five, the conservation of a number of pebbles.

The most frequent conservation explanations for task three (the 

conservation of an' amo\mt of clay) involved reference to the action of

/

"Ithe child or of the interviewer, or the joint action of the two:

have already equated them before"; or "You have already made both 

amounts equal before"; or "We made both amoviits equal before." Other 

common explanations referred to the previous or present equality of the 

amounts of water: "They were the same amount before"; "They 

equated before"; or "They are still the same."

vpre

Some*^explanations re-

cnflict between appearance (it looks little; ^^it looksferred to a c

more), and reality ("but it is much," or "it is little"); and others 

to inverse and correlative actions: "If this (from dish) is poured back 

into here, it will be the same as this"; or "If this also (from standard 

glass) is poured into here (dish) it will be the same." Other explana

tions. dealt with identity by recapitulation: "Because your water 

reached this level (pointing to eirroty standard glass'^and mine also 

reached the same level." A few children gave as their justification for

at "nothing was spilled,"the watef still being the "same"- 
—■

or "We have not increased any." One said, 

here (ongity standard glass) is the water which was poured into here
•V

(dish), and it vras the same as that (in staMard glass)."

le fa(

le same water v/hich v/as
\ .

r
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Justifications for conservation of an amount of clay followed a 

similar trend—an appeal to the action of the subject, or of the inter

viewer; an appeal to previous equality or present equality; a justifica

tion by either inverse or correlative action transformation reason; and 

a justifieartion using an identity transformation reason.

In discussing conservation responses of American children in 

Frank's exper-iment, Greenfield^ has pointed to spontaneous remarks of 

older American children appealing to necessity of equality (it must be 

the same). Greenfield did not find one instance of such an appeal to 

necessity by V/olof children. In the present investigation, for a num

ber of children in the P7 class, after the pattern of equalizing, 

transforming numbers or amount; asking for a judgment, and as^ting for

an explanation became familiar, they would^ive explanations which ap-

#
pealed to the necessity of equality. One subject, for instance, stated: 

"Ko matter what you do to it; if they were the same before, they must 

remain the same provided nothing is added or taken away"—referring to 

, the balls of clay.

Greenfield also suggests that when American children use identity

as a justification for an equality judgment, they often say, "It's the

same water" or "It looks like more, but really it'is'lihe same." They

Jnake identity a present phenomenon. Wolof children express identity

through describing a past state,- i€ttier
^ ' 

by recapitulation. In the present investi^i^on the protocols of

a present one—identity

) .

^ Patricia, M. Greenfield'; On cultm'e and conservation. In Jerome 
S. Bruner, R. R. Olver, & P. M. Greenfield, Studies in cognitive growth. 
New York; V7iley, 1966. Pp. 225-256. ^ r-f"

■ ^
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children giving conservation explanations were replete with both types

of identity explanations. It should of course be remembered that the

oldest of Greenfield’s Wolof subjects were from sixth grade, whereas in

the present inv( Lgation the oldest group came from P?. Also, a wider

range of conse: bn tasks was used in the present investigation, thus

making the possibility of a wider range of conservation explanations

more likely.'

Description and-Explanation of Sorting Tasks

In the sorting tasks the child had an opportimity to sort objects 

(animals in the first task, and..seeds i» the second), using several

possible criteria, including colour, function, size, shape, and type.
f ■ .

After each sort the child had an opportuni^ to explain the oasis for 

putting certain objects together. The data were analyzec^ith par

ticular reference previous findings concerning the predominance of 

colour choices over other criteria in sorting objects by African

subjects.

Suchman,^ for instance, analyzed data of II9 Hausa children aged 

. three-to 15 on colour-form preferences. The children were pupils of 

Koranic schools, where children are taught to recite^.and memorize the 

Koran in Arabic characters without understanding them. Suchman found 

that the children showed no tendeh shift from colour to form

preferences as VJestern "children do from it^abrgarten age onv/ards.

\ .
^ Rosslyn Gaines Suchman, Cultural differences in children’s 

color and form preferences. The Journal of Social Psychology, 1966, 
.70, 3-10. /.-ff
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This finding is supported by the work of Greenfield, Reich and 

Olver^ who asked unschooled Wolof children to group familiar objects 

with the possible bases for grouping being colour, form, and function. 

The investigators state: "For all practical purposes children at all

ages base their groupings exclusively on the attribute of colour. The 

percentage of subjects using colour attributes as a basis for grouping 

were respectively: ' 70^3 of six- and seven-year-olds; 40^ of eight- 

year-olds; 80^ of ten- to sixteen-year-olds." But this was not true 

of the schooled children. •-

2
In Uganda too, the work of Evans and Segall suggests the tendency 

among Baganda adults and children to sort primarily on the basis of

In the present study only schooled children were tested and so 

the results are presented in terms of those children who were able to

colour.

sort on a consistent basis and those who v;ere not.

For each of the two sorting tasks, two sets of tables v/ere prepared 

(Tables 9 and 10—animals; Tables 11 and 12—seeds). ' One set showed 

. the number of children vzho sorted correctly (Tables 9 and 11), and the 

other set showed the number of children v/ho were unable to sort on a 

consistent basis (Tables 10 and 12)^.

iri Table 10 the number of children using colour is 21 (32 percent) 

out of a total of 66 who were unable to^ sort correctly. In Table 12

5A Patricia M. Greenfield, L. C. Reidh^^R. R. Olver. On culture 
and equivalence: II. In Jerome S. Bruner, ^^R. Olver, & P. M. Green
field, Studies in cognitive gx-owth, Wiley, 196^. Pp. 270-318.

*
^ Judith L. .Evans, & M. H.' Segall, Learning to classify by color 

and by function: A study of concept discovery by Ganda children.
The Jovirnal of Social Psychology,'19693 773'"§5-53* - •

? ■
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Table 9

Number and Percent of Children Pevealing Correct Sorting of Animals*

PI P3 Total
N ^ ~N ^ ~N ^
P5 P7

JoSorting Criterion N % N

4 80.0 3 12.0 1 3.3 1 3.0 9 9.6

- 21 84.0 28 93.3 33 97.0 82 87.0

1 4.0

Colour

Type

Function 1. 1.1

Size 1 20.0 1 3.3 2 2,1

5 100.0 25 100.0 30 99.9 34 100.0 94 99.8Total
-a-

* There are 40 children in each class. f. ,

Table 10

Number and Percent of Children Revealing Incorrect Sorting of Animals*

PI P3 Total
N ^ N ^ “N ^ ^

P5 P7
Sorting Criterion JoN

18 51.4 2 13.3. 1 16.7 21 31.8Colour
■ .*»

8 22.9 13 86.7 8 80.0 ■ 5'^"63.3 34 51.5Type

'k 6.0Function 2' 20.02 5'.7

2 3.0Size- 2 5.7
?•OtKer 5 14.3 5 7.5

35 100.0 15 100.0 10 100 lo 6 100.0 66 994,Total

* There are ^tO children in each class.
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Table 11
/

Kianber and Percent of Children iV^ling Correct Sorting of Seeds*

PI P3 P5 P7 Total 
1 ^ N ^Sorting Criterion 1 % ^ % N %

2 25.0 2 6.3 2 6.3Colour and size 6 5.5

6 75.0 25 78.1 29 90.6 33 86.9 93 84.6 ,

4 12.5

1 3.1 1 3.1 2 5.3 4 S.6

8 100.0 32 100.0 32 100.0 38 100.0 no loo.i

Type

Colovir and shape 3 7.9 7 6.4

Edibility

Total

* There are 40 children in each class.

r • ■
Table 12

Number and Percent of Children Revealijig Incorrect Sorting'^'^bf Seeds*

PI P3 P5 Total
N T "N T "K V "1 %

P7
Sorting Criterion . N

18 56.3 7 87.5 2 25.0 2 100.0 29 58.0Colour

Pimction - 1„ 12.5 1 2.0

Size .1 3.1 1. 2.04
Edibility 1 12.5 1 2.0

13 _40.6 1 12.5^Other 18 36.0

32 100.0 8 100.0 8 l5^ 2 100.0 50 100.0

0.0

Total

* There are 4o children in each class.
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the number of children choosing colour as the basis for sorting is the 

biggest—29 or 58 percen^^f a total of 50 children -who sorted in

to be in accord with others where colour
0

has been found to be more predominant over form in African samples.

There were other childi’en, in lovrer classes, who when asked to 

place oboects V7hich are alike together, engaged in methodically placing 

all the animals or seeds into lines, or piles, or into concentric 

circles, forming what Piaget would describe as a "graphic collection." 

vnig,t was impressive also was the amount of time younger children who 

were \inable to sort correctly spent examining the various animals and 

seeds, noting; "This is diffef^t"; "This has a spot here, it is not 

like that one"; and separating cows or sheep which had slightly shorter 

or lo?^er horns than the others and suggesting they were not like the 

others because of that fact.

correctly. This findi seei

!

In their explanations children gave a variety of justifications 

which often conflicted each other. Cov/s were different from sheep be

cause "cows sleep outside' and sheep also sleep outside." 

like nuts "because these (nuts) are nice, and those (peas) don't

Peas v/ere

sprout."

Turning now to Table 9 showing children sorting'‘oh a consistent 

basis or bases, it is clear that colour plays a minor role as a cri-

:4 children who sorted

percent) used colour as

a basis for sorting. The majority of these ..^gme from PI and P3. In 

contrast 82 children (87 percent), sorted on the basis of type of 

animals.

terion for sorting. Of the total 

correctly on the "animals" task, only nine

ibe:
, f

/-f

■ ?
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A similar observation applies to the table showing the number of 

children who sorted cefrectly on the "seeds" task (Table ll). Out of 

110 'children who sorteq corre'ctly, only 13 (l2 percent) used coloxir in 

combination vrith other criteria^^ize or shape) as a basis for sorting. 

In contrast 93 children (85 percent) used "type of seed" as the basis 

for sorting. This result is more significant when it is noted that two 

of the local seeds (egasia and elira) were both green in colour and 

could have been placed together, if coloxir were the more predominant 

criterion for sorting.

The explanations which the children gave to support the basis for 

their sort indicated that they wef'e focus'g'ing their attention on the

appropriate aspects of the situation. Thus goats vfere put tog|J;her 

"becav^ they are all one type of animals." Dogs were put together

^^up "because '"because they are used for hunting ti t and covrs were in one
(

vre use them for marrying women." If one kind of seed v.'as separated 

from another, it was because "they are ovular and spotted," or "their 

colour and size are the same"; or "they all belong to the group of 

things we call ..."

. The finding regarding correct sorters of animals and seeds seems 

to suggest that when other possible criteria or bases'"fbr sorting are 

present, colour as a basis for sorting does not appear to be as pre-

the type of tasks usedponderant -as has been sviggested, a 

among this riural sample.

.eas-
I

This observation s' is to be supported by
\ .

Almy's exploratory work among the Baganda. . Rggarding performance of 

the PI and P3 children she tested she states: "It appears that for
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at least a quarter of the children at both school levels, form is 

salient property tharT'colcxr, at least in these tasks.

a moreCS"

\

Description and E}C]^nation V Inclusion Relation °Tasks

Table 13 shov/s the number of children in each class who responded 

to class inclusion questions and to the sub-class con5)arison questions. 

Vftien children are asked the question "Are there, more cows or more 

animals?" the majority of the children in each class responded that 

there were more cows (95 percent in PI; 92.5 percent in P3; 82.5 in P5. 

and 77.5 percent in P7). Altogether 87 percent of the children de

scribed the. cows as more than the animals.

VJhen asked to compare the subclass of cows with that of dogs, the 

responded that there were "more cows" than^ogs''. Of 

the five children in PI who did not agree that this was sc^ 

scribed the dogs as more than the cows and one said there were 

cows as there were dogs."

In the last question in this section the children were asked the 

question "Are there more animals, or more cows?" 

of the children judged that there were more cows.

The explanations of the children reflected their descriptions of 

the cows or animals as "more"; or of the cows or dogs as "more."

The,most predominant explanatio 

ferred^tp there being only two dogs, ,aM".^l^en cows; 

t^;o dogs.,, and seven cows"; "The cows are many^^the dogs are few. "

four de-

as many

Again, the majority

judging the cows more re-

'.'There are only

^ I'lillie Almy, The usefulness of Piagetian methods for studying 

primary school children in Uganda. In Millie' Almy, J. R. Davitz,- & 
M. A. White, Studying school children in Uganda: Four reports of ex- 
ploratory research. New York: Teachers College Press, 1970. Ip. 1-
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Table 13

Number and Percent ofvChildren Describing Inclusion Relations in

3* as M©re*3t

PI P3 P5 TotalP7
Question Description N % N % N % % N ToN

Are there 
more cows 
or more 
animals ?

More cows 33 35.0 37 92.5 33 82.^ 31 11.5 139 87.0
More

animals 2 3 1-5 7 17-5 9 22.5 21 13.O

35'*' 82.5 4o 100.0 4o 100.0 40 100.0 1^3 97.0More cows 
or more 
dogs?

More cows
More 
- dogs 4’*' 10.0' 4' 2.5•• ^

Ifore cows Up 100,0 37 92.5 28 70.0 27 76.5 132 82.5More 
animals 
or a^e 
cows?

More r •
7.5 12 30.0 13 32.5 28aniDials 3 17.5

g

(

* For the inclvision task involving the use of cows and dogs. 

** There are 46 children in each class.

One subject said, ttsame.

\ .

r«*
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other types of explanation suggested that some children were pay

ing attention to -aspehiis other than the investigator's questions in- 

One child, for i^tance, suggested that the cows were more 

"because they do not talk."

tended.

lother said that they were more because 

"I can tell by looking at their horns that they are many." 

planations referred to the colour of the cows as the reason why they

Other ex-

were more; qr to-the idea that "they multiply quicker than others" 

or that "they sleep outside, in the kraal."

Children who Judged that the animals were more gave as their
»-

Justification the fact that they formed the superordinate class of the

"Cov/#' are animals; dogs also aretvjo subclasses of cows and dogs’i 

animals"; or "All of them are animals"; or "If you put all o^them to- 

get^r, they belong to the group of things called animals."

In the last inclusion relations task, the first two Questions test
(

the child's ability to differentiate between subclasses, before the 

crucial inclusion questions are posed. As is evident from Table l4 

most children (97 percent in both questions) were able to differ

entiate between subclasses.

t'Jh'en the first inclusion relation question "Are there more circles 

or more blue things?" is posed, very few children described the circles 

•or the blue things as being "more." The'majority (ll4 or 71 percent) 

stigges-ted that they were the " 

response to the question, that the white 

largest number in this category were in Pl*^

children pointed out, in
, t

os were "more." The

\ ,

r--*. . r»r

e
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Table

Number and Percent'~b£vChildren Describing Inclusion Relations in

Ta'sk 4* as More^-Jt

PI P3 Total
N W %

F5 P7
Question Description H cT

/» /ON

6 3.83 7.5 2 5.0 1 2.5Are all Yes - 
squares 
v/hite? No 37 92.5 30 95.0 39 97.5 40 100.0 154 96.3

6 '3.8

37 92.5 -33 95.0^39 97.5 4o 100.0 154 .96.3

3 7.5 2 5.0 1 2.5Are all Yes 
blue
things Na 
circles?

Are tl^e 
more 
circles 
or more 
blue 
things ?

£

More
circles 3 7.5 3 1.9

(
4 10.0 1 2.5 1 2.5 3 7.5 9 5.6More blue

12 30.0 31 77.5 34' 85.0 37 92.5 114 71.0Same

More white 
squares 34 21.521 52.5 8 20.0 5 12.5

Are there 
more blue
things More blues 
than squ
ares or Same 
same, or 
fewer? . Fewer

1 0.61' 2.5

12 30.0 17 42.5 25 62.5 22 55.0^76 47.5 

6 15.0 12 11 27.5 15 37.5 hk 27.5

_ . More white 
squares lO.O 3 7.5 39 24.422 55.0 10 25.0

•
* Class inclusion problMis using squares and circles. 

** There are 4o children in each class'."^ • r
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VIhen next the children were asked "Are there more blue things than 

squares, or the same, or fevrer?" a large number (76) described them as 

"same"; and a sizable number-(44) described them as "fewer," and about 

an equal number (39) suggested that there were more white things.

The children's explanations again reflected their descriptions of 

the circles or blue things as "more," or "same," or their referring to

the white sqviares as "fev/er" or "more."

The most prevalent explanation of those who in comparing circles 

and blue things or blue things and sqimres pointed out that they were 

"same," was directed to a con5)arison of two blue circles and two blue 

.squares, or to a comparison of four blue "things and four white squares. 

For the subjects vfho described the white sqiiares as "more," thpmost 

prevalent e;^lanation referred to the fact that there were four v.'hite 

squares con5)ared either to the two blue squares or to two 

Explanations which did not fall into any category included one from a 

P7 child who explained that the white squares were more "because if

S^e circles.
(

they were to fight, the vzhite ones would beat up the others as they 

(blue squares) arq only two."

Of those Vfho in response to the last question described the blue 

things as fewer than squares, quite a nvuaber gave as their explanation,
•N ' • N

the fact that there were six sqviares compared to four blue things.

ion to refer to a JudgmentBut the niajority again understood ■»rae o 

comparing squares vrith either the tvfo blue ^^les or the two blue
I

\ .
squares.

.* -
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y Ahr and Youniss^ have found that children of chronological age six 

and eight consistently responded to their inclusion relation problem as 

if the investigators had asked them to.compare sub-classes v/ithin the

/

superordinate class. Older children responded to the intended class

inclusion relation. These investigators also found that for both

younger groups, but not for the older group, errors increased as the

numerical difference between subclasses increased.

In the present investigation most children in all classes tested

responded to the inclusion relation Questions as if the investigator

had asked them to compare subclasses within the superordinate classes. 

There was a tendency, in fact, for’some responses comparing subclasses

The number of children, for^n-to increase in the older children.

stance, v?ho gave a "same" response to the last two questions in the last
■ #

inclusion task rose steadily from PI through P7.
p O

Inhelder and Piaget and V/oblwill-^ have proposed that when the

(

child fails to judge according to the inclusion relations, the reason 

,may be that he is res;^nding to the subclass relations even though the

^.Paul R. Ahr, fii J. Youniss, Reasons for failure on the class 
incl\ision problem. Child Development, 1970, 4l, 131-143.

^ B’arbel Inhelder, h J. Piaget, The early grovfth oY logic in the 
child, New York; Harper & Row, 1964. ; , -

^ Joachim F. Wohlwill, Responsestj^lass inclusion questions for 
verbally and pictorially presented Development, 1968,
39, 449-ii65. \

\ .
■ «=*>
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investigator's question does not direct him to do so. Wohlwill has

further hypothesized that "the perception of two contrasting sub

classes, unbalanced as to number, cresetes- a strong tendency to trans

late a class inclusion question into a subclass comparison question."^ 

In the present investigation, it seems both conditions were operating.

There were seven cows and tv/o dogs in the first inclusion problem. 

Then there were, four v/hite squares, two blue squares, and two blue 

circles in the second problem. The majority of the descriptions and

explanations of the children clearly shov/ed that they were responding 

to the subclass comparisons rather than to the class inclusion questions 

intended by the investigator. - *.

Relationship Among Abilities

Piaget has suggested that the abilities of conservatioj^^seriation

and classification-develop concurrently. In an attempt to assess this 

relationship, contingeney tables were prepared to show the relation- 

_ ships within the abilities of conservation, seriation and classifica

tion, and then another, table was prepared to show the relationship among 

those abilities. Tables showing relationships within abilities appear
..u

in Appendix D.

Relationship Among Conservation Tasks

Tiie^extent to which children who vere.-a^e'to conserve in one of 

the. tasks could also conserve in another is shora in Table 15.

Ninety-seven children of the total IbO children conserved in the 

pebble's task. But of these 97j only 85 had’lilso been able to*-conserve

^ Wohlwill, Child Development, I968, 39, 462.
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on the button's task. Of the 101 children v;ho were able to conserve in
/

the water task, only 85 and 93 respectively had also been able to con

serve in the buttons and pebbles task^. ,0hly 85 children of the total 

160 children conserved in the clay task, 

and 84 respectively, also conserved in the buttons, pebbles and water

Of these 85 children, 75, 80, •

tasks.

Relationship Among Seriation Tasks

In Table I6 the relationship among seriation tasks is indicated. 

One hundred and three children of the total of I60 children were able

Of these 103 children, only 95to make a correct series of sticks.
■V-r ..

had also been able to make a correct series on the women and basket's

sei^s in’task. ^f the 107 children who were able to make a cor^rect 

the cov/'s task, only $6 and 86 respectively had also been s^cessful
%r~-

in making correct series in the women and basket's; and the stick's

Only 15 children of the total of I60 v;ere able to perform a

Of these, 15, l4, and 15 

' respectively were also able to make a correct series in the other

tasks.

correct ordinal correspondence relationship.

seriation tasks.

Relationship Among Classification Tasks

■ Table 17 indicates the'relationship among classification "tasks.

ihildren were able to sortNinety-thr-ee children of the total 

correctfy in the animal's task. Of these 93'^;pnly 79 had also been 

able to sort correctly in the seeds task. Onl^ 'ten children answered 

correctly the inclusion relation question dealing with cows and dogs.

.0'

• .

Of these, ten and nine respectively had also been able to perform a

■ ^ •
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correct sort in the seed’s, and animal’s tasks. None of the l6o
(

children were able to answer correctly the inclusion relation question

involving squares and 'circles.

Relationships Among the Abilities

According to Piaget, abilities of conservation, seriation, and

classification develop concurrently so that children who are operational

on conservation tasks v/ould also be expected to be operational on

seriation and classification tasks.

The extent to which children who are operational, transitional or

non-operational in one set of a,bilities, say conservation, were also 

operational, transitional, or non-operational in another is shoim in

rTable l8.

To determine children considered operational in conservation tasks
V-.

it was necessary to examine the performance of each child aci^oss all the

A child v/ho scored zero, across all the four tasks.conservation tasks.

or a combination of tvra zeros and two ones was considered non-opera

tional. A child who scored two across all conservation tasks, or who 

scored tv.'o in the'tv/o tasks considered theoretically more difficult,

but scored zero or one in the theoretically less difficiolt tasks, was

considered operational. A child who got a score between these two ex

tremes was considered transitional. A- similar procedure was used to 

determine children who vrere non-operat^^^^transitional or opera

tional in the seriation and classification s©i<feions.

K-f'
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Table l8 ,
/

Relationships Among Abilities of Conservation, 

Seriation, and Classification

Seriation
Conservation Non-Operational Transitional Operational Total

28Non-Operational 4o11 1

6Transitional 28 k 38

Operational 1 71 82 .10

Total 35 160no 15

N
Conservation Classification

Non-Op&ational

Transitional

832 »fO

15 23 38
(

62Operational 20 82

• 67Total 16093
0

Seriation Classification

Non-Op.erational 30 5 35

Transitional 35 75 no

2 'Operational 13 15

67Total 160
^ I• A

k .
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Of the 82 children who were operational in conservation tasks, 

only ten were also operational in the seriation tasks. Of the 38 

children classified as transitional on the,.conse3rvation tasks, only

28 were also classified as transitional in the seriation tasks; and

of the 40 children classified as non-operational in the conservation

tasks, only 28 were also non-operational in the seriation tasks.

The middle section of the table indicates the relationship be

tween conservation and classification. Of the 82 children who were 

operational in conservation tasks, none were operational in the 

classification tasks; of the 38 classified as transitional in the con

servation tasks, only 23 were also"-Bransitfonal in the classification 

tasks; and of the 40 children classified as non-operational 

conservation tasks, 32 were also non-operational in the classification

tasks.

The first two sections of the table therefore suggest that the 

close relationship between conservation and seriation, or between con

servation and classification abilities as stated in the Piagetian theory

, is only partially upheld.

■ The third section of Table I8 indicates that of 15 children

classified as operational in seriation tasks, none were'^so classified 

in‘the classification tasks.' But of the 110' children classified as

so so classified in thetransitional in the seriation tasks

are non-operational inclassification tasks; and of the 35 children

the seriation tasks, 30 are also non-operatio)^ in the classification
. ' ' *1

This section of the table suggests that the abilities involvedtasks.
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in the seriation and classification are closer to one another than

either of the tvra are to conservation.

<> r-’

Sex Differences

The results of the children performing operationally in each of

the tasks presented in this study were examined in terms of sex differ-

It was assumed that differences in upbringing of boys andences.

girls might have some effect on their performance in these tasks. In

both PI and P3 there were 20 boys and 20 girls in each class. In P5

there were 32 boys compared to eight girls; and in P? there were 30-

boys compared to ten girls.
■»-..

Tables 19-22 shov/ the number and percent of boys and girls for

c^ass performing successfully in the conservation, seriation andeach

classification tasks.

Interesting differences are observed in the performance cSf the two 

The boys generally perform better in. PI—especially in con-

In P3 the performance of the two groups seems to even

groups.

servation tasks.

In P5 and P7 the boys again seem to have a better performance thanout.

Table 23 shoves the results of all the classes combined.girls. From

this table it is clear for each of the tasks that the boys are de

cidedly better than the girls.

The .differences between., boys and girls may reflect the social ex-
. -.rX

pectf,tion of compliance which may be es^^Hl^ strong for girls. The 

differences, however, should not be interpreter's significant as there 

were uneven numbers as between'boys and girls in the upper classes, 

arid as the sample was not very big.
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Table 19

Number and Percent of Boys and Girls in PI Revealing Operational 

Performance in the Various Tasks

Children
Boys (N = 20) Girls (K = 20)

aiTask N N

Conservation

Buttons 1 25 10

4Pebbles 20

Water 25

4.Clay

SeriatiorR

20

1 ft* 5Women and baskets 3 15
(

Sticks 3 15 1 5

6Cows 230 10

Classification

Sorting animals 3 15 2 10

• Sorting seeds 5 25 3 15

•r-

\ .

• V .
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Table 20./

/
Number and Percent of Boys and Girls in P3 Revealing Operational 

Performance in the Varj.6us Tasks

Children
Girls (N = 20)Boys (R = 20)

%NTask N

Conservation

65135511Buttons

6555 1311Pebbles

"^14 70 . 11 55Water

10 5010 50Clay

Seriation

18^16 80 90Women and baskets
(

l4 7011 55Sticks

856012 17Cows

Classification

6060 1212Sorting animals

85177515Sorting seeds

\ .

r*r'
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Table 21

Number and Percent of Bpys and Girls in P5, Revealing Operational

Performance in the Various Tasks

Children
Boys (N =32) Girls (N = 5)

I0Task N H

Conservation

28 87.5 62.5..Buttons 5

28 87.5 62.5Pebbles 5
..

28 87.5 ■ 62,5 

/^0,0 ,

. Water 5 4 p

68.8 4Clay 22

Seriation

31 96.9 87.5;V.Women and baskets 7 (

30 93.8 6Sticks 75.0

28 87.5 . 87.5Cows 7

9.4Ordinal correspondence 3 12.51

-Classification

87.5Sorting animals 23 . . 71.9 7

24 75.0 8Sorting seeds 100.0

.6.3Inclusion; cows and dogs 2

?•

> .

■ i-

►
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f Table 22
/

Number and Percent of Boys and Girls in P7 Revealing Operational

Performance in the Various Tasks

Children
Boys (N = 30) Girls (N = 10)

lo toTask K N

Conservation

29 96.7

29 96.7 

29 96.7' 

28 93.3

8 80.Q.Buttons

Pebbles 7 70.0

90.0

/^70..0.

..
. Vfeter 9

Clay 7

Seriation

29 96.7

29 96.7

'1' 90.09Vfomen and baskets

9 90.0Sticks

8 80.027 90.0

8 26.7

Cows

3Ordinal correspondence 30.0

- Classification

86.726 . 8 80.0Sorting animals

29 96.7

6 20.0

90.09Sorting seeds

Inclusion: cows and dogs 2 20.0

V ?' ■5 •

\ .
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Table 23
/

/ Number and Percent of Boys and Girls in All Classes Revealing 

Operational Performance in thb Various Tasks

Children
Boys (N = 102) Girls (K = 5b)

d10 iTask N N

Conservation

69 67.6 

72 70.6 

^6 74.-5

48.328Buttons

43.125Pebbles

43.1Water 25

64. 62.7 36.221Clay

Seriat^n

Vfomen and baskets 79 72.5 35

73 71.6Sticks 30 51.7

. 3473 71.6 58.6Cows

11 10.8 4 6.9Ordinal correspondence

Classification

64 62.7

73 71.6

■ Sorting animals 29 50.0

63.8Sorting seeds -37

' 3.48 7.8 -• Inclusion; cows and dogs- 2

\.

r

. i'
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STommary of Results

The results of the present investigation have confirmed the rele

vance of Piaget’s theory and method of experimentation to the study of

Iteso children.

The performance of the children on conservation tasks indicates a

cleeir developmental trend—v?ith the number and percent of children con

serving rising from lov/er to the upper classes of the primary school.

In the seriation section, vrhereas there is a clear developmental trend

in performance on most tasks, performance on the placement of objects

in ordinal correspondence is clearly very difficult, even for older

There is a contrast^in'^he performance on the classification .children.

tasks, with the sorting tasks showing the usual developmental sequence,

and the class inclusion problems being extremely difficult for all

children.
(

The descriptions of the trains format ions, and the justifications

that the children used-in general, underlines the conclusions already 

obtained from an examiriatioh of evidence for or against conservation or 

classification.

■ -ilnformation from contingency tables indicates that there is only

partial support for the assertion concerning the relati'oft'ship between 

the-abilities of conservation, seriation, and classification.

Performance on the conservation.^gfiS^'s^ting tasks supports Piaget's 

claim concerning the relationship betv^een mati^^ion and the develop- 

ment of logical abilities. The poor performance oh ordinal corres

pondence and the class inclusion problems suggests that maturation
,-,-dr

r-f'■

alone is not enou^ to explain this development .
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It now seems in order to turn to a discussion of these findings 

and their implications for farther research, and for education in 

Uganda.

V,-
1

■i .
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/
IV - DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

/

The investigation dealt with two major questions. The first was 

concerned with the extent to which the validity of Piaget’s claim

concerning the invariant development of stages of thinking was ob

servable in the African population tested. The second question dealt

with the claim concerning the concurrent development of abilities of

conservation, seriation, and classification.

The resxilts of the study support, in general, Piaget’s claim con- .

cerning the sequence of development from pre-operational to concrete 

operational thought. The Judgraetlts and explanations given by children

corres&nded, in general, to those described by Piagetian studies. -

Non-conservation ansv/ers were invariably Justified by reference to the 

perceptual features of the immediate situation, v;hile conservation re

sponses were Justified with reference to past or ftiture situations. 

Children who v^ere unable to seriate placed objects on a haphazard basis,

while those who could seriate correctly applied a more systematic ap-

Children who did not sort correctly formed "graphic collections"proach.

or used inconsistent criteria for sorting, while those who sorted

Incorrect solutions to class incorrectly used consistent criteria.

elusion problems were invariably Justified by reference to subclass

comparisons, while correct solutions were ^^H^ed by reference to the

level, conservationmore inclusive, superordinate class. Hovrever, by 

was still not.achieved by all of the children. Also, some of the tasks, 

especially the ordinal correspondence, task, and,.±h.e two inclusion^ .
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relation tasks were extremely difficxilt even for the oldest subjects.

Brief comment on the performance of the present group on the conserva

tion, seriation, and classification tasks in relation to resvilts from

Comment will also be made onprevious investigations seem in order.

the role of experience in relation to the findings from the present

investigation. In this connection the investigator’s perspective is

in part that of one,who belongs to the Ateso culture from which the sub

jects come.

Conservation

The results of the performance on conservation tasks were similar

1 ' Pto those obtained in VJest Africa "By Etuk, Greenfield,”^ and Price- 

V7illiami:*3
4

The results seem to differ from those obtained in Uganda by Jernon,

who found that the 11-year-old boys in P5 whom he tested made very(low

scores on Piagetian tasks he used. He states: "The worst deficiencies 

were in all the conservation tasks; over 50 percent being non-conservers 

in every item; they vrere very low, also, on number concepts."^ Except

^Elizabeth S. Etuk, The development of number concepts among the 
Yoruba-speaking Nigerian children. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1967- -

^•Patricia M. Greenfield, On culture and conservation. In Jerome 
S. Bruner, R. R. Olver, & P. M. Greenfield,-Studies in cognitive grovrth. 
New York; Wiley, .1966. . '

^ D.’R.'~Price-Williams, A study concerning w^cepts of conservation 
of quantities among primitive children. Acta Psyc^)logica, 196I, I8,.
297-305.

-'4 Philip E. Vernon, Intelligence and cultural environment. 
Methuen, 1989*

5 Vernon, Intelligence and cultural environment.

London:
¥ jX

P. 184.
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for the percent of children in the conservation of an amount of clay, 

the performance for all the other conservation tasks for the primary 

five class in this study v;efe 82.5 percent; and in P7 there were at 

least 87.5 percent children conserving in each task. Vernon's subjects 

vfere, however, intei'vievred in English, and as he himself observes,

"much of the difficulty may be one of commmication of ideas.

Vernon also observe^ in another section of his book that magical be- 

liefs and superstitions play a large part in African thinking. He 

suggests that poor performance on conservation tasks may be explained, 

in part at least, by belief in magic and superstition; "If we follow 

Piaget's views, we wo\Jld expect magfeai beliefs to be lirOied with non-
O

conservation as aspects of the pre-operational stage."

Ve^on's subjects were selected from an \irban area, 

in the present study were selected from a rural area.
1

formance was much better than that of Vernon's subjects. Apart from

m1 But

The children 

Yet theii^pr-

Vernon's sample being small, methodological differences as. bet'ween the 

two_investigations may have been responsible for this difference, 

subjects in the present studs'- were interviewed in their ovm language.

Special pains were taken

The

by the investigator who is himself an Btesot, 

to communicate vrith the subjects. The interviev^s were recorded ver

batim in Ateso and translated irito English later. The interviews were 

also tape-recorded and the tape-recordia^S'lT^e used to amplify, v/here 

necessaryj information obtained from the cnildfeH protocols. A

\ .

Philip-E. .Vernon, Intelligenee and cultural envlroamenfc. London; 
Methuen, 19^9. P. l84.

' /-f

^ Vernon, Intelligence and cultural envii-onment. P. 82.
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number of familiar materials including clay, pebbles, and buttons were 

used, and these were presented using a local story familiar to the

The use of the children's ovm langviage, and the use of cul

turally appropriate test materials presented in a culturally appropriate 

manner, has therefore, provided a more meaningful picture of Ugandan 

children's performance on conservation tasks.

/
/

/

children.

There is patrallpl development of the abilities of conservation of 

a number of buttons, and a number of pebbles, and conservation of an 

amount of liquid. This finding does not appear to support the develop

mental sequence of task difficulty found among American children by 

Almy,^ although the performance or^the'conservation of an amount of clay

The finding, however, seems to agree with the preliminary results
& ? • • ■ ■ ’

obtained In the Yoruba saii5)les used by Lloyd who adapted Almy's tasks.

Lloyd seems to suggest that counting and hence number is as diffi^ilt, 

if not more difficult, for Oje children in Nigeria than conservation of 

discrete quantity. In a forthcoming article, Lloyd,^ presents her final 

results on her work on conservation. The results confirm those of the

does.

preliminary study concerning Oje children. Lloyd also finds that Oje 

children's performance is better than American children's performance 

on task C (conservation of the equality of two amounts of Wafer tlurovigh

^ Millie Aijny, E. Chittenden,, Ss P. Miller, Young children's think

ing. New York; • Teachers College Press..

^ Barbara^B. Lloyd, Antecedents of personali-^ 

ehees in,Yoruba.children. Paper read at th.e coiii‘erei?&e on African 
studies. University of Sussex, December, I968.

3 Personal communication.

^and ability differ-

/.-f

■ -r
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one transformation), but not as good on task A (conservation of the 

equality of tvro sets of blocks throtigh two transformations). Addition

ally, elite Yoruba subjects 'perform at a consistently higher level than

/

middle class American children of the same age.

In conclusion, performance of Iteso children on conservation tasks

has indicated the same developmental sequence found in other African

samples, but has also underlined the importance of methodological ap

proaches used in the investigation of such an ability.

Seriation

Performance on seriation tasks indicates a clear developmental 

trend'. This finding supports that of Almy^ v/hose exploratory investiga

tion aming Baganda children indicates that they have no special diffi- ■ 

culty with seriation tasks she used. The use of a simple story Jfeased 

on a sight familiar to children was built around each of the taskslin 

the present study and may have facilitated performance on them. In 

task one the children were informed that cows vrere going to the river to

drink water—a sight quite familiar as the Iteso are a cattle keeping 

In task two the' child v;as informed about a rich man' s seventribe.

This too is well knovmwives going to the market to sell groxmd-nuts. 

to the children as polygamy is vfidespread in Teso. 

sticks v?ere "boys" lining up to enter their -classroom--a routine 

children perform several times each school^

In task three, the

^ Millie Almy, The usefiilness of Piagetian methods for early 
.primary education in Uganda. In Millie Almy, J. Davits, & M. A.
White, Studying school children in Uganda: Four reports of exploratory 
researciT! New York: Teachers College Press, 19-70. Pp. 1-24.
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Classification

There is a clear developmental trend in ability to sort correctly.

This developmental trend indicates that schooled Iteso children have no

special difficulty in "abstracting" and naming classes. This finding

confirms that of Price-VJilliams^ in Nigeria of classification of

familiar objects by both the schooled and unschooled Tiv children.
2

It also supports Greenfield’s report of the well-developed equivalence 

grouping of pictures of common objects among Senegalese who attend 

school, though not among unschooled "bush" children. The finding also 

’v..^_^^^^^^_/^upports one of Vernon's findings among the Baganda of Uganda.

found that hi^sorting task was one of the better done tests in the • 

"Piagejj^Battery" which he applied to a group of 50 boys in an urban 

school'^n Kampala. The boys were 11 years old.

Performance on class inclusion problems was extremely difficult

Vernon

(

even for older children in P7.

Piaget's own studies have indicated that class inclusion tasks are 

difficult for even older children. A scalogram study of classificatory 

development by Kofsky3 suggests that the particular tasks included here 

vrould fall next to the most difficult of the 11 tasks she used.

D.: R. Price-Uilliams, Abstract and concrete modes of classifica
tion in a primitive society. British Journal of Educational Psychology, 
1962.32,50-61. .

^ Patricia M. Greenfield, On culture^Sn^
S. Bruner, R. R. Olver, & P. K. Greenfield, Studies in cognitive 
gro'vrth-. New York: , Wiley, 1966.

.-3 Ellin Kofslty,. A scalogram study of class if icatory development. 
Child.Development, I966, 37 (l)) 191-204.

iservation.. In Jerome

\ .
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The finding about class inclusion problems confirms Vernon’s^ 

earlier work among Baganda in which he attempted to score the "Piaget 

• Battery" for total error: He found that thbush the conservation tasks 

yielded the most consistent group factor, the'logical inclusion test had 

to be omitted. He observes: "Perhaps because of its linguistic com

plexity it was always the least reliable and most specific of the 

tasks." In the present investigation also the class inclusion problems

were the most difficult.

In one of the inclusion relation tasks, the local practice in con

sidering some types of animals, as v/ell as linguistic confusion, may 

have been responsible fqr the frecfuent comparison betv;een subclasses 

rath|r than the comparison between the subclasses and the super- 

ordiMte class which was intended by the investigator's'question. In 

the first inclusion relation task, cows and dogs formed the ^)classes 

of the superordinate, class of animals. In discussing or considering 

cows and dogs, Iteso usually separate edible from inedible things (dogs 

are inedible) and therefore' to have placed cows and dogs together may 

have appeared rather artificial and unduly distracting. A number of 

children,"in fact, having made their responses to the investigator's
■ -w

questions went on to observe: "These are not put together—they can't 

share a Icraal." Then there is the question of the possible semantic 

confusion. • .

T^e word for animals (itiang), the'super^^nate class, has the 

connotation of "wild" as opposed to "domestic" animals; so that to have

■ ^ Philip E. Vernon, Intelligence and cult-dral envirormient. r.-■ 
London: Methuen, 19^9. P. ihb.

• y

V
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asked children vfhether there were more cows or more animals whilst

pointing to the toys on the table may have had the unwitting effect of 

forcing them to conrpare subclasses of cows an^d dogs.

In summary, whereas performance on sorting tasks follows the xxsual

developmental sequence, performance on class inclusion problems, 

possibly because of their linguistic complexity, seems most difficult.

Relationship Among Abilities

Piaget asserts that there is a close relationship betv/een under

lying abilities in any one stage of development. The results in the 

present investigation poini^only to ^^partial relationship among the ■ 

abiliti|s of conservation, seriation, and classification.

Th^ finding supports those of previous investigators'. Dodwell,^ 

for instance, found that there was a ]ow correla.tion in the per:^amnce 

of problems involving cardinal nxmibers and logical classes. He ex

plained this finding on the basis that v/hereas children typically re

ceive considerable instruction in the development of number concepts, 

little, if any, experience is provided in the nature of hierarchical 

classifications. Kofsky^ also found only partial support for Piaget's 

claim. -

Almy's^ earlier obseivation is still relevant to all these fihd-

ings;

P. C. Dpdwell, Relations between the \mderst 
of classes and of cardinal number in children. i 
Psychology, 1962,, 16, 152-160.

2 Ellin Kofsky, A scalogram study.of classif icatory development. 
Child Development, 1966, 37 U)> 191-204.

3 Millie Almy, E. Chittenden, & P. Miller, Young children's 
thinking. Rew York; Teachers College,Press,

ing of the logic 
Canadian Journal of

' '.w
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Differences in the nature of the tasks provided and 
differences in the age groups studied may accovuit for dis
crepant results in these and similar studies. Or it may 
be the tv/o abilities are indeed related as Piaget suggests, 
but that educational .a;nd other experiences have tended to 
facilitate the development of one and not the other.

In other vrords, parallel development might occxjr only where the 

environment of children is relatively enriched, and where instruction

is geared toward providing a favourable opportunity for cognitive

grovrth in all areas.

In conclusion, this study, as previous similar studies, provides

better support for invariance of the stages than for the hierarchical 

and integrative natvire of cognitive grovrth implied by Piaget's theory.

N

Sex Differences

Quite surprisingBoys performed better than girls in all tasks.

performance of boys compared to girls in the wate^^,_is the better
(

pebbles and buttons tasks, because by tradition girls have a lot more 

practice v/ith chores involving the use of v.'ater, and the ceremonial use 

of pebbles and in school do a' lot more sewing and therefore have more 

experience with buttons than do boys. But when considered alongside 

clan taboos"(italia) which are by tradition observed more by females
.■te

than by males this better performnce of boys may not be surprising.

The taboos or things v/hich must'not be done include girls playing'with 

things like pebbles. .

Pari;'of" the differences in performance bet^^n boys and girls may 

also 'be accounted for by the fact that there was an'imbalance as betvjeen 

the number of older and younger girls. Of the 58 girls .interviewed, I8
• .-.-f

. • ' - ■ r .f ■ ■ •

■ came from P5 and P7, and the remainder were from PI and P3.
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Another explanation may be that girls may not be motivated to do

J well as the boys because societal expectations encourage their better/

performance in other areas. ■In rural Teso a girl establishes her

marriageable quality not by excelling at school or at games that boys

play but by working hard at all things concerning the domestic duties

of a wife—cooking, gathering firevrood, harmonising the affairs of a

homestead, and knovring and strictly foUov^ing clan taboos, 

quently heard assertion by parents that it is a "waste of money" send-

The fre-

ing girls to school, and the high attrition rate of school girls attest 

to this fairly prevalent attitude in rural Teso.

In summary, differezacessin performances of "boys and girls may be 

^^ber of factors including motivational factors, and societal 

attitudes concerniizg the role of women.

due to a

S:'--
iThe Role of Environment and Experiences

Goodnovj^ has suggested that the further one moves away from a tech

nological society, the more there is a tendency for some tasks to shift 

their difficzilty level more than others. Goodnow also suggests that the 

tasks which shift their difficzzlty more seem to be "predominantly tasks 

where the child has to transform an event In his head, has to shift or 

shuffle things around by some kind of visualizing or imagizig rather than

by carrying out .an overt series of,changes ^" •-JThe explanations suggested
-- - - -

for differeincqg arising in skills at mental 

forming -amozigst various groups are placed, by Goodnow 3^to two

,ing" or trans-

^ Jacqueline J. Goodnow, Cziltural variations and cognitive skills. 
In D. R. Price-V/illiams (Ed,), Cross-cultural studifes. New York; 
Penguin Books, 1969. 2h6-2Ur, ~

r-'

• r

• V
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groups; one emphasising the role of general attitudes; the other stress

ing more specific experiences.

■ According to Goodnov;'s analysis then, cultures woxild not be ex

pected to differ much on such tasks as conservation, since most cul

tures provide practice and the pragmatic models needed for judgment of

Cultures would be expected to differ more amongproperties like amo’ont. 

themselves in the practice' they provide in mental as against physical 

shuffling, as in some cultures a lot of time v/ould be spent in con

structing things, putting them together and tailing them apart, or match

ing a drawn shape against the memory of an object, 

and class inclusion relations,^ involve '%ental shuffling."

In discussing 'the question of v;hy it is that in the normal course 

of e'v^nts conservation appears without any external interven'tion being 

required, Wohlwill^ has recently suggested that conservation occur^as 

a result of transfer from- performance of activities other than conserva-

Ordinal relations

tion but which are presumably functionally linked to conservation.

In examining the life of Iteso rural children one finds that ex

planations both by Vfohlwill and Goodnov? seem to hold because there are 

a number of activities engaged in that could form the basis for trans

fer to conservation and seriation, or that could constitute -action

models for the children.

The Iteso are a- cattle keeping trih

Activities engaged in include the buildi:

subsistence mixedlO

of huts, usingfarming.

V .

. ^ Joachim F-. Wohlwill, The place 'of structured experience in early
cognitive development. Interchange, 1970, 1 (2), 13-27.
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sticks and clay; the planting of seeds; weeding of gardens, and harvest-

ing of crops; and cattle herding.

• After school hoys engage’ in activities such as helping their 

fathers to graze the cattle; and girls occupy themselves with the

traditional chores of cooking, fetching v.-ater from the well, or fire

wood from the forest. In the evening, since cattle herding is done on

a co-operative basis, cows are sorted by the kraal to which they belong, 

and calves are separated by the hut into which they are driven for the

Children, therefore, get an experience in separating the cowsnight.

and their calves by colour, size, or by the kraal to which they belong.

Children get s'iriiilar experience with various seeds, 

planting season children help in sowing them "broadcast" and during the
c ■

weed%g season there is an encouragement to differentiate between

During the

millet or sorghum, and v?eeds like cockle.
•i

The experience with,separating cows from various kraals, or seeds

from weeds, may therefore have transferred to the sorting tasks in the

present investigation. Similarly, the experience with sticks and clay

used in the building of huts, and with water and pebbles, may have

transferred to' conservation and seriation tasks involving use of those

Experience mth the various objects, therefore,.may-have pro

vided the necessary backgroiind referred to both bj^ohlwill and Goodnow, 

and confirms Piaget's assertion with regi 

the development of logical abilities.

These observations, however, do not fit all the facts of the re-

objects.

ihe role of experience in
•!

suits from the present investigation. For instance, performance on the
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conservation of an amount of clay task was most difficult of the con-

This is surprising when considered along the fact that 

children have plenty of experience in Seeing it’ being used for building 

of huts, and in their making clay figures of cows and naming them, 

when considered in relation to some beliefs, such as the belief that if 

children make an excessive use of clay they develop hunchbacks, this 

finding may not be surprising because if a number of children believe 

this, as they must if an adult tells them, then their future use of clay

a?he observation is not also surprising when con

sidered from the point of view of Piaget’s theory which contends that

servation tasks.

But

is clearly curtailed.

experiential factors are inrpsrtant, but that they operate \inder the 

ambit of ^turational factors in the development of logical abilities.

Turning now to poor performance on ordinal correspondence and class

thesi'^iasks
inclusion tasks, it may be obseived that correct solution of 

would involve what Goodnbw^ calls "a shuffling in the head." Goodnow

i

suggests that these tasks are not consistent across cultures, as in

some .ciiltxires less time is spent in constructing things. Among the 

games played by Iteso rural children, apart from the making of clay fig-

This lack ofures of cows, none involves the manipvilation of things, 

manipiilative activity is commented on by Vernon^ who was working among 

the Baganda.

In a test applied to four cultural- 

Eskimo and -Canadian Indians—Vernon found that the

leans, Ugandans, andcups

;andan boys, in
\ .

^-Jacquiline J. Goodnow, Cultural variations and cognitive skills. 
In D. R.. Price-vailiams (Ed.), Cross-c\jlt\jral studies. New York: 
Penguin Books, 1969* PP* 246-264^ ’

2 Philip E. Vernon, Measurements of learning.
Shaw, & J. E. Gordon (Eds.), Malnutrition, learning and behavior, 
bridge, Massachusetts: M. I. T. Press, 19bU. Pp. 405-497.

r w

In Nevin S. Scim-
Cam-
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common with other African groups, are the lowest on a test of recogni

tion of perspective or the third dimension in dravfing."^ 

r’easons that "this can hardly be attributed merely to lack of picture '

Vernon

books in the homes because the Eskimos lack these too. More probably

the young African child is particularly deprived of experience that

underlies visuokinesthetic schemata, the manipulation of objects, toys, 

and utensils."

Another factor may be the social expectation of compliance, and hov;

this interferes with the demands of the tasks included in the tests. In

rxiral Teso a good boy is one who helps his father in digging in the 

garden, looking, after cows,, and who is''generally-obedient, without 

questic^ing the father' s authority in, rvinning the affairs of the home.

A good girl is one vho helps her mother in all the chores of the home, 

observes the tribal traditions, can look after her brothers and^ypujiger

In short, the Iteso parentssisters when the mother has to be av/ay.

expect their children to -help them in their daily chores,- to obey them, 

and to respect tribal traditions. Society v/ill usually look at children 

who are not obedient, or v/ho do not respect elders as "badly brought 

up," and for this reason the parents^ in order to keep a good-'name for
..V

themselves, will usually demand a strict adherance to obedience by their 

children. .This raises the question of whether or not social training

^iedience might affect

performance on tasks for which children have no^^^ion models in their

in habits such as - conq)liance' and unque oni

\ .
daily life.

Philip E. Vernon, Meas\irements: of learning.- In Nevin S. Seim-- 
Shaw, & J. E. Gordon (Eds.), Malnutrition, learning and behavior. Cam
bridge, ^iassachusetts^^:^ M. I. T. Press, 1$63. P.' 490. ~

2 Vernon, Measurements of learning. P. 490.
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1
A similar question was raised by Greenfield concerning the re

sponses of unschooled Vfolof children to a Piaget conservation task. 

Greenfield noted that failOre to achieve uniformity in perception of ■

quantity is influenced by attitude toward authority. If one is vrilling

to accept a statement as true because someone in authority has said it,

other criteria for truth are slower in developing, perhaps because no

P
Piaget has pointed out that cogni-cognitive contradiction develops.

S3

tive contradictions are important in the development of intelligence.

He notes that Bovet iii her experiments dealing vri.th Algerian children

observed that some children who were impermeable to cognitive contra

dictions, remained at the^stage of ;^seudo-conser.vation imtil made aware 

of the, contradict ion betv^een their o>m. point of vievr and that of reality. 

Then they became pre-operational and started to move toward operational 

functioning. Thus, one in^jortant fact Piaget points out, is p^^e- 

ability to contradiction which may not be existent in a society such as

that of Algeria, or that.of the Iteso, where conq)liance and \inquestion-

ing obedience in children are highly placed virtues.

A further explanation of poor performance in ordinal correspond

ence-and’ class inclusion relations tasks may be the lack of close con-
..w ’

tact between parents and their children in large extended'families, and 

therefore of opportunities for parents to provi^ explanations for vari- 

^ bus phenomena‘. I'foreover, iri rural Tea the few times when

Patricia M. Greenfield, On cvilture and conffe^vation. In Jerome 
S. Brxinerj R;'R* Olver, & P.M. Greenfield, Studies'in cognitive grovrth. 
few:jo3:^k: Wiiey^^^^^^^^ • ^

^ Jean Piaget , Science: of ..education and the-^.psychology of thfe.. - 
child. New York: Grossman' Publishers Inc. ,1970:.
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explanations axe offered, these explanations have a tinge of witchcraft 

(ecudet) about them. If your crops fail, someone wished you bad luck, 

or planted an egg in your garden. If you fall sick, someone must have.

and if your cows die, "there is some-II tlooked at you "vrith an x:igly eye 

one who does not v/ant you to marry."

In summary, apart from the limitations of matvu’ational factors 

outlined by Piaget and which were confirmed in the present investiga

tion, environmental and experiential factors may have influenced the 

performance of children.

Implications, for Teaching and Research in Uganda
..

s

Ii^he Ugandan,.situation, the ills, of poverty, ignorance and 

disease vrill not be wiped out tomorrow, so that while some atten5)ts 

could and should be made by the Government to provide better phj^_cal 

and social conditions,.and possibly preschool education, these ideal 

conditions are unlikely to be fulfilled in the near futxire. 

problem, therefore, will still'be that faced by the schools, 

therefore, imperative that far more intensive effort and research be 

put into a study of learning in the school situation, and into the de- 

velopment of methods and techniques of teaching that vjould^nsure the

The major

It is.

development of basic concepts necessary to all-fSund intellectual^de-

.The res^jl?ty»^om the-present investiga-

along Piagetian

velopment of Ugandan children, 

tioh suggest" some implications for future 'resea: 

lines,”and for education and the decisions that need'to be taken to

effect a new approach to education in Uganda.
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Implications for Further Research

Studies of the development of Ugandan children are needed so that 

educational planning will not have to depend so' much, as it has done in 

the past, on available information about the development of childi'on in 

other parts of the v7orld, but will be grounded in knowledge of develop

ment of Ugandan children.

Resvats already cited of cross-ciatural studies using Piagetian 

tasks have generally been in agreement with one another in supporting

/

the sequence of development of cognitive abilities, as put lorvrard in

The results, hov/ever, have varied in detail. ThePiagetian theory.

findings may reflect not oi^ly differendes betvreen the groups investi- .

gated, ^t also differences in interviewing procedures.

The present study vras carried out within a standardized franievrork.

The child's responses, even where they appeared suspect, were 

probed to ascertain the child's full meaning; he was not encouraged to 

verbalize his responses beyond v;hat the standardized procedure deraanded; 

and, the investigator did not provide any explanations to his tasks 

beyond v/hat the standard procedure specified. Had a more probing ap

proach been adopted, would such an approach have yielded any further 

information and therefore have provided a more valid assessment? It 

there is need to try out such an approach'ds a preliminary step

late to Ugandan

"'Jt

seems

toward working out standardized procedy^ee 

children of all tribal and ethnic groups.

is a]

\ .
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The most iii:g)ortant implication from D'Andrade's^ work among the 

Hausa, and McFie's^ investigation among the Baganda is that poor per

formance may represent an easily reversible laqk of acquaintance and 

training rather than a stable deficit in co^j^tive capacities. Just 

how reversible at various ages, and with what general effect remains a 

question for further investigation. As previously stated, although 

training procedures t.o accelerate development from one stage to another 

have not been invariably successf^.Jl, results from those that have been 

successful seem to suggest that such training is particularly bene

ficial to children who are in the transitional stages of development. 

Piaget himself recently indicated this^^Jhen he said:

s ... most of the results clearly agree vrith the fact 
tha-Tvif a child is already transitional, that is, at stage 
two, the level at v.'hich he manifests vacillation in thinlv- 
ing, it then becomes much easier to introduce and make him 
aware of other possibilities, including operatory solutions 
In other words, the type of learning v/hich works, is a type 
of learning which pushes rather than a type of learning 
which changes the point of view of the subject.^

In the present investigation, for each task, there v;ere quite a

number of children classified as being in the transitional stage. There

(

^ R. G. D'Andrade, Testing and training procedures at Bassavfa, 
Paper 4, Institute of Education, Ahr.iadu B6II0 University, 19^7.

^ J. McFie, The effect of education on African performance on a .
British Journal of 'Mucational Psy- 'group of intellectual tests. 

chology, 1961, .33, 177-186. ,

3 Jea^ Piaget , Science of -education and ^^^^ycholo^ry of the 
child. New''York; Grossman Publishers Inc.^ 1970^{J?. Ip9-

\ .
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is need to find out how Ugandan children in general, and how children in 

transitional stages in particular, respond to such training; and there 

is need to find out what kind- of training, under vj-hat conditions, seems 

most efficacious.

Similarly, experimentation with various kinds of seriation and 

classification tasks seems essential. Different res\ilts may be ex

pected depending on the objects used, their familiarity, or the relative 

salience of their various properties. For example, in light of what has 

been said about the close family ties, and the encouragement the child 

gets from a very early age to know -various members of the immediate and 

extended familiesand the clan, ther&^is need to find out whether class 

inclusio^problems using toys of "daddies" and "mummies," "uncles" and 

"aunts" are better done than problems using squares and circles.

In view of what has been sijggested concerning the differenc^be-n
tween various ethnic groups, and in view of the well known differences 

in western countries concerning urban and rirral environments, there is 

need to repeat this study with a different ethnic group, and also in an 

The present study is based on a rural sanple from* one 

ethnic-group,'and is a cross-sectional study involving PI, P3, P5> and 

P7 children. The study establishes tentative norms for prggress in 

conservation, s_eriation, and classification for Iffeso rijral children." 

There is need to kipv/ whether similar norjus-^-would be obtained if the

urban area.

. v

study werb 'carried out in a different se'ctihg-'-in^^^ifferent ethnic

Also, there is need to see vjhethergroup or in an xirban environment. 

similar trends would be observable if a longitudinal study were carried

out, say for two or three years, of groups of children dra^vh from -Chose' 

same levels, or from P2, p4, and P6 levels.
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LeVine^ has pointed out that previous cross-c\iltiiral studies have 

been carried out with a replicative intent, to demonstrate the uni-

■ versality of the stages, although sometimes with ,ah additional notion

Perhaps there is nov/that not all popula^ns reach the final stage, 

need to go beyond that approach, to an examination, in detail, of the 

antecedents of certain preschool attitudes which the child brings with

A systematic analysis and description of child-rearing 

and socialization practices along the lines suggested by the work of 

Geber and Dean,^ and Ainsv.’orth^ seems to be necessary, as is indicated 

in the preliminary results obtained by Schiff.^ 

a study in Kampala that deals^with the role of early childhood exper

ience in t

him to school.

Schiff has conducted

shaping of cognitive habits. Her major concern was the 

relationship of the mother's behaviour and attitudes tov/ard her pre-

Schiff has found ^

t
school child and the child's manifest ciuriosity. 

that, in general, traditional mothers actively discourage their children

^ Robert A. LeVine, Cross-cultural study in child psychology.
In P. Mussen (Ed.), revised 3rd edition, Carmichael's manual of child 
psychology. Kew York: V/iley, 1970.

'2 i-iarcelle,Geber, & r: F. A. Dean, The state of development of
Lancet, 1951, 1, 1216-1219.nev/born African children.

3 t{ary D. S. Ainsworth, Infancy in Uganda. 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1967-

Baltimore:- The

^ Myra Schiff, Some consequences of child.-rearing, practices among
ociation, Losthe Ganda. Paper-delivered to the Africaq^ud 

Angeles, Octo.ber,. 1968. - . ^

\ .
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from asking questions, from exploring, and from otherwise learning hov/

Another area in need of investigation concerns theto be autonomoiis.

magical and superstitious beliefs o^ the children.

The-lack of knovrledge in the area of magical and superstitious be

liefs is unfortunate because of certain widely held views about them. 

Hunter^ and Gelfand^ suggest that the prevalence of magical beliefs.in

hibits the motivation, necessary for development, and this constitutes 

an obstacle to scientific and technological advance, as Kavadias^ and 

Odhiambo^ suggest. Kduka^ on the other hand suggests that western 

education in general and science teaching in particular, has "a shatter

ing effect on superstition.",^ If the letter were true then there v/ould .

to worry unduly about the possible inimical effects of such 

belief on development since the steady grovrth of education will elimin- 
But as Jahoda^ points out, the psychological assiamptio^^^,_

be no nei

ate them.
(

underlying such viev/s is- that the content of modern v/estern-type

^ G. Hunter, Tlie new societies of tropical Africa. London;

Oxford University Press, 1962.

^ M. Gelfand, The African witch. Edinburgh: Livingstone, 1967-

3 G, kavadias. The assimilation of the scientific and techno
logical "message." International Social Science Journal, 1966, l8,
362-375. •

^ T. R. Odhiambo, East Africb; Science for 'Sevelopment. Sciehcg,

1967, 158, 876-888. ,

^ 0. l^dulca, Vfcstern education and the qulttu'al back
ground . Ibadan; Oxford University Press, 1964.

^ Gustav Jahoda, Supernatirral beliefs and changing cognitive 
structures among Ghanaian university --students. Journal of Cross- 
Cultural Psychology, 1970, 1 (2), 115-130.
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education is either logically contradictory to or dissonant with tra

ditional magical beliefs, but such assumptions may be ill-founded; and 

. as Vernon^ points out; "If we follow Piaget’s views, we vrauld expect
■ <1

magical beliefs to be linked with non-conservation as aspects of the

pre-operational stage." There is need therefore to assess the prev

alence of magical and supernatural beliefs of the primary school

children, and the extent to which they might affect their'viev^^pf the

world around them.

These may seem some of the most outstanding problems of action re-

search in Uganda, encompassing learning, motivation, group behaviour.

and other aspects of ehild development that might effect cognitive de-
N

velopment. Their solution will not be found by one man, but by many 

people from various disciplines. Clearly, mu3.ti-disciplinary research 

is increasingly important in Uganda, and with the recent setting up§i|“ 

the National Research Covincil to coordinate all research activities, 

such project development is likely to become a major activity in the 

•next few years with Ugandan scholars playing a leading part.

Implications for Education in Uganda

In one of the few times v/hen Piaget has* specifically addressed him- 

self to the problem of the relevance of his theory to pedagogy he has

stated:

The principal goal of education . --v •
are capable-of doing new things, not simply'iep^ting what 
other generations have done—men who are creator; 
and discoverers. The second goal of education is tO' form

to. men who

inventors,

^ Philip E. Vernon, Intelligence and cultural enyironmeht. 
London: Methuen, I969. P. 82.
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minds which can he critical, can verify, and do not accept 
everything they are offered ... So we need pupils who are 
active, who learn early to find out for themselves, partly 

. by their oi-m spontaneous activity, and partly through 
material we set up for them; vjhq learn early' to tell what 
is verifiable and what is simply the first idea to come to 
them.^

/

/

The implications of this statement, which sounds remarkably similar 

to that already cited, of the l^inister of Education in Uganda, for the 

■training of teachers, ..was elaborated upon by Duckworth.^ Teachers can 

learn better by doing things than by being told about them because 

"if they read about it, it will be deformed, as is all learning that is 

not the results of the subject's own activity." Teachers should also

spend some time questioning children in'ei' one-to-one situation, in

ealize hov/ hard it is to xmderstand vfhat children mean, andorder to

eAi-en more, how hard it is to make oneself imderstood by children.

should work ^

Duck

worth further s\iggests that "each prospective teacher 

original investigation to- find out v/hat children think about some prob

an

lem, and thus be forced to phrase the problem and establish communica-

Facing the difficixLties oftion with a number of different children, 

this type of research v/ill have a sobering effect on a teacher who

thinks he is taUiing successfully to a whole class of children at once."
.V

The most recurrent problems discussed by educators who have 

attempted to grapple with the implications of Piaget's work for teach

ing include the problem of transition, aq^^^lag described four

1 Jean Piaget. In Eleanor Duckworth, Piaget re 
Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1964, 2, 172-175- P- 175-

• ^ Eleanor Duclworth, Piaget rediscovered. Joiirnal of.Research in 
Science Teaching, 1964, 2, 172-175. P. 174.

covered.

.
If ^
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y factors which he "believes to be involved in transition from one level of 

thought to the next. These include maturation, social interaction in 

the world of adults and peers,,physical activity, and "equilibration" or

I
/

/

self regulation. In turn these problems involve in^plications for-

teacher preparation and teacher effectiveness in matching the level of

the child to the level of difficulty of material. Alray and her assoc

iates' emphasize the aspect of teacher effectiveness wheu they state;

VJe can think of no better safeguard against meaning
less verbalization and rote memorization than a teacher 
who is able both to appraise the difficulty of the con
cepts and to assess the child's comprehension of them.
Accordingly, the most important implications of Piaget's 
work seem to us to lie in its contribution to the teacher's 
tmderstanding.

s
Piaget himself considers equilibration as pedagogically fundamental. 

In the realm of education, this equilibration through self

regulation means that school children and students should be allowgd a

maximum of activity of their own, directed by means of materials whick

• 2 
permit their activities to be cognitively useful."

.

1..He states:

In the Ugandan setting, the implications of these statements direct

attention to teacher preparation and teacher effectiveness, because, as 

Beeby^ has suggested, two main factors determine the stage of develop-

the level of general education ofment of any primary school system;

its teachers, and the length and type of their professional training

^ Millie Almy, E. Chittenden, & P. !/ aag children'sler,
thinking. Kqw York: Teachers College Press,»^ .^•-P'. 136.

Jean Piaget, Foreword. In Millie Almy, E. Chit^^nden, & P. 
Miller, Young children's thinliing. New York: Teachers College Press, 
1966. .P. Vi. . • '

^ C. E. Beeby, The quality of education in developing covmtrieS'.- 
Cambridge, liassachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1966.
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Beeby warns, however, that to "speak of the quality of education also 

depends on what the teachers in the school are capable of accomplishing. 

( It would be unfair to set^for teachers in some poverty-stricken African 

school, themselves with nothing more than a primary school education,

the same goals that one vrould set for trained college graduates in a

,.lprimary school in a rich American suburb.

Beeby also indicates that any attempt to reform the work' in the

classroom is most likely to succeed if it is part of a nationwide move

ment for improvement of social and economic conditions; if it is known 

to be warmly supported by the 14inistry of Education at all levels, as 

well as by the teachers’ own organizations; if sfeps have been taken to •

make paren^ understand the changes, and if the teacher can be made to

feel himself less isolated in the classroom.

The position of the Uganda Teachers Association as stated by 

Kisaka,^ clearly illustrates the awai'eness of that body about the need 

to raise the quality of the teacher at the prijnary level. The position 

papers of the Uganda Peoples Congress,^ the governing and only party, 

emphasize that means and techniques must be found which reach far be

yond the confines of the school and encompass the majority of the adult 

population. The numerous commissions that have been set in the' past to 

examine education and make recoimnendations for its improvement; the

^ C. E.,.Beeby, The quality-of education,g^^^loping countries. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University’Fresa?^ P. 14.

p " • ’ ■ *' i .

Mr. John Kisaka is the General Secretary of the Uganda Teachers 
Association.

q
Uganda. Ministry of Inforination, Broadcastifig and Touri.~m.

Five docuinents on the move to the left. Entebbe: Government Prit.ber,
1970.

? ■
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repeated emphasis by various Ministry of Education officials that educa

tion should be re-oriented to suit African needs; the setting up of the 

National Institute of Education, and of several subject panels for the 

improvement of teaching of various subjects, all attest to Uganda's 

concern to improve constantly the quality of its education. The Minis

try of Education also has various schemes going--the Uganda/UNICEP/UNESCO 

scheme for the improvement of primary teachers; the African Primary 

Science Programme for the improvement of the teaching of science, and 

the African Primary Mathematics Programme, for the improvement of 

mathematics teaching. Yet it may appear that all these are a matter of 

patch-work, vath no systematis^ation, anrf-^overall rationale behind them.

It is^against a background of actions.already taken, and what no 

doubt is a genuine concern on the part of the Uganda-Ministry'of Educa-

teaching and learning atmosphere in primary s^ols 

that one ventures to reiterate vjhat Coombs^ considers should be the

tion to assure a new
(

priorities of developing countries with respect to their educational

The chief problem which requires attention from Uganda Ministry• ■ system.

of Education vrould appear to be the problem related to a drastic over-

havH of teacher" training, and the need to make teacher training in-
..w

stitutions "intellectually richer, stimulated by pedagogical-research, 

and extended far beyond preservice'training into a'“^stem for continuous 

professional renewal and career developmeg|i<foS 

ample of the, latter aspect is provided in a report

1 teachers." An ex-

epared by Miel and

\ .

. J-. Philip H. ■Coombs, The .world edueational crisis.: A systems 
analysis i New York: Oxford University Id’ess, ISibcii ?• 167.
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Risetto^ for the continuous professional development of teachers in

The two authors emphasize the need to conduct research and 

experimentation, among other things, in-a centre for education orienta-

Tanzania.

tion which they recommend be set up for priEiary teachers.

Related to this problem is one of “modernization" of the J.earning 

process, There certainly must be better v:ays to capitalize on the

curiosity of children, or on their individual differences; in short, to

do a significantly better Job than now, but vrithout coinmensurately

higher costs. As Coombs puts it: "African villages cannot have com-r

Neither,puterized teaching machines, regardless of how well they work, 

for that matter, can American g6hools except for an occasional experi

ment. But e^n old bottle caps, buttons, pieces of string, have some

times proved effective learning aids in the right context. 

up with Piaget's emphasis on self-regulation. It is essential that the'| 

child be allowed to carry out the actions on these learning aids him

self. Piaget points out that the time which seems to be wasted in per

sonal investigation is really gained in the construction of methods. 

This is a refreshing approach from the prevailing view among Ugandan 

parents ^d teachers alilce that in school it J.s a "vjaste of time" for 

children to "play v;ith materials" instead of "really learning."

..2 J,This ties

1 Alice M. Mi el, & H. J. Risetto,- A study..jaf;^urricula and facil
ities factors relevant to a proposed educat^h op^^st 
Bagamoyo, Tanzania. Hew York; TEEA Program,

p
Philip H. Coombs, The world educational crisis; A'-systems 

analysis. New York; Oxford University Press, 1968. P. 169.

ion center at
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The "basic decisions required to deal with these problems rest with

authorities in Uganda, the Ministry of Education in particular. But 

these decisions must be backed by action. Society and, the economy wili

not adjust unilaterally to the education system. There must be some 

initiative on the part of educators. Coombsl ^as put this poignantly

"Efobel prizes are v7on in science for challenging andand succintly;

’upsetting old truths and discovering new ones. The same wholesome ir

reverence for *time honored truths' must somehow be instilled into the

enterprize that is supposed to breed ITobel Prize winners."

No one questions that the development v/hich Uganda has made in ex-

panding its educational institutions has contributed to the gro'vrfch of 

pei^onnel to man the industry and administration; at the sameneeded

time, it must no\i be questioned if the continued expansion provided for
universa^^ci-

in the Five Year Development Plans, leading eventually to T

primary education in the 1970's may not be breeding a sense of com

placency regarding the quality of primary education. The problems v/hich 

face Uganda at this level, indeed at all levels of the educational 

hieiiiarchy, at this stage o_f its development, are problems less of num- 

"bers than bf quality and priorities.

Piaget's method of experimentation is not an educatiohal^panacea,

inasmuch as education is not a panacea that v/ill cure all ills jof de

veloping countries. "Piaget's method wi! rail educationalit s]

iously, hov/ever,problems of the primary schools in Uganda. Used j

■ ^ ^-Philip H. 'Coombs,. The-world educational crisis; A systems 
analysis.. New York: Oxford University Press, 1968^^ P. 1&7.

• ?
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^ it should add to the teacher's weaponry in building in the primary 

school child those skills and attitudes which both Piaget and the 

• Uganda I-Iinister of Education have stated should be-the goal of education. .

In summary, implications for education of the present investiga

tion direct attention to improvement in the present methods of teach

ing. This in turn directs attention to the need to improve both pre- 

service and in-service training. The responsibility for this and the 

decisions to be made rest with educational authorities in Uganda.

X'
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V - SUMI^Y

An investication patterned after Piaget's work v.'as carried out

The main aim was to examine the ^^lid-among Iteso children of Uganda.

ity of certain aspects of Piaget's theory in a non-V7estern, riiral pop-

vilation, and the relevance of the Piagetian approach to education in

Uganda.

The present investigation employed a standardized interviewing 

procedure, using Piagetian tasks to investigate tv/o questions. The

first question related to the validity of the sequence of development

of logical abilities as stated in Piaget's theory. The second question 

dealt with the Piagetian claim that conservation, seriation, and class- 

dei-elop concurrently.

The subjects were l60 children from tv/o rural primary schools in^

ification

iIn each school 20Teso District in the eastern region of Uganda.

children were taken from each of the alternate classes .PI, P3, PSj and

P7. There were 20 boys and 20 girls in each of the two lower classes; 

there were 32 boys in P5, and only eight girls. In P7 there were 30 

boys and ten girls, Altogether there were 102 boys compared to 53 

girls, covering the age range of about six to" l4 years.

An interview schedvfLe consisting of a total of 1^ conservation.
.

seriation, and classification tasks was used to.investigate the ques

tions. Interyiev/s v/ere carried out in the schoc 

■ alyzed on the basis.,of percent of children successful i^Nconserving, 

seriating, and classifying in each of the classes. Data were also an- 

- alyzed on the basis of patterns of conservation, serieftion, and .classi^:? 

ication, as v;ell as on graphic representations of percent successful.

'he, data were an-
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Contingency tables were prepared to indicate the relationship among the

abilities of conservation, seriation, and classification.

The results of the investigation in general supported the sequence

of development as stated in the Piagetian theory; and also supported in

general previous investigations of African samples based on Piagetian

tasks. In itself, finding the same succession of stages is an import

ant result and the consequences of having dealt with a laxge number of

conservation tasks,, through several transformations, rather than the

study of one or two particular conservation tasks, through one or two

transformations. On conservation tasks, a more meaningful picttire will
■t-..

thus have been provided. s

The sam|^comraent holds for seriation and classification tasks. In

viidening the range of both the seriation and classification tasks, it

R.was possible to obtain a clear picture of the level of performance oh
4

each of those abilities.

The claim in the Piagetian theory regarding parallel development 

' of conservation, seriation, and classification was supported only par-

tiallyj This again vjas in support of previous replication studies.

The performance on ordinal correspondence and class inclusion re-

This finding is important 'in relation tasks was particularly poor.

lation to the basic value of Piaget's approach.

e of experienceThe findings were discussed in relation o t:

and age, and the influence of various methodological 

discussed were the possible implications of the findings for future re-

iroaches. Also
\ .

search and for education in Uganda.
/ -* . te ^

?• ■
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APPENDIX A

Intervievr Schedtile

Part 1 - Cons ei'vat ion

TASK 1; Conservation With Counting 

MTERIAL: 11 red buttons

PROCEDURE: Show the subject a bunch of buttons. VdiAT ARE THESE?

VJHAT DO ™ USE THEM FOR? VJHAT COLOUR ,ARE THEY? (if 

he responds appropriately, proceed.)' Put out all the 

11 red buttons and say, I VjAIfT YOU TO COUNT THESE 

BUTTONS ALOUD. HERE, START (Gest\rring). SO, HOW liAIiY 

BUTTONS ARE THERE? NOW, WATCH, I Al'4 GOH'JG TO PUT 

TOGETHER LIKE THIS (bunch). NOW, HOW MANY RED BUTTONS 

DO \TB HA'VE HERE (indicating with gesture), (if he

CAN YOU TELL VJITHOUT COUNTH-IG?) NOW, 

WATCH, I AM GOBIG TO PUT THEM APART LIKE THIS (spread 

buttons.) NOW, HOW MiAI'TY RT® BUTTONS DO HAVE HERE? 

MATERIAL: 10 yellow buttons 

PROCEDURE; As above.

starts to count;

TASK 2; Conservation With Number "(Buttons)

MATERIAL; 11 red buttons; 10 yellow buttons 

" IROCEDURE; (Take out the'Yellow buttons.) HERE ARE S0I4E BUTTONS

TH/iT YOU JUST SAW. ' I AM GOING TO PtU! THEM ON TtlE T/lBIS

^ .
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Appendix A, continued
(
/

LIKE-THIS. (Place the buttons in a rovf in front of 

the child.) THAT IS YOUR ROVJ OF BUTTONS.

S0I4E MORE BUTTONS. (Take out seven red buttons from 

the box.) I AI4 GOING TO PUT KIEM ON TliE TABLE TOO.

Tins IS MY ROW OF BUTTONS. VJHO HAS MORE BUTTONS IN HIS 

ROVJ, YOU OR I? TAKE OUT FROM HERE (push box uith four 

remaining buttons to subject) SOME MORE BUTTONS AND 

MAKE MY ROW HAVE AS MANY BUTTONS AS YOUR ROW. NOW, 

VJATCH. - I A14 GOING TO REJ-IOyE OI'IE BUTTON FROM YOUR ROW 

LIKE THIS. (Remove one yellovr button and place it in 

the box.) WOW VJHO HAS MORE BUTTONS IN HIS ROVJ, .YOU OR 

I? VJATCH, I AM GO DIG TO RETUP>VI YOUR BUTTON TO YOUR 

ROVJ LUCS THIS. NOW, DOES I4Y ROVJ STILL HAVE MORE OR DO 

OUR ROWS HAVE TIIE SAlffi OR DOES YOUR ROVJ, HAVE J40RE? 

WATCH, I AM GODIG TO REI40VE TWO BUTTONS FROM I4Y ROVJ 

LUCE THIS. (Remove tvro red buttons and place them in 

.the.box.) WOW VJHO HAS MORE BUTTONS DI HIS ROW, YOU OR 

I? VJATCH, I A14 GOING TO RETUHN THE RED BUTTONS TO 

THEIR PLACE LIKE THIS. NOW, DOES YOt^ROW STILL HAVE 

MORE, OR ARE OUR ROWS THE SAIffi^^^OR DOES MY ROVJ HAVE 

,.^liK)RE?

HERE ARE- -

, r

V TESTING:- V .

L.. WATCH, ■ NOW I AI-I GOING TO DO 'THIS TO MY ROW (bunch red 

‘ buttons). NOW VJHO HAS iDRE BUTTONS, YOU'T^R I, OR DO VJE
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Appendix A, continued

BOTH llAYE THE SAliE IHJMBER? l/HY DO YOU THINK SO?

I Al.l GOffiG TO DO THIS TO YOUR ROW (spread, out2. NOW VrATCH.

the yellov? buttons). NOW WHO HAS MORE BUTTONS, YOU OR I, 

OR DO \m BOTH HAVE THE S/il-E NUlvBER? DO YOU THINK SO?

TASK 3: Conservation of an Amount of Water 

I4ATERIAL: 1 pitcher (with some 

dish; 1 tall glass

Shov7 the subject glasses. V/HAT ARE THESE? VfHAT DO V/E 

USE Tira4 FOR? DO YOU HAV5^'■=SO^ffi IN YOUR HOlffi? (if the 

subject responds appropriately proceed, otherv/ise tell 

him about the use of glasses.) PICK OUT FROM TflIS ■

(gesturing) TWO GLASSES VJHICH ARE THE SAlffi SIZH^^^ 

(IDENTICAL).- I WILL NOW GIVE YOU ONE OF THE TWO EQUAL 

GLASSES (push it tovjard the subject) PM) I VfILL KEEP 

VJE WILL PUT miESE OTHER GLASSES AWAY FOR THE

v/ater); 2 identical glasses; 1

PROCEDURE;

A
GROUP

{

ONE.■ k.

I A14 NOW GOUKJ TO POUR SOME WATER INTO

(Fill to two-thirds.) AND I AM

TIME BEING.

YOUR GLASS LIKE THIS.

GOING TO POUR SOME V/ATER INTO MY GLASS LIKE THISv 

• ' (Fill to one-third.) ' VfflOSE GLASS HA^^iORE WATER, YOURS

'H HAVE THE SAMEOR imiB? CAN YOU MAKE THEIi 

’"'"AMOUNT? WATCH, I WILL POUR SOMfc OF"'^

TAHIER LUCE THIS. (Pour vrater back into the pitcher.) 

NOW VJHOSE GLASS HAS MORE, YOURS OR MINE, OR DO WE BOTH

INTO THIS COW-

/•rf
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'Appendix A, continued

HAVE THE SAME Al^OUNT? I AM GODIG TO POUR SOl-E V/ATER 

BACK FROM THIS PITCJIER, LIKE THIS (pour crater Into-the 

interviev/er's glass so the levels are the same). NOW 

VIHOSE GLASS HAS MORE, YOURS OR MINE, OR DO V/E BOTH 

HAVE THE SAlvE .Ai®UKT?

TESTING:

1. WATCH, I A14 GODJG TO POUR 14Y VJATER INTO THIS BOV/L LUCE 

THIS, (interviewer places dish in child’s view.) NOW 

WHO HAS MORE WATER, YOU OR 1, OR DO VJE BOTH HAVE THE SAME 

AMOUNT? VMY DO YOU THINK SO?
2. ^Place tall, narrow glass in child's view. I AM NQW GOING

-A .

TO POUR m WATER II'ITO THIS GLASS LIKE THIS. (Pour into^^ 

the taller glass.) WOW, DO V/E HAVE THE SAlffi A140UNT OR DO 

YOU HAVE MORE, OR DO I HAVE MORE? V/HY DO YOU THINK SO?

V,.

' TASK 4: .Conservation of an Amoxint of Clay

MATERIAL: 2 identical balls of clay

PROCEDimE: WHAT ARE THESE?- V/HAT ARE THEY MADE OF? DO YOU MAKE

THD/GS WITH CLAY Hi YOUR SCHOOL? (if the subject says 

"NOj" subject adjusts until he agrees the balls are the 

same.)

Testing:

1. I AM GOING TO ROLL MINE INTO pIS SHAPE LIKE'THIS. (Roll 

into sausage shape about three inches long.) NOV/, WHO HAS 

MORE CLAY, YOU OR I, OR DO \m BOTH HAVE THE SAME AMOUNT? 

\m DO YOU THINK SO?

r
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I AM- GOING TO ROLL THIS INTO A BALL LIKE IT2. NOW, VIATCH.

\1AS BEFORE. NOW DO Vffi HAVE THE SAJ4E AMOUNT OR DO YOU

HAVE MORE, OR DO I HAVE ®RE? \m DO YOU THINK SO?

3. I AM NOW GOING TO CUT YOUR BALL UP LIKE THIS. (Cut into 

ten pieces..) DO YOU WOW HAVE MORE CLAY, OR DO WE' HAVE 

THE SAliE AI-K)UHT, OR DO I MVE MORE? WHY DO YOU THINK SO?

TASK 5: Conservation VJith Number (Pebbles)

MATERIAL; Mv^eso board; 64 pebbles .

PROCEDURE; Place board, and pebbles on the table. VJHAT IS THIS

(pointing to the board)? WHAT ARE THESE (pointing to 

the pebbles)? VJHAT DO I-JE USE THEM FOR? IS THIS GAp 

PLAYED IN YOUR HOME? (if the subject responds appro- ' 

priately, -proceed; otherwise tell him.,about the game.) 

LET"S PLAY A SHORT GAJiE. I WILL PLACE THE PEBBLES IN 

THE HOLES LIKE THIS (place two pebbles in each hole).

. ..THOSE (pointing) ARE YOUR Tl-JO ROWS OF PEBBLES. AND 

THESE (pointing) ARE MY TI-JO ROWS. VJHO HAS MORE 

. PEBBLES, YOU OR I, OR DO m BOTH THE SAME NUMBER? -

(if the subject .denies eq.uality,~ explain that there are 

t\rp pebbles in each of the holp^^^feis r side of the 

board, and a similar number in each o

. k

. .r^

'■s-

he holes on '\ .

the interviewer's side of the board.) I AM YOUR ELDER,

I WILL START PLAY^^G THE GAME. VJATOHi •
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Testing; >

1. I AM GOING TO 1)0 THIS TO ONE OF M ROWS (place the Jiwo 

pebbles in each of the front row of the interviewer's 

side into the corresponding hole in the back row).

HAS ^DRE PEBBLES, YOU OR I, OR DO m BOTH HAVE THE SAME 

NUMBER? VJHY DO YOU THDHC SO?

2. Replace the pebbles of the front row of the interviewer. 

NOW, \7ATCH. I WILL DO THIS TO I-IY PEBBLES. (Move all the 

pebbles in front row to-the last hole of that row on the 

left of the interviewer; and all the pebbles in the back

to the last hole of that row to the right of the inter

viewer.)’ MO HAS MORE PEBBLES, YOU OR I, OR DO WE BOTHg- 

HAVE THE SAlffi NUlffiER? VHIY DO YOU THHIK SO?

3. Rearrange pebbles so there are tv/o in each of the holes.

NOW IT IS YOUR TURIT TO MOVE YOURS. YOU PLACE ALL YOUR 

PEBBLES HERE (pointing to a hole about the middle of the 

subject’s front row). NOW, MO HAS MORE PEBBLES, YOU OR 

I, OR DO M BOTH HAVE THE SA14B NUMBER? "WHY DO YOU THINK 

SO?

MO

■ow

(

Part 2 - Seriati

of cows—MATERIAL: 5 balls of clay—different sizes; 7 mode.

^ different sizes^ 7 pictures of women, 7 of baskets—

different sizes; 10 sticks graded fronf 9 cm. to 15 cm.

PROCEDURE; Place the five balls of clay haphazardly. THESE ARE
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/

FIVE BOYS, THEY MVE BEEfI PLAYING, IN THE SCHOOL COM

POUND, AND NOVf BRE/'iK TUffi IS UP. THEY ARE GOmO TO 

LINE UP BEFORE THEY EI'ITER THEIR CLASSROOM. SEE THESE 

Tiro CHILDREN (#2, #4)? WHO IS THE TALLER OF THE rWO?' 

(After the subject has decided, place the sma3J.er of 

the tvro to the left, and the bigger to the right of 

the interviev/er.) THIS CHILD IS SliALLER, SO HE STANDS 

NEAREST TO THE CLASSROOM DOOR. THIS ONE (pointing to 

#4) IS BIGGER, SO HE STAINS FARTHffi AWAY. (Present 

ball #3.) WHERE V7ILL THIS BOY STAND? IS HE THE TALL

EST AND STAIvTDS HERE (pointing) OR THE SHORTEST AND GOES 

HERE (pointing) OR DOES HE STAl® HERE IN lilDDLE? Y^9 

PLACE HIM (gesturing), (Present ball #1.) INHERE VJILL 

HE STAND? YOU PLACE HIM. (And ball #5) WHERE WILL HE 

STAND? YOU PLACE.HIM. YOU SEE, THE BOYS ARE NOW 

LINED UP, READY TO GO TO THE CLASSROOM—THE SMALLEST 

-BOY RIGHT HERE (pointing), AND THE BIGGEST ONE RIGHT 

OVER THERE (pointing).

4

Testing: ■r"
.

Place seven cows on the-table. IE COWS. ARE GOING TO1.

^.-RIVER TO DRINK WATER. I WANIL^U-'

• HERE (pointing) IN A ROW FROM THE SMALLEST^GNE (CALF) TO 

THE BIGGEST ONE, LIKE WE Dto WITH THE BOYS LDmiG UP AFTER

>•-ARRANGE THE^^
7?

BREAK TIME.
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' 2. HERE ARE SOME PICTURES OF VJOIiEN (place cards haphazardly).

THE! ARE WIVES OF A RICH MAH. IT IS MARKET DAY, AI-ffi'THEY

THEY LOOK ALIKE BUT THEY AREARE ALL GOING TO THE MARKET.

DIFFERENT SIZES. CAIT YOU PUT THEti IR ORDER? TK}2 SHORTEST

ONE LEADS THE WAY AND GOES OVER HERE (pointing) AJH? THE
” .i

TALLEST ONE SHOULD GO OVER HERE (pointing). NOW HERE ARE

SOIvffi PICTURES OF BASKETS. THE VJOMEN ARE GOfflC TO SELL

GROUNDIRJTS AT THE DUKAS. CAN YOU PUT TIESE BASKETS OF

IRJTS IN ORDER TOO, FROM THE SMALLEST TO THE BIGGEST?

GIVE THE SMALLEST BASKET TO THE SMALLEST WOI-IAN AND THE

IGGEST BASKET TO THE BIGGEST WOMAIK

If subject fails to arranfje the rows of women and baslie-^,

I AM HOW GOING TO DO THIS TO THE BASKETS, 

(Bring the baskets closer togethef); Al® THIS TO 

THE VfOMEN, WATCH. (Spread the women more widely.)

Touching baskets 3; 5; 6; in turn, the interviewer asks;

. "TO V/HICH WOMAN DOES THIS BASICET BELONG?"
■,w

Rearrange baskets and vroraen so that the row of womea and 

that of baskets are again in corrsspondahbe with one an- -

3.
l

assist him.

VJATCH.

4.

TO THE BASKETS.other .-, VfATCH, I M GOBIG TO DO

(l>estroy the series of the baskets'.; 'T^^iAterviewer 

'■• picks baskets 2; 4; 6 in turn and asks: "TO> V/HICH WOMAI^

DOES THIS BASKET BELONG?"
tr.t
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^5* Place the ten sticks in random order. I HAVE HERE TEN
Si

CIIILDREI'I. I WAITT YOU TO AKRAl'IGE THEM FROM THE TALLEST-.

TO THE SHORTEST. HERE (gesturing) LET'S SEE.

Part 3 - Classification

MATERIAL: 3 cows, 3 goats, 3 dogs, 3 sheep; 1 red, 1 black.

Groundnuts, peas (edible); elira, egasia, 

ekuoro (seeds of local trees—inedible and untrans

latable), Seven models of cows; 2 of dogs, 

squares, 2 blue squares; and 2 blue circles

1 green.

Four white

TASK 1: Sorting of Animals

Present the first group of objects and ask the child to name the

different types of animals-. Then say: THESE ARE DIFFERENT TYPES 

OF ANIMALS, I WANT YOU TO PLACE THOSE THAT GO TOGETHER, (if. the 

• ‘ subject asks whether by colour or type of animal) ANY VJAY AT ALL A 

GROUP OF THnraS IS THE SAME. (After the subject has made his sel

ection, the. interviewer asks) IN V7HAT WAY ARE AND

ALIKE OR THE SAME?

TASK 2: Sorting of Seeds

Present the second group of objects, and procee^^^in above.

\ .
Task’ 3: Inclusion: Cows and Dogs

■

Ask the child to name the animals in the third group ofPROCEDURE:

objects; the cows and dogs, in turn.
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Appendix A, continued
f

HOW liAHY COWS ARE THERE? HOW MAIHf DOGS ARE THERE?

ARE THE COWS ANIMALS? ARE THE DOGS ANIMALS?

ON THIS TABLE DO WE HAVE MORE COWS, OR MORE AlfUiALS?1.

W DO YOU THINK SO?

IF YOU TAKE AWAY THESE COWS (pointing) AND PUT THEM IN2.

YOUR HALF OF THE TABLE, Ai'JD I KEEP THE DOGS nJ ^^Y HALF 

OF THE TABLE, ’WliOSE BUls'CH WILL HAVE MORE AKB5ALS, 

YOURS, OR MINE, OR SHALL WE BOTH HAVE THE SAJ4E NUMBER?

WHY DO YOU THINK SO? ..
ON THIS TABLE DO \sE ll\YE MORE ANm'VLS OR MORE COWS?3.

V7HY DO YOU THDJK SO?

TASK 4: Inclusion: Sqixares and Circles TS-t.

(WS
WS BS Ask the child to namePROCEDURE: Lay out four white WS

WS
BS the colours and shapessquares, two ..blue

squares, and tvro blue BC BC of the various objects

circles in clamps as shown.

1. ARE ALL SQUARES VJHITE? WHY DO YOU .SAY, SO?

2. ARE ALL TilE BLUE ONES CIRCLES? W DO YOU SAY' SOT

3. ARE THERE MORE CIRCLES'OR ARE THERE MORE BLUE THINGS?

WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?

4. ARE THERE MORE BLUE TKBJGS THAl'I THERE ^SQUARES, OR
V .

THE SAME, OR IB/HiR? V/HY DO YOU SAY THAT?

■ r
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/ APPENDIX B

Instructions for Categorizing Interview Data

Part 1 - Conservation

TASK 1; Conservation V/ith Counting

1. In this task does the subject maintain the notion that having 

arrived at the cardinal number (there are 11 red buttons he?e), 

that b\inching or spreading out the buttons does not alter the 

original number arrived at by counting?

.Del^nitely conserving

Subject whose record indicates that he not only stated cor- 

rectly the ordinal number, but also the cardinal number, and 

maintained this through the two transformation.

2

1Partially conserving 

• Subject v:hose record indicates that though he may have got the 

cardinal number wrong, he maintained this wrong number through

the two transformations.

0Definitely not conserving

Subject whose record indicates that he not only was unable to

number, but wasidentify the ordinal numbers and
''"N

unable to maintain the cardinal niimber thro'

:e carj

the two
S .

transformations.

2. Same as above.
r »•

These two sections are taken together in considering the final cate

gory in this task.

■<;
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TASK 2: Conservation of a Number of Buttons

Tests one and two are scored separately, but are considered to

gether in allocating the final category for this task. In this

task does the subject maintain the notion that the bunching or

■spreading out of buttons does not alter the original number, and

therefore, the equivalence of the two sets of buttons? Does he

give an adequate explanation for this notion?

Definitely conserving 2

Subject whose record indicates a "same" response is put in this

category -q^ess his explanation falls into the seven and eight 

categories. In the latter cases he is put in the group of those 

partially conserving. (Categories follov?.)

V m.
1

Categorize e:q)lanatidns as follows:

e.g., "because there are1. Use of counting and number;

ten here and ten there."

2. Reference to previous correspondence; e.g., "be

cause they were equal before you bunched (or spread) 

them."

■3. Reference to observed action or present rearrangement;

y (or adde.g'., "because you did not e

any)"; "you only bunched yours."
^ .

4. e.g., "if you ar

range these in a straight line, or if you bunch these 

also, they will be the sane."

Reference to reversed situation;

r
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5. Reflecting appearance vs reality: e.g., "it looks

longer, but they are really the same."

6. Reference to two dimensions of the problem: e.g.,

"this is merely bunched and the other is a straight

line."

Partially conserving 1

Categorize explanations as follows;

7. Expressing conviction: e.g., "I Imow that they are

equal," or simply, "they ar.e equal," without indica-
..

ting V7hy they are equal.

K. Expressing inability to explain: e.g., "I don't

V
know"; "no reason"; "for nothing."

(Definitely not conserving 0

Subject's response indicates that the two sets of buttons.have be-

"I have more"; "You have more"; andcome different in number;

orientation section record shows that he understood. In his ex

planation about why he thinks the numbers have become different.

he refers to the perceptual appearance of things.

Categorize explanations as follovrs:

1. Use of counting and numbeir: e.g.-, "because there 

are 11 here and ten-.there."

,2. Reference to the inequality before the 

e.g., ."you had ^even and'I had ten."

ientation:
.

r .•
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3. Reference to obsei'ved action or present arrangement: 

e.g., "two were tcil^en out of mine"; "you took some of 

yovirs"; "you put yours together"; "you spread mine 

out."

J-

?!
1

i
h. >Reference to two dimentsions of the problem:

"this is round, and the other is a straight line."

e.g., "I know that

e.g..
5
?
■i

I5. Merely expressing conviction: i.

this is more"; "I have more."

6. e.g., "I don’tExpressing inability to e^rplain: 

know"; "no reason."

Focus on only one aspect of the problem:

"these are red"; "these are yellow"; "they are many.J^

fi

t

<r.. e.g.)

i

i

(

TASK 3: Conservation of an Amount of Vfeter

Tests one and t'wo are scored separately, but are considered to-

gether. in allocating the final category for this task. JEn this
S

task does the subject maintain the notion that the transfer of one

amount of water to a larger dish or a narrower, taller glass, does 

not alter the original amount,, and, therefore, the equivalence, of 

• the two amounts of water? If so, does he give^an adequate explana-
s

tion for this?

Definitely conserving 2
\ .

Subject whose record indicates a "same" response is put in this%
j. . ^ <

group vmless his G:<planation falls into the five an^ six cate-“ 

gories, in v/hich case he is put in the group of those partiao-rv

5

tf .*
I
^5
I

conserving.

k4

§
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Categorize explanations as follows:

Reference.to previous equality: e.g., "they^were 

the same amount before."

1.

2. Reference to observed action, or present arrangement: 

e.g., "because you didn't take any away," or "you

only poured yours into here."

e.g., "if you pour3. Reference to reyersed situation:

this back here they will be the same."

4. "it looksReflecting appearance^ws reality: e.g.,

more, but they are really the same."

1 Definitely not conserving 

Subject's response indicates that the two amoxonts of vrater are^o

0

(
"you have more," "I 

have more"; when orientation section indicates he understood.

longer the same after the transformations:

Categorize ejqplanations-as follows:
■ V

1, Reference to observed action, or present arrangement: 

e.g., "because you povired it there"; or "because it 

comes up to here."
..w

2. Reference to two, dimensions of thb problem:

• "this is in a bowl; thiO^si.^ a glass."

• 3-. Merely expressing conviction: "I know that

■'this is more." "I have more"; "you'have more." 

4. Expressing'inability to explain: e.g., "I don't 

know"; "no reason"; "for nothing."

e.g.,-.

*•
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TASK 4: Conservation of an Amovint of Clay

Tests one, two, and three are scored separately, but they are con

sidered together in allocating the final category for this task.

In the test for task four does the subject maintain the notion

that the rolling out ofthe clay ball into a "sausage," or its

being rolled back into a ball, or its being cut up into pieces.

does not alter the original amount, and, therefore, the equival

ence of the two amoimts of clay? If so, does he give an adequate 

explanation for holding on to this no'tibn?

Definitely conserving 

Subject whose record indicates a "sejne" response is put in this

2

1%group unless his ejiplanaticn falls into the five and six cate-
(

gories, in which case he is put in the group of those partially

conserving.

Categorize explanations as follows:

1. Reference to previous equality: e.g., "they were the 

same amount before."

2. Reference to observed action, or present arrangement:

"because you didn't ta3:e any av/ay"; "you onlye.g..

rolled yours"; "you only-. u

., "if you roll 
\ .

this back"; "if you roll this one also o’d;"; "if you

3. Reference to reverse situations;

put these pieces together"; "if this is also cut up.
*• .*

they will be the same."
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/
4. Reflecting appeeixance vs reality: "it looks less, 

but they are really the same." —.

Partially conserving 1

Categorize explanations as follows:

5. Expressing conviction: e.g., "I know that they are 

the same," or simply "they are the same," without

indicating why they are the same.

6. "I don'tExpressing inability to e>:plain: e.g.,

knovj"; "no reason."
..

Definitely not conserving 

The subj^t's response indicates that the two amounts of day are 

no longer equal after the transformations:

have more," and he agreed before the test that the two balls of

0

"you have more";

!

clay v;ere equal.

Categorize explanations as follows:

1. Reference to observed action, or present rearrange

ment: e.g., "because you rolled this one"; "be

cause this one is long"; "because this one is round"; 

"because this has many pieces."

2. Reference to two' diniensions of the problem: e.g., 

"this one is a ball; the othe

.., 3. Merely expressing conviction: e.g.,

! long."

know that\ .

this one is less."

• 4. Expressing inability to explain, "I-'^on't Imovr." »■

■
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TASK 5: Conservation of a Number of Pebbles

Tests one, two, and three are scored separately, but are considered 

together in allocating the final category for this task. 

task, does the subject maintain the notion that a rearrangement of 

’pebbles does not alter their original number, and therefore, the

In this

equivalence of the subject’s and interviewer’s pebbles? If so.

does he give an adequate explanation for this notion?

2Definitely conserving

Subject whose record indicates a "same" response is' placed in this

group, un^ss his explanation falls into the seven or eight cate- 

In the latter case, he is placed in the group of those 

partially conserving.

gories.

Categorize explanations as follows;

1. Use of counting and number: e.g., "because you have

32 and I have 32."

2. Reference to previous correspondence; "because they

were equal before"; they were arranged in two’s 

before"; "the holes were the same."

Reference to observed action or present arrangement;3.

,y"; "you pute.g., "because you didn’t 

yours together"; "I put mine in a pf

^e ai

\ .
4. e.g., "if you put 

these back into those holes, they will be the same."

Reference to reversed situation;

*
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e.g., "those look5. Reflecting appearB,nce vs reality:

more, hut they are really the same."

6. Reference to tvro dimensions of the problems: e.g.,

"these are merely piled up, and those are in rows."

Partially conserving 1

Categorize explanations as follows:

7. Expressing conviction: e.g., "I know that they are

equal," or simply "they are equal" without indicating 

why they are equal. ..

a. e.g., "I don'tExpressing inability to explain: 

know"; "for nothing."

Definitely not conserving 0
(

Subject's response indicates that his pebbles are no longer numeri

cally equivalent to those of the interviewer after the transforma-

"You have more"; and there'is no evidence to suggest that he. ■ tion:

disagreed with the investigator on the equivalence of the number of

the subject's and the interviewer's pebbles. In his explanation of

why the numbers have become different, he refers to the perceptual

appearance of things.

Categorize e^lanations as follows:

1. Reference to observed action of pres'eM^arrangement: 

e.g., "because you put yours there"; "beceiiise mine 

are in a pile."

2. Reference to two dimensions of the problem: e.g..
»■ .•

"these are in a pile; those are in rows."
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3. Merely expressing corrviction: e.g., "I know that

these are more."

4. e.g., "I don’tExpressing inability to explain: 

know"; "no reason."

Part 2 - Seriation

In tasks one and three, does the subject understand hovr to coordin

ate a series of relationships v?hen a nujnber of objects are compared?

Can he realise that a given element n is at one and the same time bigger 

than n-1, and smaller than n + 1; that is,, that cow t'/G is bigger than 

cow #5 but smaij-er than cow rf?? Or that stick ,1^ is longer than stick 

#8 but shorter than stick #10?

TASK 1 (cows) and TASK 5 (sticks)

Definitely seriating . .

All placements correct.'

Partially seriating

Subject makes’two misplacements; that is, if two adjacent objects
'M

are interchanged (records may indicate five or six correct, inthe-case 

.._^f task one, or eight or nine, in the case of task thre^.

Definitely not seriating

More than two misplacements.

. 2

. ^

1
•Ml

0

1 .

. »-
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TASK 2 (women and baskets)

In this task can the subject produce a one-to-one correspondence

of women and baskets?

Definitely seriating 2

•Subject raaltes correct.placements for both the row of women arid that

of baskets.

Partially seriating 1

Subject who makes correct placements either on the vromen’s rov? or 

on the row of the baskets (v/ithout the intex^iev/er's assistance), but 

makes mist^es^in arranging the second row, is placed in this category.

That is, if the score is seven correct in one of the rows, and any other

score on the second x'ov;, this constitutes partial seriation. '>rh-

Definitely not seriating 0

More than two misplacements in both rows.

TASK 3 and '4 (ordinal correspondence)

In these tasks..check each of the responses separately, 

sections, however, are considered together in deciding on the final

The two

category for ability at ordinal correspondence.

Definitely ordinating 2

■ All responses correct.- 

Partially ordinating 1\ .

Response to one subsection correct.

Definitely not ordinating 0 r *•

Less than half of respones correct in both subsections.
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/

Fart 3 - Classification

In the first two tasks the interest is in v.'hether the subject can 

sort objects on a consistent basis. In the last two tasks under this

section, the interest is in whether the subject can understand inclu

sive relations, such as cows being part of a larger, more inclusive

category of animals.

TASK 1 (sorting animals); TASK 2 (sorting seeds)

Definitely ^ble to sort '

Subjec^

place objects in groups; e.g., colour, type, size, edibility, 

In task one, if sorting is done on the basis of colour.

p f ’■

2

1. uses a consistent criterion or consistent criteria to

etc. (

there should be three groups—red, green, and black. If by

type, there shoxxld be four groups--covfs, goats, sheep, and

dogs; and if by edibility there should be two groups: that of

jiogs on the one hand and that of sheep, goats, and cov/s, on

the other.
■

In task two, if sorting is done on the basis of type, there 

should be five groups: groimdnuts, peas, egasia, elira, and

ekuoro. If by edibility, there shou^ ground-e _^®oups:

nuts and peas on the one hand; and egasia, eliru .nd ekuoro.
\ .

on the other.

2. For explanation the subject shov/s under standing. Jihat members
r
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/ of a group share a sinilar property: e.g., "these are the 

same colour"; or shov;s understanding of how they differ. ,

Partially able to sort

1. Subject who is able to sort but cannot give an adequate ex

planation for the basis of his sorting.

2. Subject is able to sort using one observable criterion, but 

when asked for the basis of sorting he shifts to another 

criterion.

•

1

Definitely unable to sort 0

Subject responds but makes no observable consistent basis for sort

ing, and gives nl-^adequate e>q)lanation for the basis of his sorting.

TASK 3 (cov:s and dogs)

Simply check each of the sections one, tv/o, three, for understand

ing of inclusion relations.

(

Definitely understands inclusion relations 2

All responses correct, with correct explanation. 

Partially understands inclusion relations 1

Tvro responses correct, vrith correct explanation. •- - 

Definite];/ does not understand inclusion 

Unable to respond correctly to erUn 

sections, three and foiir.

0

last tvro

■ ; ( .

. *r .*
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APPENDIX C

Abbreviated-Interview Schedule5.

;■

DateCode

Name

Sex

Date.of BirthAge
-r

ClassSchool

(Length of IntervievrTaped Interview

i

L.

\ .

.*

■
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Part 1 - Conservation

TASK 1 Conservation With Counting

TESTING:

1. (i) Numbers child mentions

(ii) So, how many red buttons are there? _ _ _

Nov: how many red buttons do v:e have here? 

(No attept to count

(iii)

wanted to count but

.)^-covmtedV'fas deterred

(iv) Nov: hov: many red buttons do v:e have here?

(No atten5)t to count wanted to count but

.)countedv/as deterred
Sri'M-
1

2. (i) Numbers child mentions

(ii) So, how many yellovr buttons are there? _

Hov7 mar^ yellow buttons do ve have here?

(No attempt to count

-v:as deterred_ _ _ _

(iv) Nov/ hov/ many yellov/ buttons do v/e have here? 

(No attempt to count 

v/as deterred

(iii)

wanted to count but

.)counted

v/anted to covmt but

0counted

TASK 2 Conservation of Number (Biittons)
t .

OKIENTATION:

Child understood throughout
r ••

Prompting needed before child understood
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<y

y
" Doubtful if child ever tmderstood

Other

TESTING;

1. Now who has more buttons, you or I, or do we have the

same nxmber?

Subject more Interviewer more

Same Why do you think so?

2. Now who has more buttons, you or I, or do ve both have the

same number?

Subject more Interviewer more
!

Same VJhy do you think so?

TASK 3:- Conservation of an Amount of Water

ORIENTATION:

Child understood throtsghout

Prompting needed before child understood-

Doubtful if child ever understood

Other
\ .

TESTING:

1. - Nov; who has more water, you or I, or do vfQ both have the 

same smouiit? Subject v.iox'o Interviewer’
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/
/ vrhy do you think so?Samemore

2. Now do we have the same amount or do you have more, or do-

Interviewer moreI have more? Subject more

VJliy do you think so?Same

TASK 4: Conservation of an Amount of Clay

TESTING^^

1. Now, who has more clay, you or I, or do we both have the

Intervievrer more-^v^;,.same amount? Subject more
l

VJhy do you think so?Same

2. Now do we have the same amount or do you havemore, or do

Intervievrer moreI have more? Subject more

bdiy do you think so?Same

3. Do you now have more clay, or do we hav^^he same amount.
\ .
Intervieweror do I have more? Subject more

r .*•
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VJhy do you think so?Samemore

TASK 5: Conservation of Kvmber (Pebbles)

’ TESTING:

1. ^Tho has more pebbles, you or I, or do we both have the

Inteiviewer moresame number? Subject more

Vdiy do you think so?Same

2. \'Jho has more pebbles, you or I, or do we both have the

Inter'^'iev.’er moresame number? Subject more

V/hy do you think so?Same

Now vrho has more pebbles, you or I, or do v/e both have3.

Interviewerthe same number? Subject more

VJhy do you think’ so?Samemore

) .

tf .*

r*
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Part 2.- Seriation

ORIENTATION:

Child understood throughout

■ Prompting needed before child understood

Doubtful if child ever understood

Other

TESTING:

1. Correct

Errors made

Ig’der in which child placed them (if errors made)

2. Correct without help

Help given

Initial ordering before help given

2a. Correct

Errors made

Order in v/hich child placed them -(if errors made )

To Vfhich woman does this basket belong?3-

. #3

.0 \ .

- #4
■//6

r .♦

I
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k. To which woman does this- basket belong?

#2

#4

//6

5i Correct

Errors made

Order in v;hich child placed them if errors made

Part 3 - Classification

TASK 1

1.. Naming response •

Help given (describe)Correct without help

Number ofColour2. Size Type

Othergroups _

('specify)

alike -or same?„andWhy are

<.v

V

'■ ♦'
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TASK 2

1. Naming response

Help given (descirbe)Correct without help

2. Size Edibility Shape Nvimber

of groups

Other (specify)

Why are and alike or same?

tr -r

1

TASK 3

ORIEITOATIOW:

"child understood throughout _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Prompting needed before child understood 

Doubtful if child ever understood

Other

TESTING;

More animals f^hy do you1. More cows.
T

.ithink so?

*■»’

I
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/

2: VThose bunch has more animals, yours or mine, or shall we

both have the seime number? Subject more

Intervievfer more Same \Jhy do you

think so?

3. More animals \<hy do youMore cows

thinlv so?

C
TASK h

Naming response 1

Correct 5J^hout help Help given (describe)1.

2. 'Are all squares white?

Yes ■No

Why do you say so?
V V.....

3. Are all blue ones circles?

NoYes

VJhy do you say so?

'.rf
jr,.*

r-*
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4. Are there more circles or are there more blue things?

Ifore blue thingsMore circles

Vfliy do you say so?

Are there more blue things than there are squares, or the5.

same, or fewer?

l-fc>re blue Same Fev/er

VJhy do you say so?

: ' -• \ .
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APPENDIX D/

Supplementary Tables

Table 15

Relationship Among Conservation Abilities

Pebbles
Buttons Conserving Not Conserving Total

85Conserving 
Not conserving 
Total

12 97
6312 ■ 51

6397 160

Buttons Water

85Conserving 
Not conGei'’/ing 
Total

12 97
16 47 63 (160101 59

Buttons Clay

Conserving 
Wbt conserving 
Total

75 22 97
6310 53

85 16075

Pebbles Water

‘ kConserving 
Not conserving 
Total

93 ..
- 638 55
160101 59

Pebbles Clay-

80Conserving 
Not conserving 
Total

17‘ 97
58 635

85 16075

VJater ' Clay

mConserving 
Not conserving 
Total

17 101 tf .*•

581 59
85 16075
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/

Table l6 ■

Relationship Among Seriation Abilities

Sticks
Vromen and Baskets Correct Seriation Incorrect Seriation Total

Correct seriation 
Incorrect seriation 
Total

95 11419
8 38 46

103 l6o •57

Women and Baskets Cows
t? -r

18 ■96Correct seriation 
Incorrect seriation 
Total

114
4611 35

l6o107 53

Women and Baskets Ordinal Correspondence

V-.'Correct seriation 
Incorrect seriation 
Total

11415 99 i
46 46

145 l6o15

Sticks COV7S

86Correct seriation 
Incorrect seriation 
Total

17 103
3621 57

160107 53

Sticks Ordinal Correspondence

l4Correct seriation 
Incorrect seriation'. 
Totaa

89 103
561 57

a45 i6o15

Cows Ordinal C

Correct seriation 
Incbitrect seriation 
Total

15 107
) .• ’ : 53

145 l6o15

r. >1^

i
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Table 1?

Relationship Among Classification Abilities

Sortiag Animals
Sorting Seeds Correct Sort Incorrect Sort Total

Correct sort 
Incorrect sort 
Total

79 31 110
l4 36 50

67 16093

Inclusion Animals
Correct Inclusion Incorrect InclusionSorting Seeds

Correct sort 
Incorrect sort 
Total

10 100 110
50 50

I6O10 150

Sorting Seeds Inclusion Squares & Circles
i

Correct sorting 
Incorrect sorting 
Total

110 110
50 50

160 160

Sorting Animals Inclusion Animals

84Correct sorting 
Incorrect sorting 
Total

9 93
66 67-1

16010 150
..V

' Sorting Animals Inclusion Squares & Circles

Correct sorting 
Incorrect sorting 
Total

93 93
67 ~ 67

160

Inclusion SquaresInclusion-Animals

Correct inclusioh’ 
Incorrect inclusion 
Total

10 ^ . 10
150 150
160 160

r

. V
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